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Abstract
In this thesis we employ electroabsorption (EA) spectroscopy in the study of
encapsulated blue polymer light-emitting diodes (PLEDs), introduced generally in
Chapter 1, that also incorporate a hole injection layer, poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene) doped with poly (styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS). In addition to providing
valuable information about the polymer film, EA. described in Chapter 2, allows
the probing of the built-in voltage, Vb i , generated through the equilibration of the
chemical potential across the PLED heterostructure. Typically, Vbi is measured by
applying a voltage of the form V = Vdc + Vacsm(ujt) across the diode, and finding Vdc
(or Vnun) at which the EA signal vanishes. In Chapter 3, apart from describing our
EA experimental set-up, we measure the EA response of a simple one-layer PLED
(without PEDOT:PSS), and find full agreement between the experimental results
and the Stark theory. In devices with PEDOT:PSS (Chapters 4-6), the Stark elec
troabsorption signal is mixed with a smaller intensity signal, not predicted in the
Stark effect. In some devices, this causes deviation from the expected behaviour, for
example by introducing V nuu dependence on the photon energy and on ac frequency.
Although this poses a potential problem for accurate Vbi measurements, the effect is
minimal at energies near the Stark response peak and high frequencies, which makes
the measurement of Vbi possible. We also consider the origin of the ’other’ signal,
and present evidence which strongly suggests that it is generated by trapped charge
at the PEDOT:PSS/emitting-polymer interface. We use Vbi measurements to probe
energy level alignment across the PLED heterostructure, in a series of devices which
vary only in the composition of the emitting polymer layer. Our results, which show
that Vbi is polymer dependent, in full account with the theory of alignment of the
chemical potential across the PLED heterostructure, suggest Fermi level pinning to
the polymer bipolaron levels. Finally, we investigate the effects of electrical driving
on these devices, and find strong evidence for degradation of PEDOT:PSS (partic
ularly near the interface) and its work function, in full agreement with the available
literature.
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Chapter 1
An Introduction to
Sem iconducting Conjugated
Polym ers and Polymer
Light-Em itting Diodes
We begin this thesis by introducing the reader to conjugated polymers and polymer
light-emitting diodes (PLEDs).

The chapter begins with an outline of prominent

historical landmarks that have led to PLED development. We then provide a more
detailed description of conjugated polymers, accounting for concepts such as energy
gap, solitons and polarons. The discussion is first centred on the archetypal con
jugated polymer trans-poly acetylene, and then extended to polyparaphenylene, which
is more typical of currently-used light-emitting polymers. We then focus on the ba
sic physical processes governing PLED operation, such as charge injection and light
emission.

We discuss the relevance of the metal-semiconductor interface in con

trolling PLED currents, together with other factors that govern PLED efficiency.
Lastly, the chapter concludes with an outline of the rest of the thesis.
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1.1

B ackground o f P olym er L igh t-E m ittin g D io d e
(PL E D ) T echnology

It has been reported[1] that the first observed electroluminescence (’the generation of
light by electrical excitation other than black-body radiation’[2]) in organic materials
was made by Bernanose[3] in the 1950s, who applied a high-voltage alternating
current to thin crystalline films of acridine orange and quinacrine. A more widely
cited report is that of Pope et al.[4], who in 1963 reported electroluminescence
from anthracene single crystals. Electrical conduction in conjugated polymers was
discovered in 1970s[5], leading to a surge of interest in conjugated polymers. In
1983, R.H. Partridge of the National Physical Laboratory in the UK reported the
first electroluminescent polymer devices, based on poly(N-vinylcarbazole) (PVK),
that emitted blue light visible in artificial room lighting conditions[6]. However,
owing to the poor electron injection and transport characteristics, luminance was
very low and the results did not attract much attention[7]. Then, in 1989, following
the fabrication of small-molecule organic light-emitting diodes few years earlier by
Tang et o/.[8], Burroughes et al. [9] developed the first conjugated polymer-based
PLEDs, using poly(phenylene vinylene) (PPV). This opened a flood of research in
the field, in both academia (interested in investigating the physics behind PLEDs),
and in industry (attracted by the PLEDs’ potential for developing cheap but highperformance displays) [10, 11].
Over the last fifteen years, considerable progress in understanding the PLED
physics has been achieved, leading to improved brightness, efficiency and durability
of the devices, with some products, such as those shown in Figure 1.1 [12], already
able to compete with the traditional inorganic technology. The principal advantage
of PLED displays is the reduced manufacturing process complexity, and the resulting
lower cost of the commercial products[2,13]. In addition, polymer films are intrin
sically flexible, less prone to breakage, and may eventually lead to the development
of thin flexible displays[14]. Another advantage is that polymers can be synthesised
from a wide variety of chemical species, chosen to obtain a specified set of physical
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 1.1: Examples of displays based on organic light-emitting diodes
(OLEDs)[12]: (a) 40 inch full colour OLED display prototype produced by Seiko
Epson Corporation, (b) MP3 music player launched by Delta Electronics incorpo
rating a green PLED display, (c) mobile telephone from Philips with an organic
display.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 1.2: Electronic configuration of carbon: (a) outer energy levels of a single C
atom with the electron occupancy indicated by the arrows, b) a sketch of the four
sp3 hybrid orbitals of a C atom, each one pointing towards the corner of a regular
tetrahedron.

properties [15].
The main limitations for the development of full-colour PLED-based displays are
lifetime related, with limited polymer stability and susceptibility to electrical degra
dation posing a particular challenge. However, at present, there are no fundamen
tal obstacles towards improving the lifetime, and PLEDs continue to be developed
with ever-increasing performance and operating lifetimes. Currently, the lifetime of
the best red- and green-emitting diodes is in excess of 10,000 hours (sufficient for
commercial applications), and even lifetimes greater than 40,000 hours have been
mentioned[16]. However, the lifetime of blue-emitting diodes, required for the de
velopment of full-colour displays, is significantly shorter (for instance, ~ 4000 hours
in a recent report) [17], and needs to be increased to produce competitive full-colour
displays.

1.2

S em iconducting C o n ju g ated P o ly m ers

1.2.1

B asics o f C arbon B onding

The chemistry of light-emitting polymers, and organic molecules in general, is based
on the covalent bonds between the carbon atoms, whose ground state electronic
configuration is ls 22s22p2. In the simplest of organic molecules, methane (CH4), one
C(2s) and three C(2p) orbitals are mixed to form a set of four equivalent degenerate
hybrid orbitals, sp3, arranged in a tetrahedral arrangement, as illustrated in Figure
14

1.2[18]. Each hybrid orbital contains a single electron, paired with one H electron.
In ethene (C2H4), each carbon atom forms three sp2 hybrid orbitals, in which
one C(2s) and two C(2p) orbitals are mixed[18,19]. The axes of all three orbitals
lie in a single plane, and the axes of the third p orbital (2p*) not included in the
hybridisation, is perpendicular to the plane. The sp2 orbitals have a rotational
symmetry around the internuclear axis, and, since they resemble an s orbital when
viewed along the internuclear axis, are called cr-orbitals (cr is the Greek equivalent
of s) [18]. Similarly, a 2p* orbital, which when viewed along the internuclear axis
resembles a p orbital, is called a 7r-orbital. 7r-orbitals are characterised by delocal
isation of electronic charge, whereas cr-orbitals in contrast are highly localised[20].
Because they have different symmetry properties, it follows from group theory that
the overlap and Hamiltonian matrix elements between these two sets of orbitals are
zero[19]. In other words, a- and 7r-orbitals are non-interacting and can to a good
approximation be considered independently of one another[19]. In ethene, both sets
of orbitals interact with the corresponding orbital on the neighbouring carbon atom,
forming the bonding (symmetric) and the antibonding (antisymmetric)

<7 -

and n-

orbitals, as illustrated schematically in Figure 1.3(b). In a 7r bonding orbital, the
charge is concentrated between the nuclei, so that it attracts the nuclei and holds
them together, as shown in Figure 1.3(a). A bonding orbital has a minimum in the
energy versus nuclear separation curve (see Figure 1.3c). In contrast, in an anti
bonding orbital the charge density is minimal between the nuclei, and nuclei tend
to repel one another (no minimum in the energy curve in Figure 1.3c). In ethene,
and in 7r-bonded molecules in general, the energy gap Eg between bonding and an
tibonding orbitals in the a-system is significantly larger than in the 7r-system. As a
result, electrical and optical properties of 7r-bonded molecules are largely determined
by 7r-bonded electrons. The role of the strongly bonded cr-electrons is to keep the
molecules intact [21].
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(b)

(c)

antibonding

antibonding

bonding

bonding

Nuclear Separation

Figure 1.3: Sketch of chemical and electronic structure of ethene: (a) The shape
of the 7r bonding orbital is indicated, (b) Schematic diagram of the bonding and
antibonding cr—and 7r—energy levels, (c) Total energy versus nuclear separation of
a bonding and an antibonding orbital.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.4: (a) Chemical structure of trans-polyacetylene, (b) A one-dimensional
chain of p 2 orbitals spaced a apart.

1.2.2

T rans-P olyacetylene

The archetypal conjugated polymer is trans-polyacetylene (t-PA), whose chemical
structure is shown in Figure 1.4(a). The term conjugated refers to the alternating
sequence of single and double bonds shown in the structural representation[20]. As
in ethene, the outer shell carbon electrons are sp2-hybridised, with one p* electron
per carbon atom. Each carbon atom is cr-bonded to two neighbouring carbon atoms,
and to one H atom.
In a t-PA film, electronic and optical properties of individual chains are usually
preserved because of strong intrachain bonding and weak interchain inter actions [22].
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A t-PA chain is electronically one-dimensional in nature, and 7r-electrons are delo
calised over many monomer units. To understand its energy (E ) versus wavevector
(k) relationship, it is instructive to consider its E(k) vs k dependence obtained in
appendix A1 using the tight binding model[22,23]. If the spacing between the atoms
is a, and if the 2p orbital energy in a single isolated C atom is E pz, the energy versus
the wavevector relationship is given by equation 1.1 (see appendix Al):

E(k) = Epz - (3 — 2tcos(ka),

where t is the so-called transfer integral, and

( 1.1)

is a constant.

The E(k) vs k dependence is plotted in Figure 1.5, in the first Brillouin zone
(-7T/a < k < 7r/a). Since each Brillouin zone contains the same number of k-states
as the total number of primitive unit cells, for a chain of N atoms, with the size of
a primitive unit cell equal to a, the first Brillouin zone contains N ^-states. Thus,
in t-PA, which has one carbon atom per primitive unit cell (despite its zig-zag
structure) [24], there are N 7r-electrons in a chain of N atoms. Since every A;-state
can accommodate 2 electrons, the bonding states (corresponding to the bottom half
of the k-states in Figure 1.5) can accommodate all the pz electrons.
In this case, the band would be precisely half-filled and t-PA would be a metal.
However, due to the existence of an energy gap at the edge of the Fermi distribution,
t-PA behaves as a semiconductor. The energy gap opens up due to Peierls distor
tion (which we next discuss), and the simultaneous presence of a Mott-Hubbard
transition[7] (not discussed here as it is not within the scope of this thesis).

1.2.3

P eierls D istortion [22,23,25,26]

According to Peierls’s theorem, a one-dimensional metal with a half-filled band can
lower its energy by doubling the size of its primitive unit cell[25]. In the case of t-PA,
this can occur by the displacement of each carbon atom by un = (—l) n|ii0|, where
n is the atom number, and

uq

is the amount of displacement in the chain direction.

This means that every atom moves by the same amount along the chain axis, but
in the opposite direction to its nearest neighbours, as indicated in Figure 1.6(b).
17

E(k)
■2t
antibonding
sta te s 71*

bonding
s ta te s 71

-2t
-71/a

-rc/2 a

7i/ 2 a

nla

Figure 1.5: Energy versus wavevector of a one-dimensional chain of atoms, derived
using the tight binding model. For one electron per primitive unit cell, the band is
exactly half-filled, with filled states marked in red. (Epz — (3 is taken to be zero in
energy.)

As a result, the Brillouin zone becomes halved, so that it lies in the range -n/2a <
k < n/2a. This is illustrated in Figure 1.6(a), where E(k) vs k dependence with the
Peierls distortion is depicted by the full line, and, for comparison, the dependence
without the distortion is indicated by the broken line. The two curves are similar
near k = 0, but as k approaches the Brillouin zone edge (± 7r/ 2a), d E /dk of the full
line tends to zero, so that an energy gap (Efl) opens up at the edge of the Fermi
distribution. Near ± 7r / 2a, 7r-orbitals are concentrated in the region towards which
the positively charged C atoms are drawn, so that, due to electrostatic interaction,
7r-orbitals are lowered in energy. Conversely, 7r*-orbitals are concentrated away from

this region, resulting in an increase of 7r*-orbital energy. This leaves the completely
filled 7r band (full red line), separated in energy from the completely empty

7r*

band (full black line). Note that as carbon atoms are displaced, an equilibrium
is established between the forces acting to lower 7r-electron energy, and the forces
acting to reduce the elastic energy stored in cr-bonds. At equilibrium, C bonds in
t-PA ( 1.22 A long[23]) are distorted by 0.03 to 0.04 A[22].
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(b)

(a)
E(k) “
2t

-2t
-n/a

-7i/2a

7i/2a

nla

Figure 1.6 : (a) Comparison of the energy vs the wavevector dependence with (full
line) and without (broken line) Peierls distortion[22,25]. The Brillouin zone is halved
after Peierls distortion, and lies in the range -tt/ 2a < k < ir/2a. (Again, Epz — /3
is taken to be zero in energy.) (b) The distortion in t-PA occurs by shifting of C
atoms along the chain, as indicated by the arrows.

1.2.4

N o n -D eg en era te C on ju gated P olym ers: P olyp arap h en ylen e

Conjugated polymers can be classified either as degenerate or non-degenerate, de
pending on whether the total energy at the two values of the displacement parameter
(-uo and uo) is the same or different respectively, as illustrated in Figure 1.7. Apart
from t-PA which is degenerate, virtually all other conjugated polymers are non
degenerate [24].
Here, we consider polyparaphenylene (PPP), which is an archetypal non-degener
ate polymer, with structure closely related to that of polyparaphenylene vinylene
(PPV), and poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene) (F 8), which (together with their derivatives)
are among the most widely used light-emitting polymers. The common structural
component in these polymers is the benzene ring, from which the basic arrangement
of the polymer energy levels, as well as the energy gap, is derived. In benzene, carbon
atoms are sp2 hybridised, with one p 2 orbital per C atom. Each C atom is cr-bonded
to two neighbouring C atoms, forming a hexagonal arrangement, as shown in Figure
19

(a) degenerate polymers
(e.g. t-PA)

-uo

u0

(b) non-degenerate
polymers (e.g. PPP)

u

u

Figure 1.7: Total energy (Et) as a function of the displacement parameter u, in
(a) degenerate polymers, and (b) non-degenerate polymers. Chemical structure of
polyparaphenylene (PPP) is also shown.

1.8. The six 7r orbitals, whose axis are perpendicular to the hexagonal plane, overlap
and form six new orbitals that extend through the whole benzene ring[18,19]. Their
energy levels, together with the schematics of the molecular orbitals are shown in
Figure 1.8. The three energetically lowest orbitals are fully occupied (as indicated
by the arrows), whereas the upper three orbitals are completely empty. Note that
the orbitals marked with the letter N have nodes at para (1,4) positions.
When many benzene rings are linked in a chain, as in PPP, due to weak interac
tion between orbitals on neighbouring atoms, bands of energy levels are produced,
centred at the level of the original benzene orbital, as illustrated in Figure 1.9. Note
that the orbitals with nodes at para positions do not interact, so that their energy
levels are unchanged. As a result of band broadening, which is further increased by
disorder and electron-phonon coupling, the energy gap between the lowest unoccu
pied molecular orbital (LUMO) and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
is smaller in the polymer than in the individual benzene ring. For example, PPP
optical energy gap is reportedly close to 3 eV[27,28], whereas the energy gap in
benzene is approximately 6 eV[20].
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Figure 1.8: A sketch of benzene energy levels and the associated molecular orbitals.
The broken lines indicate nodal planes, and + or - indicates the sign of the electron
wavefunction. Orbitals marked with the letter N have nodes at para (1,4) positions.
(Adapted from reference[19])
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Figure 1.9: Schematic PPP energy level diagram. See text for discussion.

1.2.5

C harge C arriers in T ra n s-P o ly a cety len e[22,24,29,30]

In conjugated polymers, an electronic charge injected into the chain interacts strongly
with the local lattice, inducing displacement and polarisation of the neighbouring
atoms. When the electronic charge moves along the chain the atomic displacement
and polarisation move together with it. The combination of the electronic charge
with the atomic displacement and polarisation is called a polaron[29].
A related type of a charge carrier is a soliton, which can be either charged
or uncharged. Soliton is a feature of degenerate polymers, and, in t-PA, it can
be described as a 180° shift in dimerisation, in which the displacement parameter
changes from u0 to -u0 (or the other way around). In Figure 1.10(a), going from
left to right, the soliton (S°) is represented by an abrupt shift from phase 1 to
phase 2 , and the antisoliton (S°) is represented by the shift from phase 2 to phase
1. (Note that although this soliton representation is commonly used[24,29-31], in

reality the solitons have a width of approximately seven CH groups[22,23,26].) The
boundary between the two phases can be considered as a local suppression of Peierls
transition, where the local carbon atom has zero displacement, i.e. u = 0. This
leaves a localised C(2p) electron, not included in either the HOMO or the LUMO
band, so that both bands are depleted by one-half of an energy state[22,24,26]. The
energy level of this state is at the midpoint of the energy gap, as shown in Figure
1. 10(a).

In an isolated t-PA chain, two solitons (S° and S°A) that are far apart but on the
same chain would not interact, but in a solid, due to interaction between the chains,
there is an attractive force between them [24]. If the two solitons approach each
other, they interact and form two new energy levels, pushed symmetrically towards
the edges of the antibonding and the bonding band, as illustrated in Figure 1.10(b).
When the two solitons are neutral, they annihilate each other. However, if one of
them is charged they cannot annihilate, but instead they form a polaron[24]. A
negative soliton interacting with a neutral antisoliton produces a negative polaron,
whereas a positive soliton interacting with a neutral antisoliton produces a positive
polaron. If both solitons have the same charge bipolarons are created, as shown in
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Figure 1.10: Schematic illustration of solitons and polarons in t-PA, and the as
sociated band diagrams[24]: (a) neutral soliton and antisoliton, (b) negative and
positive polarons, and (c) negative and positive bipolarons. See text for discussion.

Figure 1.10(c). However, in t-PA, the bipolaron is not stable and the two solitons
tend to separate due to electrostatic repulsion, as indicated by the horizontal arrows
in Figure 1.10(c).

1.2.6

C harge C arriers in P P P

In non-degenerate polymers such as PPP, polarons and bipolarons are the intrinsic
charge carriers. An excitation such as a single soliton, which separates two phases
with different energies, is not stable since the lower energy phase is preferred over
the higher energy phase[22,31]. In Figure 1.11, where a topological representation
of solitons, polarons and bipolarons in PPP is shown, phase 1 is the lower and
phase 2 is the higher energy phase. Thus, phase 2 is not stable and the two neutral
solitons S° and

(shown on the top panel) attract and annihilate one another. On
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Figure 1.11: Topological representation of solitons, polarons and bipolarons in PPP,
together with schematics of the associated band diagrams.

the other hand, a single polaron, shown schematically in Figure 1.11(b), is stable
since it carries a unit of electronic charge which can not be annihilated. When the
concentration of polarons is high, two equally charged polarons can lower their total
energy by getting closer together to form a bipolaron[22], shown schematically in
Figure 1.11(c). Although this increases the electrostatic energy, the width of the
high energy phase decreases, so that the overall energy decreases[22]. Bipolarons
are thought to play a major role in charge formation and transport in light-emitting
polymers, especially at high charge concentration. Incidentally, we note that the
lowest triplet excited state can be created from a bipolaron, for example by removing
one electron (with the same spin) from each gap state of a negative bipolaron[22].
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Figure 1.12: (a) Structure of a single-layer PLED, (b) Schematic diagram illustrating
the main processes during operation of a typical PLED: (1) charge injection, (2)
charge transport, (3) exciton formation, and (4) radiative decay of the exciton.

1.3

B asic O p e ra tio n of P o ly m er L ig h t-E m ittin g
D iodes

The structure of a simple PLED, similar to the one reported by Burroughes et al. [9]
in 1990, is shown in Figure 1.12(a). It consists of a single polymer layer sandwiched
between two electrodes, one of which is transparent to allow the emission of light.
Typically, indium tin oxide (ITO) is used as the transparent electrode, and metals
such as Al or Ca are used as the other electrode. When a sufficiently large bias
is applied across the electrodes, electrons are injected from one of the electrodes
(the cathode), and holes are injected from the opposite electrode (the anode), as
illustrated in Figure 1.12(b). Note that injection occurs into the polymer polaron
levels, rather than conduction or valence bands[32]. As the polaronic carriers move
towards the opposite electrode, under the influence of the electric field (or diffusion
if the field is screened[33]), they may meet with oppositely charged carriers and
form electron-hole pairs (excitons) [34], bound by electrostatic attraction. Unlike in
crystalline semiconductors where exciton binding energy is relatively small (e.g. 4
meV in GaAs[35]), exciton binding energy in conjugated polymers is considerably
larger (hundreds of meVs). Radiative recombination of the electron-hole pair results
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in the emission of a photon, whose energy is specified by the exciton energy gap.

1.4

Singlet and Triplet E xcitons

The exciton spin is determined by the relative orientation of its two unpaired
electrons[36]. If the two electron spins are antiparallel and precessing in antiphase
the total spin is zero, and the excited state is a singlet state. If the spins are paral
lel, or antiparallel but precessing in phase, the total spin is one. As there are three
such states, and they are degenerate in energy, the excited state is called a triplet.
A schematic illustration of the energy levels of the first excited singlet (Si) and
triplet (Ti) states, relative to the ground state (So) is shown in Figure 1.13. Under
electrical operation, both singlets and triplets are generated, and their transition to
the ground state can in principle occur both by radiative or non-radiative decay.
However, owing to the spin selection rules, the Ti - So transition is forbidden and
must be achieved via an additional spin-flipping process, induced for example via
interaction with impurities or defects. Consequently, triplets have relatively long
decay times, which means that they are more likely to diffuse to quenching sites[37].
Even if the triplet lifetime is reduced to several microseconds, for example by intro
ducing heavy atoms with large spin-orbit coupling (such as Pt) into the chain, the
non-radiative decay rate (~ 105 - 106 s-1) is still orders of magnitude larger than the
radiative decay rate (~ 103 s-1), which means that only one in 1000 of the triplets
emit light[36,3T]. Therefore, emission in most polymers occurs via radiative decay
of the singlet exciton.
Note that, due to spin-flipping, Si excitons can transform into Ti excitons in a
process called intersystem crossing. Since the energy separation between Si and Ti
states in conjugated polymers is close to 0.7 eV[38], intersystem crossing proceeds
in only one direction, i.e. from Si to Ti.
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Figure 1.13: Schematic diagram showing the formation and decay of singlet and
triplet excited states in conjugated polymers under electrical excitation. So is the
singlet ground state, Si is the lowest excited singlet state, and T i is the lowest triplet
state, kr and knr denote the radiative and non-radiative decay rates respectively. Xs
and Xt represent the fractions of singlet and triplet excitons generated, respectively.
(Adapted from reference[37])

1.5

T he PL E D Efficiency

Energy efficiency is an important issue in PLEDs, not only because of energy con
sumption issues, but also because the wasted energy may lead to PLED degradation.
The efficiency is often expressed by equations 1.2 and 1.3, which respectively give
the internal and external quantum efficiency [2].

Vinternal ~ 1 " Q ' r st

Vexternal

7 ’ 9 *^st ’ Vcoupling

( 1 -2 )

\ '*-^7

7 is the ratio of the number of excitons formed over the number of electrons flowing in

the external circuit. It is related to the balance between electron and hole currents,
and is high when electron and hole currents are balanced, and small for excessive
majority carrier currents. Photoluminescence efficiency q is related to the intrinsic
efficiency of the polymer chain, which in the solid may be additionally influenced by
interactions with neighbouring chains and impurities, and also by other effects, such
as exciton coupling to plasmon modes on the metallic electrode. The factor rst is
the fraction of excitons formed as singlets, and accounts for the non-emissive nature
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of triplet states. The output coupling coefficient (rj^pi^g) is related to the fraction
of emitted photons that escape from the device into air. Due to the refractive index
mismatch, a considerable portion of the emitted photons are trapped within the
PLED, where they are either dissipated or scattered as edge emission.
In the first reported PLEDs the efficiency was close to 0.01 %[9], but since then
it has improved considerably, and recently reported external efficiencies are as high
as 22 %[39]. The factors 7 and q are now often close to unity [2]. High 7 values
can be achieved by lowering charge injection barriers to achieve balanced carrier
injection[40]. The factor q is increased by reducing the amount of impurities in the
active layer, and also by increasing the intrinsic chain efficiency, or by positioning
the recombination zone away from the metal contact to reduce plasmon-induced
quenching[40]. Improving the other two factors, rst and rjcoupling, has proven to be
more difficult, and these are still significantly below the optimum value. In recent
years however, significant efforts have been put towards their improvement, as we
next discuss.
From simple spin statistics it might be expected that rst is fixed at 0.25, since
the ratio of singlet to triplet states is 1:3. However, some reports suggest that the
singlet generation fraction can exceed the 25 % statistical limit in some polymers,
and can reportedly be as high as 50 %[37,41-43]. Several explanations for this have
been proposed, as discussed in a recent review[36]. A recent proposal for instance
suggests that the formation rates for singlets and triplets vary with chain length,
favouring singlets in longer chains[42]. However, consensus has not been reached,
and recently it was even argued that the 25 % singlet generation limit may not
have been exceeded [44]. The emission efficiency can also be increased by doping
the host polymer with a small concentration (~ 3 %) of a phosphorescent dye.
This method was originally applied to small molecule light emitting diodes[45], and
later to polymer-based devices[46-48]. As shown in Figure 1.14, in this method,
the vast majority of host singlets and triplets are efficiently transferred to the guest
molecules, excluding a minor fraction of singlets that manage to decay to the host
ground state[40]. Since the phosphor emission efficiency is very high, the majority of
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Figure 1.14: Schematic diagram showing exciton transfer in host-guest systems.
Adapted from Patel et al. [40]

transferred excitons decay radiatively to the phosphor ground state. Thus, the host
triplet energy that would otherwise be wasted is harvested and used to emit light.
Remarkably, internal emission efficiencies close to 100 % (at low brightness) were
reported with this method[49]. Note however that although this method is suitable
for red- and green-emitting devices, it is not well suited for blue emission, due to
the need for a high band-gap host semiconductor [7]. Another drawback is that the
dopant sites become saturated at operational current densities due to long triplet
lifetimes, which increases exciton quenching and lowers the efficiency[48].
The factor 7 ) ^ ^ ^ arises because the photons emitted by the active layer need
to pass through at least two different materials before escaping into air, as shown
in Figure 1.15(a). Due to Snell’s law for refraction, light incident at an angle less
than a critical angle will undergo total internal reflection at the anode-glass and
the glass-air interface. As shown, this leads to two waveguided modes, one in the
substrate/ITO/organic layers and the other in the organic/ITO layers [40]. Only a
fraction of light, typically close to 20 - 30 %, escapes into air, which thus severely
limits the external quantum efficiency. Several methods for improving the output
coupling have been demonstrated however. In one example, Tsutsui et al. [50] in
creased the external emission by a factor of 1.8 , by inserting a low refractive index
silica aerogel layer between ITO and glass. The aerogel layer reduces waveguiding
and edge emission caused by internal reflections, and increases the output cou29
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Figure 1.15: (a) Most of the light emitted in an organic layer is waveguided in the
substrate, or organic/ITO layers, whilst only a smaller fraction is emitted externally.
(Adapted from Patel et al. [40]) (b) An example demonstrating increased optical
output when a thin aerogel layer is placed betweeen the emissive layer and the
glass substrate. The photograph compares thin emissive organic layers on glass
substrates with (left) and without (right) an aerogel spacer layer under UV radiation.
Reproduced from Tsutsui et al. [50]

pling, as demonstrated in Figure 1.15(b). The efficiency can also be enhanced if
the substrate waveguided mode is scattered by: increasing the substrate surface
roughness[51], or attaching a monolayer of silica microspheres [52], or a diffusive
layer[53], at the substrate-air interface.

1.6

C harge C a rrie r In je ctio n an d T ra n sp o rt

The conduction in the organic layer starts by charge injection from delocalised states
of the metal contact, into a distribution of the polymer’s localised states. Typically,
there is an energy barrier ($ 5 ) that the carriers need to surmount to enter the
polymer layer. A schematic energy level diagram of a metal-semiconductor interface,
in the presence of an electric field F, is shown in Figure 1.16. Owing to the combined
effects of the field and the image force, the energy barrier $ b is reduced to <£^[54].
To describe the injection into organic semiconductors, two textbook models bor
rowed from inorganic semiconductor physics have on occasions been employed[55,56].
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Figure 1.16: Schematic energy band diagram of the metal-semiconductor contact.
is the metal work function, 4># is the injection barrier height at zero electric field,
and Xg is the electron affinity of the semiconductor. The cathode supplies electrons
which are injected into a distribution of the organic polaron levels[32]. The solid
line represents a minimum of this distribution, modified by the image force energy
-e2/(16n£o£sx), and the field energy -eFx. As a result of the image and field forces,
the effective barrier is reduced to
•

These are Fowler-Nordheim (FN) quantum mechanical tunnelling and thermionic
emission. The former invokes quantum mechanical tunnelling of electrons through
an energy barrier. It ignores image charge effects, and for the simple case of a
triangular barrier, shown by dashed line in Figure 1.16, it predicts[54]
,3/2

J a F 2 .e x p ( - ^ p - ) ,
where J is the current, and

k

(1.4)

is a constant in terms of the effective carrier mass.

Tunnelling becomes significant only at high fields (larger than 108V/m) [54,57].
Contrarily, thermionic emission is a classical process which, being thermally ac
tivated, depends on the temperature T. For charge injection from a metal into a
crystallinesemiconductor, it predicts the following currentdependence[54,55,58]:
_

/ ef f

J = A ' ■T 2 ■e x p ( - ^ _ ) ,

(1.5)

Kb ±

where ks is the Boltzmann constant, and A* is known as the Richardson constant.
The current also has a field dependence included in the factor
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, due to barrier

lowering by field and image effects.
However, unlike in crystalline semiconductors, where charges propagate freely
in extended states, conduction in polymer films proceeds by hopping between lo
calised, energetically disordered polaronic states [32], and neither of the two models
takes this into account. Consequently, their predicted current characteristics of
ten lack in accuracy when applied to polymer diodes[58,59]. In one of the widely
cited publications, Parker has used the FN model to explain the measured currentvoltage characteristics of MEH-PPV-based single carrier devices[60]. He reported
good qualitative agreement between the model and the functional dependence of the
current on field and temperature. However, the measured current was three orders
of magnitude smaller than expected from the FN model, and neither image force nor
band bending effects could explain such behaviour[61]. However, Davids et al. [61]
reported that if the low carrier mobility of the organic material is taken into account
large current backflow from the polymer back into the injecting contact is predicted,
which accounts for the small current.
Other investigations on the other hand have reported that any similarity between
the measured current and the FN model must be accidental entirely[62-64]. Namely,
a model that does not invoke any long-range tunnelling transitions can fully account
for the experimental current-voltage characteristics of injection currents, such as
those reported by Parker[62,63,65]. The main feature of this model is that the
charges are first injected into acceptor states in the interfacial layer, below the
manifold of hopping states, in a process described as thermally and field assisted
charge transfer[62]. From there, they can either return back to the metal contact,
or overcome the image potential by thermally activated hopping[57], and access the
bulk states away from the interface. At low fields only few carriers escape the image
potential, and most end up back in the metal contact, resulting in a large current
backflow[55]. This could explain the relatively weak temperature dependence of
injection currents observed in some PLEDs, despite the presence of large injection
barriers [66].
Due to the applied electric field, the charges that escape the image potential can
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move towards the other electrode. They can either travel along individual polymer
chains (intra-chain transport) or, eventually, they need to transfer between different
chains (inter-chain transport), by hopping from one chain to the next. Intra-chain
mobility along the conjugated segments is high and comparable to inorganic semicon
ductors mobilities (1 to 103 cm2V_ 1s_ 1)[57]. For instance, the reported intra-chain
mobility in isolated PPV-based chains is close to 0.2 cm2V- 1s -1 [67]. The mobility of
bulk polymer films on the other hand is much smaller, close to 0 .5 x l0 ~6 cm 2V_ 1s _1
for a similar polymer[68]. This occurs because inter-chain mobility is much lower,
due to low electronic state coupling between neighbouring chains[69]. Also, due to
the variation in conjugation lengths between different chains, and between different
segments on the same chain, there is a spread in polaronic energy levels, further ex
acerbated by defects and various chemical and topological disorders. This generates
potential barriers or traps, which impede charge transport and thus reduce the bulk
mobility.
Charge carriers can overcome an energy barrier using the thermal energy of the
solid, or, alternatively, by tunnelling. In both cases, the probability of overcoming
the barrier is increased if an electric field is applied, due to the lowering of the
effective energy barrier. Thus, the mobility p(F) is field-dependent, and increases
with increasing fields. For many polymer systems it is given by[20,40]

K F ) = Mo ex P ( p ^ F ) ,

(1.6)

where pQand p are material and temperature dependent parameters.
In single-carrier diodes (i.e. in diodes in which the current is dominated by either
electrons or holes), two limiting regimes for the current are known to exist[40,55,70].
For large injection barriers or large mobilities the current is limited by the rate of
carrier injection into the organic material. This is the injection limited current
(ILC), which depends sensitively on the height of the injection barrier. Davids et al.
have shown that for typical single-carrier PLEDs the current is injection limited for
barriers higher than about 0.3 - 0.4 eV[56,70]. At lower injection barriers the current
is likely to be space charge limited (SCL). In this regime, the charges are injected
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Figure 1.17: Schematic energy level diagram of a simple PLED before and after
contact is made between the polymer and the electrodes. $ a and $ c are the anode
and cathode work functions respectively.

faster than they can pass through the polymer layer, leading to charge accumulation.
SCL current

(Js c l )

in most single carrier organic devices is given by[40,54,57,71]

Jscl =

where A is the cross sectional area, £0 is

permittivity of free space, eT is the

relative dielectric constant, and d is the organic layer thickness.

1.7

T h e B u ilt-In V oltage

Figure 1.17 shows a schematic energy level diagram of a single-layer PLED, before
and after contact is made between the polymer and the two electrodes. Typically,
asymmetric electrode work functions are employed in order to enhance electron and
hole injection. The cathode has the lower and the anode has the higher work func
tion. After contact, the chemical potential is equilibrated through the heterostruc
ture, via electron transfer from the cathode to the anode. The resulting charge
distribution generates a built-in voltage (V b i ) between the electrodes, supporting
a built-in electric field in the polymer layer. In many PLEDs, V bi is (to a good
approximation) given by the difference between the anode (4>^) and the cathode
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($ c ) work functions, divided by the electronic charge[55,72]:

Vbi — ( $ a ~ ® c ) / e -

(1-8)

This equation has been validated by several PLED investigations[55,72-76]. It is
not general however, and may not be valid if either of the electrode work functions
lies within the polymer bipolaron energy gap[72,77]. Also, it does not account for
the presence of interfacial dipoles, that may be present in certain types of metalsemiconductor interfaces [55].
We remark that the rigid polaron band picture shown on the right-hand side
in Figure 1.17 is only applicable in the absence of space charge in the active layer,
which otherwise would cause a spatially non-uniform electric field. We note that
typically, but not always, PLEDs are produced with low amounts of impurities and
traps in the active layer, so that in reverse and weak forward bias the rigid band
picture is appropriate[55,77,78].
We also note that the concentration of surface states in conjugated polymers is
typically small compared to inorganic semiconductors (e.g. silicon). Surface states
in the latter result from orbitals which cannot bond due to the lack of atoms at the
semiconductor surface. The ordered covalent bonding system which prevails in the
bulk and gives rise to the bandgap is disrupted at the surface, typically resulting
in a significant concentration of dangling bonds, and associated gap states at the
surface. In general, depending on their energy, these states can affect charge injection
barriers, particularly if they are located deep within the energy gap. Consider as
an example a cathode-semiconductor interface with a non-zero electron injection
barrier. If the gap states here are located below the cathode Fermi level, an electron
transfer from the metal to the semiconductor will occur, which will tend to ’pin’
the metal Fermi level to the energy defined by the surface states. This means that
the electron injection barrier would be governed by the energy difference between
the semiconductor conduction band and the gap state energy, rather than the Fermi
energy of the cathode. In contrast to inorganic semiconductors, conjugated polymers
have a low concentration of unsaturated bonds since 7r electrons which give rise to
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the bandgap are localised mostly within a single chain, and they are therefore not
significantly affected by the presence of a film surface[55]. Thus, importantly, the
phenomenon of Fermi level pinning by the surface states does not typically occur in
conjugated polymers.

1.8

O utline o f W ork

In this thesis we present electroabsorption (EA) investigations of blue-emitting
polyfluorene-based PLEDs. The main focus of the research is to use EA spectroscopy
in order to gain new information about blue-emitting PLEDs, with the ultimate aim
of helping to improve their lifetime characteristics. In Chapter 2, we introduce elec
troabsorption from the perspective of the Stark effect, and then give an overview of
the literature concerning EA characterisations of PLEDs. Chapter 3 focuses on the
specific EA techniques used during the course of the research, and includes a descrip
tion of the EA experimental set-up. Also, a simple PLED is measured to test the
experimental apparatus, and to serve as a point of reference from which other (more
complicated devices) can be considered. Chapter 4 reports on EA measurements
of the devices with the structure ITO/PEDOT:PSS/emitting-polymer/LiF/Ca/Al,
most commonly used in the course of this research. In Chapter 5, we specifically fo
cus on EA measurements of the built-in voltage, and use the results to gain an insight
into the energy level alignment across these PLED heterostructures. In Chapter 6 ,
we employ EA spectroscopy in the study of degradation effects in blue-emitting
PLEDs. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by summarising the main findings.
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Chapter 2
Characterisation of Polymer
Light-Em itting Diodes by
Electroabsorption Spectroscopy
In the presence of an electric field (F) molecular energy levels are shifted due to the
Stark effect, resulting in an altered photon absorption spectrum, which can be probed
experimentally using modulation spectroscopy techniques, for example via electroab
sorption (EA). EA is particularly suited for characterisation of polymer-based lightemitting diodes (PLEDs), as it allows non-destructive probing of the polymer layer
’buried’ between the two electrodes. Typically, in EA investigations of PLEDs, a
sum of ac and dc voltages is applied across the device so that the intensity of an
optical probing beam passing through the active layer is modulated. Interestingly,
due to the field dependence of the Stark effect, this allows the measurement of the
PLED built-in voltage (i.e. the voltage generated upon equilibration of the Fermi
levels through the PLED heterostructure). The predicted change in absorption ( A a )
induced by the applied field is proportional to the square of the electric field[72,79].
Here we present the relevant derivation, and also obtain the predicted EA dependence
on applied ac and dc voltages. We then discuss examples from literature involving
PLED characterisation by EA spectroscopy.
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2.1

Introduction to E A Spectroscopy

Electroabsorption (EA) spectroscopy belongs to a group of modulation spectroscopy
techniques that involve modulation of optical properties of a sample, typically
through a periodic change of an external parameter such as the electric field (elec
tromodulation), temperature (thermomodulation), or stress (piezomodulation)[80].
The early success of modulation spectroscopy (and electromodulation spectroscopy
in particular) in studying the electronic structure of inorganic crystals[79,80], has en
couraged its application to organic solids[81-84]. For example, Sebastien and Weiser
reported electromodulation studies of polydiacetylene single crystals in 1979[81], and
vapour deposited layers of tetracene and pentacene in 1981 [82]. In 1989 Phillips et
al. reported studies of nonoriented cis- and trans-polyacetylene films [83], and in
1992 Horvath et al. reported electroabsorption studies of a PPV-based polymer,
and polydodecylthiophene (PDT)[85], using it to estimate the spatial extent of the
exciton.
In a polymer light-emitting diode (PLED) structure, electric-field modulation
of the polymer layer is achieved by the application of an external voltage across
the device. An optical probe beam typically enters the active layer through the
transparent electrode, where its intensity is modulated. In our experiments, the
beam is then reflected off the opposite electrode, back into the active layer, exiting
the device through the transparent electrode. Due to the thinness of the active layer
(~ 100 nm), high electric fields necessary to produce measurable EA signals (on the
order of 106 to 108 Vm"1) are easily achieved with a relatively small applied voltage
(typically within an order of magnitude of 1 V) [72,74,77,86,87]. When the voltage
is applied, the electric field induces a change in the polymer absorption coefficient
via the linear and quadratic Stark effects, which we discuss in the next section.
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2.2

Linear and Q uadratic Stark Effect in Conju
gated Polym ers

The effect of static electric fields on atoms and molecules is known as the Stark
effect, after J. Stark, who in 1913 studied the effect of such fields on the spectrum
of hydrogen and other atoms [88]. When placed in an electric field F, directed along
the z axis, the Hamiltonian of an unperturbed molecular electronic state | 'Iq) is
modified by the addition of the following perturbation[88]:

H' = eF z,

(2.1)

where —e is the electron charge. Owing to this perturbation, an energy level i is
shifted by a value given by the expectation value of the operator:

A E i = eF{Vi \ z \ y i).

(2.2)

In centrosymmetric conjugated polymers, electronic states cannot have a permanent
electric dipole moment due to their symmetry. However, permanent dipoles can still
occur as a result of disorder, such as geometrical distortions, aggregates and chain
defects, which can break the symmetry. For instance, defects are known to disrupt
the conjugation, and can act as energy barriers which limit the size of coherent
states. In one report, an electronic state whose conjugation is limited by defects
was simulated as a potential well with asymmetric barrier heights [89]. For a 4 nm
conjugated segment and a barrier difference of 80 meV, there was an asymmetry in
charge distribution, resulting in a net permanent dipole of 55 D. The linear Stark
shift induced by such permanent dipoles can be expressed by equation 2.3, where
m is the dipole moment[55,90].

AEi = - m • F

(2.3)

To obtain the shift AE of an optical transition from state A to state B, we
need to calculate the difference between Stark shifts of state B and state A, as in
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equation 2.4

A E - —(m B - m^) • F - - A m B/1 • F,
where A m ^ is the dipole difference between B and A states.

(2.4)
Experimentally

measured shifts found in literature range from ~ 170 /zeV[90] to ~ 5000 /ieV[89].
Figure 2 . 1(a) is a schematic illustration of the linear Stark shift in two orienta
tional subpopulations, in which the dipole moment is oriented either with or against
the field, resulting in a downward or an upward shift of the energy level respectively.
For these subpopulations, provided that the excited state dipole is greater than that
of the ground state, the optical transition is red-shifted, or blue-shifted, as indicated
in Figure 2.1(b). The change in absorption (field on minus field off) follows the line
shape of the second absorption derivative[91], which is shown in Figure 2.1(c).
In the absence of permanent dipoles, an electric field can still shift energy levels
due to the quadratic Stark effect. The quadratic Stark effect is a second order
perturbation and causes a much smaller shift than the linear Stark effect. For
example, Harrison et al. reported linear and quadratic Stark shifts of 170 fieV and
33 fieV respectively, in the ladder-type PPP polymer, MeLPPP[90].
In the quadratic Stark effect, one considers a shift in the state | i) induced by
virtual excitation to all states | j) coupled with non-zero dipole moment /^ ■= (i \
er | j) [89-94]. The energy shift of the level i is given by[90,94]

(2.5)
where Et - Ej is the energy difference between levels i and j.
To discuss the effect further, it is illustrative to consider a simple three-level
system[92], as in Figure 2.2(a) [90,94], where 1Ag is the ground state, and m A g is a
one-photon forbidden state positioned above 1Bu (lowest allowed excited state) in
a PPP-based polymer[90]. In this case, the shift of the 1Bu state is given by[90,92]

A £ ( 1Bu) =

(Hb

a

-

F )2

E ( 1 B U) - E ( m A g )
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(2 .6)
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Energy (a.u.)
Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the linear Stark effect, (a) The effect of the
applied electric field on energy levels of two orientational subpopulations in which the
dipole moment is oriented either with or against the field, resulting in a downward
or an upward energy shift respectively. Consequently, the optical transition from
the ground state to the lowest excited singlet state is either red- or blue-shifted,
as indicated by the coloured arrows, (b) Optical absorption spectrum with F = 0,
shown in black, and F ^ 0, shown in red and blue (corresponding to the red- and
blue-shifted transition respectively), (c) The difference between the spectrum with
the field on and the field off follows the second derivative line shape, which is shown
here. (Adapted from Bublitz and Boxer[91].)
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where fj,BA is the transition dipole moment between 1Bu and m A g states. This
can also be expressed in terms of the polarisability p of the 1B u exciton (which
in conjugated polymers is typically between rsj 2000 to ~ 8000 A3 x 47re0), as in
equation 2.7[90-94].
A E ( 1 B U) = - l- p F

2

(2.7)

In essence, the quadratic Stark shift arises due to interaction between the field and
the field induced dipole. Since the induced dipole is aligned with the field, the
produced energy shift is always negative, as illustrated in Figure 2 .2 (a), where the
1B u

level in the absence of the field is represented by the dotted horizontal line, and

the full line immediately below it represents the level in the presence of the field.
Assuming a negligible shift of the ground state [90], the total shift of the transition
energy is given by the negative shift of the 1B u level. Thus, as shown in Figure
2 .2 (b), where the broken and full lines represent the absorption spectrum with and

without the field respectively, the transition is red-shifted in energy. For the more
general case though, taking into account the polarisability of the ground state, the
transition energy shift can be expressed in terms of the difference in polarisabilities
between the excited and the ground state (Ap), as in equation 2 .8 .

A

E = -]r& pF2

( 2 .8 )

Interestingly, in the quadratic Stark effect, the change in absorption (field on minus
field off) follows the line shape of the first derivative [91], which is shown in Figure
2.2 (c).

Ultimately, AE is determined by both the linear and the quadratic Stark shift,
so that
A E — —A m B a

• F — ^ A p F 2.

dU

(2.9)

Now, the change in absorption, Ac* = a(F ) —a (0), can be expressed in powers of AE
using a Taylor expansion of a ( E

+

AE)

up to the second order of AjF[55,89,90,94]:

( 2 . 10)
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6

Energy (a.u.)
Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the quadratic Stark effect in conjugated poly
mers. (a) In the presence of the field, the 1Bu and mAg states become mixed owing
to a non-zero dipole moment (//) between the two levels. Consequently, the 1BUstate
becomes polarised[92], and, due to the field interaction with the induced dipole, the
1BUstate is lowered from the dotted horizontal line to the full horizontal line imme
diately below it [91]. Another consequence of state mixing is that the forbidden 1Ag
- mAg transition indicated by the broken vertical arrow becomes partially allowed,
resulting in a decrease (A /) of the oscillator strength (/) of the allowed transition,
(b) Due to the lowering of the 1BU level, the absorption spectrum with the field off
(full black line) becomes red-shifted when the field is on (broken red line), (c) The
change in the absorption (field on minus field off) follows the first derivative of the
absorption[91], which is shown here.

For an isotropic distribution of polymer chains the expectation value (A m ^ -F ) is
zero, and therefore the first term in equation 2.10 only contains contributions from
the quadratic Stark effect[55,90], i.e.

(AE) = - 1 a pF 2.

(2.11)

However, the contribution of the linear Stark effect to the second term is non-zero
since ((Am#^ • F )2) = C£(Amfl,4F ) 2[94], where ci is a constant, reported to equal
l/3[55]. Thus, A a can be written as

A a - i [ - A p | | + CL(A m BA? ^ ] F \

(2.12)

To obtain the total A a an additional contribution also arising from the quadratic
Stark effect needs to be taken into account. Namely, the electric field mixes forbidden
and allowed states (most notably m A g and 1Bu states, as illustrated in Figure 2.2a),
so that the previously forbidden lA g - m A g transition becomes partially allowed[90].
Since the total sum of oscillator strengths is constant, i.e. Y! fij — 1[35], where f ig
is the oscillator strength for optical transition from level i to level j, there is a net
transfer of oscillator strength from the 1Bu allowed to the one-photon forbidden
transition of the m A g exciton. Thus, the transfer of oscillator strength contributes
negatively to A a near the 1A9 - 1BU transition energy, and positively near the
1Ag - m A g transition energy. The fractional change of oscillator strength is given

by [55,85,90,93]
A fa
/,,

I Mi,- • F
(E i-E jf

(2.13)

Combining equations 2.12 and 2.13, A a can be rewritten as[55]

A“ = ^ (gl-E,)^ - \ Ap% +
where ct is a constant. This can be conveniently expressed as
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•

(2-14)

A a = G(hi/)F2,

(2.15)

where hi/ is the photonic energy, and

G(hi/) = [cT ^ - E j Y 01^

~

^ + Ci('Am B*)2d g ^ ]-

(2'16)

We note that G(hv) is proportional to the imaginary part of the third order dielectric
susceptibility[72,79].
In typical conjugated polymers, the first term in equation 2.16 is usually small
compared to the other two terms due to the relatively large energy separation be
tween m A g and 1B u states[89]. For instance, in poly diacetylene [89] and MeLPPP[90],
mAg

was reported to lie 0.5 and 0.7 eV respectively above the 1B u state. Incidentally,

we note that in systems with small energy separation, for example in charge-transfer
excitons of crystalline anthracene-PMDA (pyromellitic dianhydride), the first term
can dominate the line shape [89].
The relative importance of the two other two terms in equation 2.16 depends on
the polymer structure, as well as on the film quality, due to the factors such as chain
order, chemical purity and the presence of defects, which can influence the formation
of both permanent and field induced dipoles. In an investigation by Harrison et
a/. [90], involving MeLPPP films with low concentration of permanent dipoles, the
quadratic Stark effect dominated the EA response. In another report by Weiser
and Horvath[94], several films of 4-BCMU (a polydiacetylene-based polymer) with
varying amount of disorder were investigated. They found that for specially made
ordered films, in which polymer chains were highly oriented and isolated within
the single crystal of the monomer, A a was dominated by the first derivative of
absorption, i.e. by the quadratic Stark effect. Conversely, for the highly disordered
films formed by spin-casting, the second derivative term, i.e. the linear Stark effect
dominated Acx, whilst the contributions of the first derivative and the transfer of
oscillator strength were much smaller. This demonstrated clearly that the linear
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lo(1-R )2e x p ( - a d )

Figure 2.3: An optical beam with an initial intensity Io passing through a semi
conducting material with thickness d, absorption coefficient a, and the reflection
coefficient R (assumed to be the same at both interfaces). The broken vertical
arrows indicate the orientation of the electric field applied across the film.

Stark effect is highly sensitive to disorder. Interestingly though, the quadratic Stark
effect was very similar in both the ordered and the disordered film, implying that the
quadratic Stark effect is much less sensitive to disorder. (According to the authors,
this arose because even in the disordered films the homogeneous chain segments,
reported to be between 2.5 and 5 nm, were larger than the exciton size, which was
found to be 2.5 nm[94].)

2.3

E le c tro m o d u latio n of an O ptical B eam

In an EA experiment, the intensity of an optical beam passing through the ac
tive layer is modulated via the Stark effect. The dependence of intensity I on the
absorption coefficient a is given by[55,83]

I = J0( 1 - R)2e~ad,

(2.17)

where Io is the intensity of the beam just before it enters the material, R is the
reflection coefficient (assumed to be the same at the front and back surfaces) and d
is the thickness. The change in intensity I due to an applied field F is given by the
partial derivative of equation 2.17, yielding[55,83]

Dividing by the unperturbed intensity, we obtain the fractional field-induced change
in the transmitted light intensity
Al
— =

-[dfia

+

2

(2.19)

For sufficiently high absorbance, the second term in equation 2.19 can be neglected,
which yields[55,83,95]

AI
—j — —

—dAa.

(2.20)

If we combine equations 2.15 and 2.20 we obtain the dependence of A I/I on the
electric field;
= / = —dG(hu)F2.

(2.21)

For an electric field of the form F = FQ+ Facsin(ujt), where F0 and Fac are respec
tively dc and ac fields, we have
Al
F2
— = -dG(hv){(FQ + - ^ ) + 2F 0Fac sin(cjt)

F2
^ cos(2ad)].

(2 .22)

Thus, due to the presence of dc and ac fields, A I / I is modulated at frequency l u (the
first harmonic) and 2uj (the second harmonic). (In the absence of the dc field only
the second harmonic component is generated.) We can write the two components
individually as
AT,
— (la;) = -2dG(hi/)F0Facsm(ujt),

(2.23)

AT
F2
-=t (2uj) = d G (h v )-^ cos(2cjt),
I
z

(2.24)

with A I / I replaced by A T /T since the latter is commonly used in the literature[72].
In a PLED, assuming a charge-free active layer, the ac field equals the applied
ac voltage (Vac) divided by the film thickness d, i.e. Fac — Vac/d. Also, the dc field,
determined by both the applied dc voltage (Vdc) and the built-in voltage (Vs/), is
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given by F0 = (Vdc ~

V b i ) / c I [ 55,72].

The first- and second-harmonic signals are

therefore respectively given by

= £ (M

1

= _2

CF

p

a

- (V

d c

-

V B /JK cSinM )

(2.25)

(2.26)
Note that, according to equation 2.25, the first harmonic EA signal is nulled when
the applied dc bias equals the built-in voltage. Therefore, EA can be utilised to
probe the built-in voltage and, importantly, gain information about energy level
alignment across the PLED heterostructure.

2.4

P revious E xam ples o f PL E D C haracterisation
by E A

The first extensive measurements of internal fields in organic light-emitting diodes
(OLEDs) using EA were reported by Campbell et al. in 1995[86]. The authors mea
sured the electric field in a multi-layer OLED, and showed that in the forward bias
the field was non-uniformly distributed between the different layers due to the charge
accumulation at the interfaces. One year later, in 1996, Campbell et al. reported
VBI measurements in a series of single-layer PLEDs, consisting of poly[2-methoxy,
5-(2’-ethyl-hexyloxy)-l,4-phenylene vinylene] (MEH-PPV) sandwiched between two
metal contacts[72]. By employing several different metal contacts, the dependence
of Vbi on the electrode work function (Wp) was tested. For electrodes with work
functions positioned within the MEH-PPV bipolaron energy gap, VB\ was found to
correspond closely to the difference between the metal work functions;
Wpianode) —Wp{cathode)

(2.27)

where WV(anode) and VVp(cathode) are work functions of hole and electron injecting
contacts respectively. Interestingly, for an electrode work function positioned outside
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Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of the built-in potentials in (a) undoped and (b)
C6o doped MEH-PPV. The upper panels show the relative alignment of MEH-PPV
polaron levels, the electron acceptor level of Ceo, and the Fermi levels of P t and Ca
metals before the metals and the polymer are in contact. The lower panels show the
built-in potentials for the structures after contact. (Adapted from reference[74])

the bipolaron gap, charge transfer occurs between the bipolaron level and the metal,
resulting in ’pinning’ of the metal Fermi level to the polymer bipolaron level[77]. In
this case, the effective work function of the ’pinned’ electrode is determined by the
polymer bipolaron level.
Another notable application of the EA method was to investigate the maxi
mum Vbi in diodes with MEH-PPV doped with C60 molecules (such blends have
enhanced photoconductivity and are of interest for photovoltaic and photoconductive applications) [74]. Due to pinning effects, the maximum

Vbi

is determined by

the polymer bipolaron energy gap[77]. Interestingly, in MEH-PPV-only devices the
maximum Vbi was ~ 2.1 V, whereas in the doped devices it was ~ 1.5 V. As il
lustrated in Figure 2.4[74], this was ascribed to pinning of the cathode Fermi level
to the Ceo electron acceptor level. In MEH-PPV-only devices the Ca Fermi level
is close to the MEH-PPV electron acceptor level, whereas in devices with Ceo the
Ca Fermi level is pinned to the Ceo acceptor level which is lower in energy. Conse
quently, the maximum Vbi in devices with Ceo is lower since it is determined by the
difference between Ceo electron acceptor level and the lower MEH-PPV level (ACeo
in Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.5: Schematic energy level diagram of metal-polymer interfaces: (a) un
treated interface; interface with a dipole layer which (b) decreases, or (c) increases
the energy barrier for hole injection
(Adapted from Campbell et al [96])

EA was also instrumental in measuring V bi in PLEDs with self-assembled mono
layers (SAMs) which were used to alter the anode work function[73,96]. In these
reports by Campbell et al, thiol-based SAMs with an intrinsic electric dipole mo
ment were inserted on top of Ag[96] and Cu[73] surfaces, as illustrated in Figure
2.5. Depending on the SAM type, the hole injection energy barrier (<3^) could be
either decreased (Figure 2.5b), or increased (Figure 2.5c). Due to the change in the
effective anode work function the first harmonic EA nulling voltage was observed to
increase (or decrease) by as much as 0.5 V, corresponding to <3^ altering by 0.5 eV.
Another valuable application of the EA method was to measure the reduction
in

when the anode material was changed from ITO to ITO/PEDOT:PSS[75].

Figure 2.6 shows the measured first harmonic EA response as a function of dc bias,
in devices with and without PEDOT:PSS. The voltage at which EA is nulled is
larger by ~ 0.5 V in the former than in the latter. Since this voltage corresponds
to the built-in voltage, this indicates that the insertion of PEDOT:PSS reduces <3>k
by ~ 0.5 eV.
EA was also employed in investigations of electron injection barriers (<I>e), in
PLEDs with ultrathin layers of lithium fluoride (LiF) [97], inserted between a blueemitting polyarylene and the cathode, which was either Al[98] or Ca/Al[99,100].
ITO/PEDOT:PSS was used as the anode. In the first instance, the authors varied
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ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PDPV/Ca/Al structures.
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the LiF thickness and found that V bi increases progressively, from 1.2 V at 0 nm
to 2.3 V at 7 nm, and remains constant for higher thicknesses, up to 11 nm[98].
This corresponded to a decrease in $ e of 1.1 eV, which was evidenced in increased
PLED brightness and efficiency. Subsequently, several additional cathode types
were investigated, including LiF/Ca/Al and Ca/Al[99,100]. The results are shown
in Figure 2.7, where the PLED V bi is shown together with the operating voltage
Vop

(applied dc voltage at which luminance equals 100 cdm~2). As can be seen,

Vop

decreases with increasing

V bi,

due to the lowering of the electron injection

barrier. Importantly, LiF/Ca/Al cathodes resulted in the highest V bi (2.7 V), and
the lowest

Vop-

Another notable employment of EA was reported by Poplavskyy et a/., who
investigated an ITO/PEDOT:PSS/poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene)(PFO)/Al device kept
in a vacuum chamber [101]. When the device was pre-conditioned by applying a
dc voltage above the electroluminescence onset voltage, the device current (in the
subsequent application of the dc bias) increased substantially. EA measurements
revealed that

Vbi

increased from 1.9 to 2.1 V due to pre-conditioning, reportedly

as a result of electron trapping near the PEDOT:PSS/PFO interface, which gener
ates an interfacial dipole thereby lowering the hole injection barrier (and increasing
VB/)[101],
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Figure 2.7: V bi and V op (operating voltage at which luminance equals 100 cdm-2)
of PLEDs with several different cathode types. Note that V bi of CsF/Ca devices
could not be assessed accurately due to the presence of space charge in the active
layer, formed by disassociation of CsF[55]. (from Brown et al. [100])

Interestingly, according to Lane et al. [102], and similarly Brewer et al. [103], the
existence of such traps (which were also reported by van Woudenbergh et al.[ 104])
may lead to screening of the electric field in the active layer. Using EA, Lane et
al. studied the internal electric field in operating PLEDs. Figure 2.8 shows the
measured variation of the first and second harmonic EA signal with the applied dc
bias. Up to 2.2 V, the first harmonic signal decreases linearly with the dc bias, as
expected from equation 2.25. At higher voltages, at which charge injection occurs,
the first harmonic EA signal remains close to zero, indicating that the injected
charge completely screens the electric field. According to Brewer et al. [103], this
can be explained by a mathematical model which assumes the presence of electron
traps near the anode-polymer interface (their existence was also conjectured by van
Woudenbergh et al. [104] and Poplavskyy et al. [101]). Figure 2.9, redrawn from [103],
shows the energy level diagram at high forward bias in a conventional PLED (with
non-zero electric field) and in a trap-rich PLED (with zero field in the bulk of the
active layer). In the trap-rich PLED, the electrons trapped near the anode-polymer
interface generate a dipole which lowers the hole injection barrier and enhances hole
injection. Note that since the field in the polymer bulk is zero, the charges here
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Figure 2.8: The dc bias dependence of the first and second harmonic EA signal of an
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/Emitting-Polymer/Ca/Al LED, measured at 490 nm. Up to ~
2.2 V the first harmonic signal varies linearly with dc bias, as expected from equation
2.25. Above 2.2 V the first harmonic signal is approximately zero, indicating full
screening of the internal field. The second harmonic signal also falls to zero at 2.2
V indicating full screening of the ac field. (Note that field screening has so far only
been observed in PLEDS containing PEDOT.PSS, suggesting that traps may be
a result of interactions between polyfluorene and PEDOT:PSS.) (Prom Brewer et
al. [103])

move by diffusion rather than being field driven.

In another interesting example, EA has been used to investigate the operat
ing method of light-emitting electrochemical cells (LECs)[105,106], which is still
a subject of debate. LECs have a similar structure as PLEDs, but differ in the
composition of the active layer, which apart from a luminescent polymer also con
tains a salt, e.g. lithium triflate-LiCFsSOs, and an ionically conducting polymer,
e.g. PEO-poly(ethylene oxide). Two different operating models of these devices
have been proposed; by Pei et al. [105,106], and deMello et al. [107,108]. Each of
the models predicts a particular distribution of the internal electric field, and field
measurements using EA have been employed by both Gao et al. [109], and deMello
et al. [108], to validate their particular model.
As LECs are intriguing devices, particularly since they offer the prospect
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Figure 2.9: Schematic diagram comparing a conventional (trap-free) PLED with a
trap-rich PLED containing a high density of trapped electrons close to the anode.
At high forward bias, in the trap-rich PLED, the electrical field in the polymer bulk
is close to zero, unlike in conventional PLED, where high electric fields are present.
Redrawn from Brewer et al. [103].
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Figure 2.10: (a) Schematic illustration of the calculated dc (solid line) and ac (dashed
line) electric field in the active layer, as a function of position, after electrochemi
cal junction formation, in the model by Pei et a l[106] (from reference [109]). (b)
Schematic energy level diagram for an LEC operating in forward bias in the model
proposed by deMello et al. [107], which does not involve polymer doping, but is based
on high interface dipoles formed by ionic space-charge. (from reference [107])
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of nearly ohmic electrode-polymer contacts independent of the electrode work func
tions [108,109], we shall describe here the proposed operating mechanisms in more
detail. The model of Pei et al is based on electrochemical doping of the emittingpolymer (hence the name LEC), and involves the formation of an electrochemical
junction[105,106,109-lll]. In this model, when a sufficiently large bias is applied,
charge is injected from the electrodes. The polymer near the hole-injecting contact
thus becomes oxidised, and the polymer near the electron-injecting contact reduced.
Counterions from the electrolytes simultaneously move in order to compensate the
charges on polymer chains, and stabilise the formed polaronic charges. As a result,
the polymer becomes p-type doped in the region towards the anode, and n-type
doped in the region towards the cathode. Provided that the doped polymer is a
good conductor, such as PPV, both regions are electrically conductive, and the field
inside the doped regions is close to zero. As the applied bias is maintained, both
p- and n-doped regions expand towards each other, and eventually meet forming an
electrochemical junction (where electronic carriers are depleted by recombination).
In one report, where a 1.5 mm thick active layer was used, junction formation report
edly occurred after 18 minutes of an applied bias of 140 V[111]. However, the active
layer thickness is typically much smaller than this, on the order of 300 nm[109], and
junction formation is therefore expected to occur on shorter timescales, on the order
of 1 s, depending on the mobility of ions[106]. The polarity of such p-n junction
may be reversed by applying a reverse voltage across the electrodes [106]. Figure
2.10(a) [109] shows schematically the calculated electric field after junction forma
tion, as a function of position in the active layer. The full and dashed lines represent
dc and ac electric fields respectively. The electric field in the narrow regions near the
two interfaces is similar and non-zero both before and after junction formation[109].
However, as shown in the graph, the electric field in the p-n junction is large after
junction formation (whereas before it was zero). Thus, it may be expected that the
electroabsorption response will increase significantly following junction formation.
Indeed, Gao et al. reported a large and an abrupt increase of both the first and the
second harmonic EA signal for dc biases above ~ 1.7 V, in a 260 nm device[109].
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In contrast to this model, deMello et aZ. [107,108] do not envisage electronic dop
ing of the conducting polymer, nor the formation of a p-n junction. Instead, in their
model, the dissolved salt ions accumulate close to the electrodes due to the applied
electric field and, for an ionic density greater than 1020 cm-3, the charges screen the
field from the bulk of the polymer layer, giving rise to a flat band across the bulk
of the polymer layer. However, near the contact interfaces the field is large, and
injection barriers are lowered, resulting in ohmic contacts. Consequently, at high
forward bias, carrier density is high near the interfaces and, as a result, electrons and
holes move towards each other by diffusion (leading to subsequent exciton formation
and emission of light). As illustrated in Figure 2 . 10(b), which shows a schematic
energy level diagram proposed by deMello et al., the field in the bulk of the polymer
is zero (in contrast to the junction formation model). The applied field is dropped
in the narrow regions near the interfaces, whose thickness is of the order of 10 A for
ionic density greater than 1020 cm -3 [107]. To test their model, the authors applied
forward bias and then cooled LECs to below the glass transition temperature of the
polymer electrolyte (200 K) [108]. Then, using EA, they could probe the electric
field generated by the frozen ion distribution. As explained in reference[108], this
confirmed that the field was zero before the devices were cooled.
Another valuable study of PLEDs using EA was reported by Giebeler et al.,
who investigated degradation effects in non-encapsulated PLEDs based on MEHPPV[112], and poly(2,5-dialkoxy-p-phenylene vinylene) (PDAOPV)[113]. The au
thors found that the dc bias dependence of the first EA harmonic became non-linear
after electrical stressing in air. This was explained by the formation of space charge
in the active layer, introduced during electrical driving by the diffusion of impurities
(for example, by oxygen and moisture from air) which trap electronic charges. Upon
application of an electric field, the trapped charges generated a counter field, which
could be observed since it affected the magnitude as well as the sign of the EA response[112,113]. The authors also reported a V bi increase resulting from electrical
stressing, reportedly due to formation of gaseous bubbles at the Al electrode [113].
Other examples of PLED characterisation by EA include measurements of band
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bending in MEH-PPV-based devices containing an insulating layer[114], and a demon
stration of a polarisation sensitive electromodulation technique that discriminates
between interface and bulk effects[115]. Also, Liess et al. reported a method for
monitoring the onset of both hole and electron injection, via changes in the EA
signal induced by field screening of the injected charge[116].
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Chapter 3
Electroabsorption Experimental
Set-Up
This chapter describes the electroabsorption (EA) experimental set-up used in the
course of this work.

We first describe the main components, including the light

source, monochromator and photodetector, and then discuss the measurement proce
dure. To assess the precision of the spectrometer, we measure the EA response of a
simple polymer light-emitting diode, and compare the results with the theory outlined
in Chapter 2. Once the validity of the spectrometer is established, we investigate
the EA signal-to-noise ratio, and demonstrate a method for reducing the noise that
appears during high frequency measurements. We also investigate the variation of
the EA nulling voltage (i.e. the applied dc voltage required to null the first harmonic
EA response) between different pixels and different devices, and assess the accuracy
with which the built-in voltage can be measured.

3.1

O verview

In an electroabsorption (EA) experiment, a modulating electric field with frequency
uj

is applied across the sample, producing Stark modulation of the absorption coef

ficient. As a result, the intensity of an optical beam passing through the sample is
modulated with frequency u. Typically, in characterisation of polymer light-emitting
diodes (PLEDs) by EA, the fractional change in the light intensity is small, often
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between 10-5 and 10~4, so that high fields (on the order of 107 Vm_1) need to be
applied.
A schematic representation of the EA spectrometer utilised in this research, set
up by Brown[55], is shown in Figure 3.1. The light is generated by a Xenon lamp
which produces a broad spectrum of white light, which enters a monochromator
thus narrowing the energy band to a few tens of meV. An automatically controlled
shutter is placed at the monochromator exit, to reduce the unnecessary exposure to
light which can potentially photodegrade the sample. With the shutter open, the
beam exiting the monochromator is focused by a lens onto the PLED where, after
transmission through the glass substrate and the transparent electrode, it enters the
polymer film at an angle of incidence close to 45°. After passing through the polymer
film the beam is reflected off the metallic electrode back into the polymer layer, so
that it exits the device after again passing through the transparent electrode and the
glass substrate. Using a second lens, the beam is then focused onto a photodiode.
Where necessary, an optical filter (or a compact monochromator) is inserted in
front of the photodetector, to screen from unwanted photoluminescence (PL), or in
some cases electroluminescence (EL). The signal generated in the photodetector is
measured by two dedicated lock-in amplifiers (Stanford Research SR-830) and a dc
meter (Keithley 199), with each of the lock-in amplifiers measuring either the first
or the second harmonic AT component. For both AT components the EA signal
(AT/T) is calculated by dividing the lock-in signal with the dc meter signal (T).
Both the ac voltage, Uacsin(o;t), and the dc voltage, V^c, are provided by one
of the lock-in amplifiers, and added by a custom-made summing amplifier[55], be
fore being applied to the PLED. Several components, including the monochromator,
shutter, lock-in amplifiers and dc meter, are interfaced to a computer to allow au
tomated operation of the experiment. The software was designed with Lab VIEW
graphical development package by Brown[55], and by the author.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of the electroabsorption system used in this thesis.
Please see text for discussion.
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3.2

D escription o f th e Spectrom eter’s
Critical C om ponents

3.2.1

X e Lam p[55,117]

A high intensity 450 W xenon arc lamp (OSRAM XBO 450W OFR) was employed
as the light source. It has a continuous emission spectrum in the ultra-violet, visible
and near infrared range (from 190 nm to 2600 nm). It operates by the passage of
current through the xenon gas, and produces a number of discrete lines, in addition
to the continuum, corresponding to electronic transitions in the gas (see Figure 3.3).
The high pressure lamp requires a high voltage ignition (33 kV) for operation and is
enclosed in a high stability aluminium casing. It is driven by a special current reg
ulated power supply (Edinburgh Instruments Xe900), with a user specified current
(from 10 to 27 A), which in our experiment was close to maximum (~ 25 A).
Immediately after switching the Xe lamp on, several minutes are required for the
intensity to stabilise. Figure 3.2 shows the intensity variation with time, with the
lamp switched on at t = 0. As can be seen, the intensity increases steadily by up
to ~ 20 % in the first seven minutes, and then decreases slowly up to fifty minutes.
Signal fluctuation on the scale of minutes is close to 5 % of the lamp intensity,
whereas on the scale of seconds the noise is less than 0.05 %. Since the Stark effect
occurs on much smaller time-scales, and A T /T is independent of the intensity, such
a variation does not pose a problem for accurate EA measurements. Note however
that the software running the experiment is written so that the dc reading and the
lock-in reading are taken in the space of ~ 1 s, and the user needs to be aware that
the calculated A T /T signal may be potentially affected if the time constant for AT
measurements is higher than a few seconds.

3.2.2

M ain M o n och rom ator[55,118]

A schematic drawing of the main monochromator (Bentham M300EB) is shown
in Figure 3.3(b). Its calibration was certified by the manufacturer, and was further
checked by the author using a calibrated Ocean Optics S2000 UV-VIS Spectrometer.
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Figure 3.2: Variation of Xe lamp intensity with time immediately after switching
on at t = 0. The intensity was measured after passing the light, centred at 500 nm
(2.49 eV), through the monochromator.

The monochromator has a variable-width entrance and exit slits which are 20 mm
high, and is fitted with a single 1800 lines/mm diffraction grating which can provide
an output in the energy range from zero order to 900 nm. The width of both the
exit and entrance slits was set between 1 and 2 mm as it was found that this gives
sufficiently high light intensity, whilst the bandwidth of the exit beam is kept below
4 nm. A rotating wheel carrying several optical filters, whose purpose is to select
the appropriate filter for blocking higher order wavelengths at specific regions of
the spectrum, is located inside the monochromator. Both the output wavelength
and the filter are controlled via a separate control unit located outside of the main
monochromator housing. The unit can be operated either manually or automatically
via a computer, for which custom-made software was developed by Brown[55] and
the author. The optical spectrum of the beam exiting the monochromator (detected
by a silicon diode) is shown in Figure 3.3(a).

3.2.3

P h o to d etecto r

Due to the required sensitivity, the photodetector is a particularly important part
of the experimental set-up, and must be able to minimise noise effects. The sys
tem we used was developed by Brown[55], and consists of a Hamamatsu Photonics
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Figure 3.3: (a) Intensity vs energy spectrum of the Xe-900 lamp with main mono
chromator, detected by a silicon photodiode, (b) Schematic of the main monochro
mator (Bentham M300EB) used in EA experiments (from [118]).

S1406 UV-enhanced silicon photodiode, whose characteristics are well matched for
the measurements presented in this thesis. Its spectral response is in the range 190
- 950 nm, and the active area (5.7 mm2) is comparable to the cross sectional area of
the probe beam at the focus[119]. It incorporates a high-speed operational amplifier,
located close to the photodiode for an effective minimisation of noise. The package
was placed inside a metallic enclosure in order to screen from external electromag
netic fields. Figure 3.4 shows the frequency response of the photodiode/operational
amplifier combination at different values of the feedback resistance R/[119]. The
inset shows a schematic diagram of the corresponding electronic circuit. In our
photodetector, the feedback resistance was ~ 0.6 MQ, whereas the feedback capaci
tance Cf (used to reduce high frequency noise, and oscillations if R/ < 100 H2[119])
was zero[55]. In Figure 3.4 the frequency response at R f = 1MQ is flat up to ~
40 kHz, but at higher frequencies the response is non-constant and varies with fre
quency. Thus, from the data in Figure 3.4, and from the author’s experience, it is
expected that accurate EA measurements can be taken up to 40 kHz, whereas at
higher frequencies the photodetector response needs to be taken into account. In
our experiments, the frequency was typically close to 1 kHz, which is well within
the capabilities of the photodetector. We also tested the photodetector at higher
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Figure 3.4: The frequency response of the photodiode with a built-in operational
amplifier (Hamamatsu S1406), for different values of the feedback resistance Rf.
The inset shows a schematic of the corresponding electronic circuit. (From [119])

frequencies, up to 100 kHz, and the results are presented in section 3.3.1.

3.2.4

P hotolu m inescence Screening

In EA experiments involving blue-emitting polyfluorenes (F8, TFB, PFB), a no
ticeable but small PL signal was generated at incident photon wavelengths below
420 nm. Typically, near 420 nm, the PL signal in PFB was ~ 1 % of the EA sig
nal, whereas in F8 and TFB PL was much smaller (< 0.1 %). Where necessary,
a short pass optical filter (SPF) (or in some cases a compact monochromator) was
placed in front of the photodetector to reduce the PL signal. Figure 3.5 shows the
PL spectrum of a blue-emitting polyfluorene before and after passing through the
short pass filter (COMAR 435 IK), whose pass band is 390 - 415 nm, with ~ 70 %
transmission at 420 nm, and ~ 50 % transmission at 435 nm[120]. As can be seen,
the filter blocks off most of the PL (> 90 %) signal. Thus, with the filter, which
could be applied for incident wavelengths shorter than 435 nm, we found that the
PL signal was small and did not significantly affect EA measurements. Although a
compact monochromator (Digikrom CM110) was also available for PL screening, it
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Figure 3.5: Photoluminescence spectrum under UV illumination of a blue-emitting
polyfluorene, before and after passing through a short pass filter (COMAR 435 IK).
The spectrum was recorded using Ocean Optics S2000 UV-VIS spectrometer.

was not as convenient to use as it significantly reduced the intensity of the probing
beam.

3.2.5

A T D etectio n U sin g a Lock-In Am plifier

As already mentioned, since the sinusoidal signal generated in the photodetector
due to the Stark effect (AT) is small, a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research SR830
DSP) was employed to detect the signal. Here we consider its principle of operation.
Suppose that the signal we are trying to measure is [121]

Vsig=V8sin (uj8t -I- 9),

(3.1)

where Va is the signal amplitude and 9 is the phase relative to the lock-in reference
phase. The lock-in can separate the signal from noise many orders of magnitude
larger, provided that noise does not oscillate with frequency u. The lock-in first
multiplies the signal with its reference voltage, V/sin(o;/t), and the product Vp =
V8Vi sin(uit) sin(o;st -I- 9) can be rewritten as

(3.2)
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If the lock-in reference frequency ui equals u 8, the first term in equation 3.3.1 be
comes a dc signal. Thus, when the signal is passed through a low pass filter the
signal which remains is

Vp = ^V.V,<x>s(8)

(3.3)

whereas the background noise is removed. In the SR830, the measured signal is
displayed in two output channels, X and Y, with X-channel being proportional to
VgCos(0), and Y-channel to Vrssin(^). X is sometimes called the ’in-phase’ compo
nent, and Y the ’quadrature’ component. The magnitude and phase of the measured
signal are then equal to y /X 2 + Y2, and tan_1(Y/X) respectively.

3.3

E lectroabsorption M easurem ents o f an IT O /
P o ly m er/A l D evice

To test the precision of the EA spectrometer, we measured the EA response of
an ITO/EP/A1 PLED, where EP (emitting-polymer) is a polyfluorene-based blue
emitter. We then assessed whether or not the measured response is in agreement
with the EA equations 3.4 and 3.5[72], obtained previously in Chapter 2.

^ r ( l w ) = - 2 G^ \ vdc - VBi)Vacsin(ut)

(3.4)

(3.5)
Note that these equations characterise the EA response of well behaved PLEDs, in
which the polymer layer is free of significant concentration of space charge. In the
presence of the latter, deviation from equations 3.4 and 3.5 can be expected. (For
example see publications by Giebeler et al.[112,113].)
The devices we used were fabricated by Cambridge Display Technology (CDT),
and provided to the author by Dr. Matthew Roberts. Fabrication followed the
standard procedure (see Chapter 4, and also Brown et al. [75]), and included the
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treatment of the ITO substrate with oxygen plasma. Finished devices were encap
sulated with metal cans and epoxy resin to provide effective isolation from poten
tially damaging atmospheric gases such as oxygen and moisture. The PLEDs were
made using state of the art clean room facilities, with high purity materials, and
are therefore expected to have a low concentration of impurities and space charge in
the active layer. Note that Brown, who investigated similar devices, reported that
the concentration of charge in the active layer (below the onset of hole or electron
injection) was small and did not significantly affect the uniformity of the electric
field[55]. Also, our current-voltage measurements (not shown here), and visual in
spection of photoluminescence under UV light, indicated that the devices were in
good condition.

3.3.1

R esu lts

EA vs Photon Energy, Voltage and Frequency
The measured EA spectrum of the ITO/EP/A1 structure is shown in Figure 3.6,
together with the absorption spectrum of the polymer. The main features of the EA
spectrum, including the magnitude and the position of the two main peaks centred
at 2.95 and 3.25 eV, are in qualitative agreement with the previously published EA
spectra of blue-emitting polyfluorenes[100,122]. The EA onset coincides with the
onset of absorption, but is much sharper, and reaches the maximum at 2.95 eV,
where the absorption is still relatively low.
According to Campbell et al. [72], and also Brown et al. [55,100], EA vs Vdc and
EA vs Vac measurements are best taken in the vicinity of the EA maximum, since
photoluminescence and charge generation are minimised here. Thus, we performed
EA vs Vdc and EA vs Vac measurements at the photon energy (kv) of 2.92 eV,
indicated by the dotted vertical line in Figure 3.6. The results are shown in Figures
3.7 and 3.8.
As can be seen in Figure 3.7, the first harmonic EA response, AT/T(lo;), is
linearly dependent on Vdc, in accordance with equation 3.4, and crosses the Vdc
axis at the nulling voltage (VnUu) equal to 1.01 V. (Note that in equation 3.4 Vnuu
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Figure 3.6: EA spectrum of the IT0/EP/A 1 structure (shown on the left-hand
ordinate axis), measured at Vdc = 0 V, Vac = 0.5 V, and frequency = 1 kHz. The
absorption spectrum of the polymer (provided by Dr. Matthew Roberts of CDT) is
shown on the right-hand ordinate axis.

corresponds to the PLED built-in voltage.) Also, the second harmonic EA response,
A T /T (2 uj), remains constant over the Vdc range shown, as expected from equation
3.5. Furthermore, at Fdc = OF the experimental ratio EA(lo;)/EA(2a;) equals 7.9,
which is consistent (within the experimental error) with equations 3.4 and 3.5 (whose
ratio equals 8 x Vb i )- Therefore, these results demonstrate that the measured EA
vs Vdc dependence of both the first and the second EA harmonic is fully consistent
with equations 3.4 and 3.5.
The EA vs Vac dependence, shown in Figure 3.8, was measured at frequencies 1,
45 and 90 kHz. (Note that since the lock-in amplifier can only operate at frequencies
up to 100 kHz the second harmonic response was not measured at 90 kHz.) The
curves were fitted with a generic power law (Vj%) in order not to constrain the fit
to the expected linear dependence for the first harmonic, or quadratic dependence
for the second harmonic signal. At 1 kHz, the power coefficient N for the first and
the second harmonic EA signal was found to be 1.0041 and 1.9685 respectively,
indicating a very close fit. At 45 kHz, the first harmonic response was virtually
identical, but at 90 kHz it deviated by approximately 4 %.
We also measured the dependence of the EA amplitude on frequency, with the
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Figure 3.7: The first harmonic EA signal, A T /T (I cj), and the second harmonic EA
signal, A T /T (2 u ), versus the applied dc bias, measured at hv = 2.92 eV, Vac = 0.5
V, and frequency = 1 kHz.
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Figure 3.9: Amplitude of the first and the second harmonic EA response as a function
of frequency, measured at hv = 2.92 eV, Vdc = 0 V, and V ac = 0.5 V. (Note that in
these, as in all other high frequency measurements, the photodetector ground was
connected to the nearest earth.)

results shown in Figure 3.9. The first harmonic signal was measured up to 100 kHz,
and the second harmonic signal was measured up to 50 kHz. For frequencies lower
than approximately 40 kHz, both the first and the second harmonic response was
constant, in accordance with equations 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. Above 40 kHz the
amplitude of the first harmonic signal increased steadily from 2.05 x 10-4 (at 40 kHz)
to a maximum of 2.14xl0-4 (at 100 kHz), corresponding to an increase of ~ 4 %.
We ascribe this increase to the frequency response of the photodetector, which is
expected to be linear up to approximately 40 - 50 kHz (see section 3.2.3).
The Nulling Voltage \ nuu vs Photon Energy and AC Frequency
In Figure 3.10 we present the measurements of Vnuii (the dc voltage required to
null the first harmonic EA response) as a function of photon energy and frequency.
The energy dependence (Figure 3.10a) was measured from 2.79 eV (near EA onset)
to 2.99 eV (near EA peak), and Vnuii was found to be constant at 1.028 V, with a
maximum interval of variation of ± 5 mV. The frequency dependence (Figure 3.10b)
was measured from 1 to 96 kHz, and, similarly, Vnuu was found to be constant at
1.022 V, with a maximum interval of variation of ± 4 mV. Thus, these results are in
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Figure 3.10: (a) Vnuu as a function of hv, measured at frequency = 1 kHz. (b) Vnuii
as a function of frequency, measured at hv = 2.92 eV.

agreement with EA equation 3.4, since Vnuu is expected to equal the built-in voltage,
which is independent of both hv and frequency.

3.3.2

D iscu ssion

The measured dependence of the first and the second harmonic EA response on Vac
and Vdc, and on frequency (up to at least 40 kHz), is in excellent agreement with
the theoretical model (equations 3.4 and 3.5). In addition, Vnuu was found to be
independent of photon energy and frequency within the measured range, also in full
accordance with the theoretical model. Thus, these the results demonstrate that the
EA spectrometer can accurately measure the EA response of polymer light-emitting
diodes. We remark that Brown, who constructed the experimental rig[55], and used
it extensively in characterisation of PLEDs [75,98-100], only reported measurements
for frequencies up to 5 kHz. The results presented here demonstrate that the spec
trometer is capable of accurate measurements at significantly higher frequencies, up
to at least 40 kHz. Above 40 kHz, due to the frequency response of the photodetec
tor, the EA signal amplitude deviates progressively with increasing frequency, by ~
1 % at 60 kHz, and ~ 4 % at 95 kHz.
Interestingly however, as already mentioned, Vnuu was constant over the whole
measured range from 1 to 96 kHz, and had a variation of only ± 0.4 %, independent
of frequency. Thus, the observed deviation of the EA signal above 40 kHz does
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not seem to have a noticeable effect on Vnua. We can explain this effect as follows.
Assuming that the intensity of the light incident on the photodiode is of the form
Vpdsm(ujst + 0) (with Vpd being zero when the PLED EA response is zero), the

photodiode output signal (after amplification by the op amp) is AVpd sin(cust +9 + ip),
where A is the amplification and p is an additional phase shift introduced by the op
amp[123]. The measured deviation of EA above 40 kHz is then presumably due to
deviation of A above 40 kHz. We note from Figure 3.8 that at both 45 and 90 kHz
the measured A T/T(lo;) vs Vac response is nearly perfectly linear, indicating that
A is independent of Vpd magnitude (which increases linearly with Vac)- Similarly,
AT/T(la;) vs Vdc response is also expected to be linear at any given frequency, up
to at least 100 kHz. Thus, although A may deviate with frequency, Vpd, which is
proportional to the first harmonic EA response generated by the polymer, is always
nulled at the same dc bias independently of frequency. Thus, the measured Vnuu is
independent of frequency.

3.4

EA Signal-to-N oise R atio

To assess the signal-to-noise ratio in A T /T measurements, we measured the varia
tion in time of both AT (the lock-in amplifier signal) and T (the dc meter signal).
Measurements were performed at three sets of conditions: (1) with no light and
with no applied voltage, (2) with light but no applied voltage, and (3) with light
and with an applied ac voltage (Vac = 0.5 V). Apart from the mentioned condi
tions the experiment was set-up as usual (e.g. see section 3.1). The structure of
the tested device was ITO /PED O T:PSS/EP/LiF/Ca/Al. The results are shown in
Figure 3.11, where the lock-in signal is represented on the left-hand ordinate axis,
and the dc meter signal on the right-hand ordinate axis.
For dark signal with no applied voltage (Figure 3.11a) the lock-in mean value is
zero, as expected, with a maximum variation interval of ± 0.1 p V . The dc signal
has a mean value of - 0.426 mV, and a maximum interval of variation of ± 0.005
mV. When the light is switched on, with no applied bias (Figure 3.11b), the lock-in
mean value is zero, but the noise is slightly increased, and has a maximum interval
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Figure 3.11: The measured variation of the lock-in signal (left-hand ordinate axis)
and the dc meter signal (right-hand ordinate axis) in time, with (a) no light and no
applied voltage, (b) with light and no applied voltage, and (c) with light and with
an applied ac voltage Vac = 0.5 V. (d) The lock-in signal divided by the dc meter
signal, A T /T (lu ).

of variation of ± 0.3 fiV . The dc meter mean value is 234 mV, and the variation
interval is ± 2 mV, the increase resulting from the variation of Xe lamp intensity
with time. When ac voltage is applied (Figure 3.11c), the first harmonic lock-in
signal equals ~ 74 fiV, and changes with time following the variation of Xe lamp
intensity. When the lock-in signal is divided by the dc signal to produce AT/T(lo;)
(Figure 3.lid ), A T/T(lw ) is essentially constant, equalling 3.12xl0-4 ± 2 x l0 -6.
Note that the noise originates within the lock-in amplifier rather than in the dc
meter.
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Figure 3.12: The first harmonic lock-in signal as a function of frequency, at no
incident light, with Vac = 0.5 or 1 V. No dc bias was applied.

3.5

N oise a t H igh F requency M easu rem en ts

In addition to the lock-in noise shown in Figure 3.11, another type of noise was
present at higher frequencies, even in the absence of light. The measured lock-in
signal in the dark as a function of frequency, at Vac = 0.5 and 1 V, is shown in Figure
3.12. If the photodetector is not connected to the nearest ground, at Vac = 1 V, the
noise at 50 kHz is close to 3 fiV, and at 100 kHz it is close to 10 fj,V. This is high
enough to affect the accuracy of EA measurements at higher frequencies. However,
if the photodetector is connected to the nearest earth, for frequencies below 50 kHz
the noise is virtually eliminated to less than 0.1 fiV, whereas at higher frequencies
the noise is reduced to 0.2 - 0.3 fiV. Thus, with the photodetector grounded to the
nearest earth, this noise did not significantly affect EA measurements, even above
50 kHz. Incidentally, we note that the noise may be caused by minute synchronous
ground currents.

3.6

A ccuracy of Vnuu M easu rem en ts

In this section we describe the method for measuring Vnuu, and then investigate the
accuracy with which Vnuu can be measured.
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Vnuu is ideally measured by varying Vdc over a wide range, for instance from -3 to

4 V, and finding Vdc at which A T/T(lu;) is zero. However, this is often not practical,
especially when measuring efficient PLEDs, where EL onset occurs at applied volt
ages close to the built-in voltage. For example, considering the measured response
of the ITO /PED O T:PSS/EP/LiF/Ca/Al device shown in Figure 3.13, the EL onset
occurs at

~ 2.2 V. (With the applied ac voltage of 0.5 V, this corresponds to

the maximum applied voltage of ~ 2.7 V.) Since the EL onset occurs at Vdc lower
than Vnuu, Vnuii must be extrapolated from the EA vs Vdc line. The inset in Figure
3.13 shows EA vs Vdc in the range -2.0 ^ Vdc ^ 1.5 V, for six different ’scans’, with
virtually identical EA responses. Vnuu was extrapolated by Labview software, and
the measured values (2.716, 2.726, 2.712, 2.716, 2.723, 2.718) are essentially the
same in all six scans, with the mean value of 2.718 V, and the maximum variation
interval of ± 8 mV.
Incidentally, these measurements were performed with the dc bias altered in
steps of 0.1 V. When many Vnuu measurements are performed, it is convenient to
increase the Vdc step in order to decrease the measurement time. In practice, we
found that with the step of 0.5 V the measurement time is considerably reduced,
whilst the accuracy is not significantly compromised. For instance, performing the
same measurements as above, but with the dc step increased to 0.5 V, the mean
Vnuu equals 2.718 V ± 11 mV.

To investigate the influence of noise on Vnuu accuracy, Vnuu was measured for a
wide range of lock-in signal magnitudes: from ~ 50 (iV (where EA signal is much
larger than noise) to ~ 0.2 (iV (where EA signal and lock-in noise are comparable).
The lock-in signal was decreased either by reducing Fac, or by decreasing the probe
beam intensity via monochromator slit width. As can be seen in Figure 3.14, Vnuu
is unchanged from 50 to 10 fiV, equalling 2.72 V (± 7 mV). When the signal is
reduced to 5 fiV, Vnuu equals 2.74 V (± 29 mV), whereas at 1 (iV Vnua equals 2.77
V (± 120 mV). At 0.2 fiV Vnuu equals 2.89 V (± 600 mV). Thus, for signals above
10 fiV there is essentially no change in Vnuu accuracy. When the signal is lowered to
5 fiV Vnuu varies by 0.7 %, whereas at 1 fiV it varies by 2 %, and at 0.2 /iV it varies
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3.13:
The
measured
A T /T
vs Vdc response
of an
ITO/PED OT:PSS/EP/LiF/Ca/Al device, measured at hz/ = 2.96 eV, Vac =
0.5 V, and f = 1 kHz, with and without a short pass filter (SPF). The inset shows
the magnified plot in the range -2.0 < Vdc ^ 1.5 V.

by 6 %. Thus, although Vnuu can be measured with reasonable accuracy at signals
as low as 1 //V, the optimum accuracy (< 0.3 %) is achieved for signals higher than
10 fjtV.

3.7

Vnuu Variation B etw een Different P ix els and

D evices
Ideally, Vnuu ought to be the same in devices of the same type (i.e. in devices made
with the same materials), and in different pixels on the same device. However, due
to variation in the material quality and the presence of impurities, this is not always
the case. Thus, in general, if the devices are not from the same batch (but are of
the same type), an increased Vnuu variation between them can be expected. Also,
if impurities (or other irregularities) are accidentally introduced into the PLED, an
increased Vnuu variability between the pixels and the devices is likely.
In Table 3.1 we present the measured Vnua values of several PLEDs, all of which
were encapsulated (and expected to have low concentration of impurities). Data
of four types of devices is shown, with differing anodes and/or cathodes, but with
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Figure 3.14: The average nulling voltage and the maximum interval of
variation as a function of lock-in signal magnitude at
= 0 V. The
ITO/PED O T:PSS/EP/LiF/Ca/A device was measured at h.v = 2.96 eV, Vac =
0.5 V, and f = 1 kHz.

the same or similar active layer (a blue-emitting polyfluorene). In each device four
different pixels have been measured, marked p i to p4 in Table 3.1. As can be
seen, Vnuu variation between different pixels (within the same device) ranges from
a minimum of 8 mV (in device A2), to a maximum of 64 mV (in device Bl). The
variation of mean Vnua between devices of the same type is larger, and can be as
high as 101 mV (between devices D2 and D3), or as low as 21 mV (between devices
A1 and A2). In our experience, these values are typical of other PLEDs, provided
they are highly regular, i.e. made with high purity materials and under carefully
controlled fabrication conditions.

3.8

C onclusion

In this chapter, we demonstrated that the measured EA response of an ITO/EP/A1
device is in excellent agreement with EA equations 3.4 and 3.5.

Although EA

accuracy may decline at frequencies above 40 kHz, accurate Vnuu measurements are
possible up to at least 100 kHz. At high frequencies an additional type of noise may
be of concern, however it is easily eliminated by connecting the photodetector ground
to the nearest earth. Importantly, as expected from equation 3.4, Vnuu was found to
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A node

C ath o d e

No.

ITO
ITO

A1
A1

ITO/PDT
ITO/PDT

A1
A2

Vnull
p l (V)
1.018
0.989

Vnull
p2 (V)
0.992
0.993

Vnull
p3 (V)
1.024
0.985

Vnull
p4 (V)
1.006
0.991

Vnull
mean (V)
1.010
0.989

NiCr/Al
NiCr/Al

B1
B2

1.326
1.429

1.380
1.399

1.378
1.442

1.390
1.460

1.368
1.432

ITO/PDT
ITO/PDT

Ba/Ag
Ba/Ag

Cl
C2

2.511
2.567

2.508
2.580

2.502
2.541

2.510
2.562

2.508
2.562

ITO/PDT
ITO/PDT
ITO/PDT

LiF/Ca/Al
LiF/Ca/Al
LiF/Ca/Al

D1
D2
D3

2.773
2.684
2.757

2.741
2.658
2.810

2.750
2.692
2.780

2.758
na
2.769

2.755
2.678
2.779

Table 3.1: Comparison of nulling voltage variation between different pixels (marked
pi to p4) and different devices of the same type. PDT stands for PEDOT:PSS.
The experimental parameters were the same in each measurement, and the photon
energy was fixed at 2.96 eV, ac voltage at 0.5 V, and frequency at 1 kHz.
be independent of both photon energy (in the measured range 2.79 to 2.99 eV), and
of frequency (up to at least 100 kHz). Thus, the results are in full agreement with
the theory, and demonstrate that our spectrometer can accurately measure the EA
response and the built-in voltage of PLEDs. Any deviation from equations 3.4 and
3.5, if observed in future devices (under similar experimental conditions) can thus
be ascribed to genuine physical effects arising within the PLED device.
We also discussed the accuracy of Vnuu measurements and found that Vnuii varies
by ± 10 mV (at fixed hi/, Vac, uo, and for the same PLED and pixel). Vnuu variation
between different PLEDs of the same type was found to be between 20 and 100 mV.
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Chapter 4
Electroabsorption M easurements
of IT O /P E D O T :P SS/
P olyfluorene/L iF /C a/A l Devices
We report on electroabsorption (EA) measurements of polymer light-emitting diodes
with the general structure ITO/PEDOT:PSS/emitting-polymer/LiF/Ca/Al, where
ITO is indium tin oxide, PEDOT:PSS is poly(3,4~ethylene dioxythiophene) doped
with poly (styrene sulfonate), and the emitting polymer is either poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene) (F8), poly(9,9-dioctyl-fluorene-co-bis-N,N’-(4-butyl-phenyl)-bis-N,N,-phenyl1,4-phenylenediamine) (PFB), poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-co-N-(4-butylphenyl)-diphenylamine) (TFB), or a blend of these components. Interestingly, we find that the EA
nulling voltage, i.e. the dc bias at which the EA signal vanishes, depends significantly
on the frequency of the ac voltage and on the incident photon wavelength. Such a
dependence poses a problem for accurate measurement of the so-called built-in volt
age (yB i)j i-e- the voltage generated between the electrodes upon equilibration of the
Fermi levels through the heterostructure. We find that the EA signal is mixed with
a smaller intensity signal which can be ascribed to excited state absorption, and we
propose a method for separating the excited state absorption signal. Importantly, for
photon energies close to the peak of the Stark response, and at higher ac frequencies
(e.g. at 50 kHz), the variation of the nulling voltage with energy is significantly
lower, which allows an estimate of the built-in voltage. We discuss the origin of the
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excited state absorption signal and present evidence suggesting that it is likely to be
due to trapped electrons near PEDOT:PSS/polyfluorene interface.

4.1

Introduction

Since the initial work on polymer light-emitting diodes (PLEDs) by Burroughes and
co-workers[9] there has been substantial progress in understanding the physics of
such devices, and in the technology necessary to control their performance. However,
limited polymer stability and susceptibility to degradation during operation have
been until recently major obstacles to obtaining commercially viable polymer-based
emissive displays. Whereas the lifetime of the best red- and green-emitting diodes is
now sufficient for commercial applications (>10,000 hours) the lifetime of the blueemitting diodes is significantly shorter[17]. Thus, increasing the lifetime of the blue
diodes is at present among the most prominent targets for the development of full
colour displays.
Polyfluorene (PF)-based materials have emerged as the most promising candi
dates as blue-emitting materials, owing to their excellent stability and efficient elec
troluminescence (EL). Lifetimes exceeding 4000 hours have also been reported[17].
Due to their typically low electron affinity blue-emitting polymers often require the
use of interlayers such as LiF at the polymer-cathode interface[97]. These are known
to reduce the electron injection barrier[98,99] and improve the device luminescence
efficiency and lifetime. At the anode, the hole transport interlayer, poly(3,4-ethylene
dioxythiophene) doped with poly (styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), is often used to
aid the injection of holes into the polymer[75,124,125]. Although the presence of LiF
and PEDOT:PSS may reduce the interaction of the polymer with the cathode[126]
(often a reactive metal such as Ca), and the indium tin oxide (ITO) anode[127],
known to cause EL degradation, it is not as yet clear whether LiF and PEDOT:PSS
themselves may be involved in device degradation [128]. The evidence published in
the literature so far suggests that PEDOT:PSS is likely to be damaged upon elec
trical driving[129,130] which may cause some parts of the layer to react with the
emitting polymer and degrade it[131,132].
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Electroabsorption (EA) has been shown to be an effective tool for studying
such systems[72].

It has been used to gain information ranging from interface

dipoles[73,101], barriers for charge injection[75] and energy level alignment[100]
to degradation of the polymer layer[112,113]. Here, electroabsorption is used in
the study of diodes with the general structure ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PF-based polymer/LiF/Ca/Al. The polymers investigated include poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene) (F8),
poly(9,9-dioctyl-fluorene-co-bis-N,N,-(4-butyl-phenyl)-bis-N,N,-phenyl-l,4-phenylenediamine) (PFB), poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-co-N-(4-butylphenyl)-diphenylamine)
(TFB), and a 60-20-20 % (ratio by weight, respectively) tri-blend of these polymers.
When the device is first formed, the equilibration of the Fermi energy through the
whole structure occurs via electron transfer from the electrode with the lower work
function (LiF/Ca/Al) to the electrode with the higher work function (ITO/PEDOT:
PSS). Such a charge distribution generates a potential difference between anode
and cathode (the so-called built-in voltage, or VBi) that supports an electric field
in the active polymer layer. Interestingly, such electric field changes the polymer
optical properties via the Stark effect. The internal fields can then be probed,
non-invasively, by means of optical experiments, such as the measurements of the
Stark response. Typically, significant insight into the magnitude of the built-in
fields can be gathered by measurements of the fractional change in absorption or
transmission (A T/T), the electroabsorption response, as a function of additional,
externally applied fields/voltages. In the Stark effect, A T /T is proportional to
the square of the electric field [72], so that for an applied bias of the form V —
Vdc + Vacsm(ujt), and in a polymer layer free of space charge, the modulation of
the differential transmission at both the first- and second-harmonic frequencies is in
accordance with equations

A T / T ( l u ) oc 2 I m { x 3(hv)}Vac(Vdc - VB1)sm(ut + 9),

A T /T (2 u ) oc i Im { x 3(hi>)}V^ccos(2ujt + 29),

(4.1)

(4.2)

where Im { x 3(hi/)} is a function of the imaginary part of the third order dielectric
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susceptibility, h is Planck’s constant, v is the photon frequency, and 9 is the phase
of the signal with respect to the applied ac voltage. Thus, AT/T(lu;), the first
harmonic of A T/T, varies linearly with Vdc and, for an electromodulated (EM)
signal arising only from Stark effect, passes through zero at

Vdc

—

Vb

i

, whereas

AT/T(2cj), i.e. the second harmonic of A T/T, is independent of Vdc- The built-in
voltage is usually best measured at photon energies (hi/) in the vicinity of the lowest
energy Stark peak, where the Stark signal is high and linear absorption is relatively
low[55]. This minimises any effects that might arise from photogenerated charges,
and keeps the signal/noise ratio close to its maximum.
Interestingly, we find that the electromodulated signal contains additional con
tributions whose dependence on frequency and dc bias is not in agreement with
equation 4.1. Observations of such additional contributions have also been pub
lished by Lane et al.[102], who ascribed them to excited state absorption (ESA).
The signal is likely to be a result of the modulation of trapped charge density near
one of the electrodes, induced by an applied sinusoidal electric field[133]. In our
case, we observe in particular a significant dependence of the A T/T(lw ) nulling
voltage, Vnuii (i.e. the dc bias at which AT/T(lu;) is nulled), on the incident photon
energy hv and on the ac bias frequency u/2ir, which makes the measurement of the
built-in voltage not straightforward. We attribute such behaviour to the intermixing
of Stark and ESA signals in agreement with Lane et al. [102], but also notice that an
additional factor might be the non-uniformity of the electric field inside the active
layer, having ruled out noise and photoluminescence (filtered out, where necessary)
as possible explanations.

4.2

Experim ental

The PLEDs used in the experiments for this chapter were provided by CDT. They
were fabricated on oxygen-plasma treated ITO substrates covered by a 70 nm thick
PEDOT:PSS layer[134]. The PEDOT:PSS was spin-coated and baked at 200 °C
for 60 minutes. The substrates were then transferred to a nitrogen glovebox for
all subsequent processing steps. The emitting polymer was spin coated onto the
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substrate from a 2 % (weight) xylene solution. The cathodes were evaporated at
pressures 10_6-10~7 mbar and the thickness was measured with a calibrated quartz
crystal monitor, so as to give the following thicknesses: LiF (4 nm), Ca (10 nm), Al
(400 nm). The active area of the pixels was 10 mm2. The emitting polymer layer
and the cathodes were processed in a nitrogen glove box and the finished devices
were encapsulated with metal cans and epoxy resin. Contact pins were attached to
allow characterisation outside the glovebox. Following fabrication, the devices were
electrically driven for a couple of minutes (for efficiency, luminance and current tests)
before their EA response was measured.

4.3

T F B , P F B , F8 and Tri-Blend R esu lts

In our measurements, we found that the main experimental results, such as the
mixing of Stark and ESA signals, and Vnua dependence on photon energy, are very
similar in TFB, PFB, F8 and tri-blend devices. Thus, in this section, we present
the results for the TFB-based device, which are typical of F8-, PFB-, and tri-blend
-based devices as well.

4.3.1

E lectrom od u lation (E M ) S p ectra

Figure 4.1 shows the first and second harmonic electromodulation (EM) spectra of
the TFB-based device at Vac = 1.0 V, frequency / — 2 kHz, and V^c = 0 or - 4 V
(reverse bias). The spectra are dominated by two large peaks centred at 2.98 and
3.55 eV, and there is a much smaller, broader peak shown magnified in the inset,
centred in the vicinity of 2.3 eV. When the dc bias is changed from 0 to - 4 V, the
first harmonic signal A T /T (la;) increases by more than a factor of 2 in the range
2.9 to 3.8 eV (region A), whereas it decreases for energies between 2.0 and 2.7 eV
(region B). The second harmonic response, AT/T(2lu), at 0 and -4 V, multiplied by
a factor of 12.7, is nearly identical to the first harmonic signal at 0 V in region A,
and does not change when the bias is changed from 0 to -4 V, as expected according
to equation 4.2. In region B, the second harmonic response is too small to generate
a signal distinct from the background noise.
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Figure 4.1: First harmonic, 1uj (circles), and second harmonic, 2uj (triangles),
EM spectra (note the 12.7 factor for the second harmonic spectra), of an
ITO/PEDOTrPSS/TFB/LiF/ Ca/Al LED. The applied dc bias was 0 V (empty
symbols) and - 4 V reverse bias (filled symbols). The ac voltage amplitude is 1.0
V and frequency equals 2 kHz. The second harmonic response is independent of dc
bias and is nearly identical to the first harmonic response at Vdc = 0 V, as expected
from equations 4.1 and 4.2. The inset shows magnified spectra in the energy range
1.8 to 2.8 eV.
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Figure 4.2: (a) dc bias, and (b) ac bias dependence of the PLED’s electromodulation
response. The dc bias dependence was measured for Vac = 1 V and the ac bias
dependence was measured for Vdc = 0 V. All signals were measured at 2.96 eV
incident photon energy and at 2 kHz frequency. Consistently with equations 4.1
and 4.2 we observe a linear dependence on Vdc of the first harmonic (la;) signal, and
no dependence on V*. of the second harmonic (2a;) signal. Similarly, the Ioj and 2cj
vs ac bias curves can be fitted with a generic power law (V£.) with n = 1.0008 and
n = 1.9952.

4.3.2

E lectrom od u lation Signal versus V^c and Vac

The applied voltage dependence of the EM signals in regions A and B of the spectrum
is shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. More precisely, Figure 4.2(a) shows the
first and second harmonic EM response as a function of the applied dc bias, measured
at 2.96 eV incident photon energy (region A), Vac = 1.0 V, and / = 2 kHz. The
first harmonic signal, shown in the range -2.0 < Vdc < 1.5 V, is linearly dependent
on Vdc in accordance with equation 4.1. Since the signal becomes non-linear with
Vdc (for

> 1-8 V) as a result of charge injection into the emitting-polymer layer,

the signal for higher dc biases is not shown here. The dotted line corresponds to the
extrapolated la; response for Vdc > 1.5 V, and crosses the Vdc axis at Vnuu = 3.14 V.
The 2a; signal remains constant over the Vdc range shown, as expected from equation
4.2. The dependence of the first and second harmonic signals on Vac, measured at
hv = 2.96 eV, VdC = 0 V and / = 2 kHz, in the range 0.2 < Vac < 1.8 V, is shown
in Figure 4.2(b). The curves were fitted with a generic power law (V™c) yielding
n = 1.0008 and n = 1.9952 for the first and second harmonic signals respectively,
consistent with equations 4.1 and 4.2.
Figures 4.3 (a) and (b) show the first harmonic AT/T as a function of Vdc and Vac
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Figure 4.3: First harmonic EM response (AT/T(lw)) as a function of Vdc for Vac —
0.5 V (a), and as a function of Vac for Vdc = 0 V (b), at 2.30 eV incident photon
energy and a frequency of 2 kHz. The Vdc dependence is fitted with a second order
polynomial, whilst the Vac dependence is fitted with a straight line fit.
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Figure 4.4: A T /T vs frequency graphs at 2.96 eV and 2.22 eV incident photon
energy, Vac = 1 V, Vdc = 0 V.

respectively, at 2.30 eV incident photon energy (region B). In the measured range,
the signal fits a linear dependence on Vac very well, but the Vdc dependence is clearly
non-linear, and fits a polynomial of the second order. In addition, the absolute
magnitude of the signal decreases as the diode is more negatively biased, i.e. as the
field in the bulk of the emitting-polymer layer is increased. Such dependence is at
variance with equation 4.1, from which we would expect a signal increase for higher
electric fields.
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4.3.3

E lectrom od u lation Signal versus Frequency

The dependence of the EM signal on the ac bias frequency is shown in Figure 4.4 for
photon energies 2.96 eV (region A) and 2.22 eV (region B), at 1 V ac bias amplitude,
with no externally applied dc bias. The left-hand ordinates axis shows the lock-in
amplifier x-channel (in-phase) signal, whilst the y-channel (out-of-phase) signal is
shown on the right-hand ordinates axis.
At 2.96 eV, the x-channel component is approximately linear with / 2 above 5
kHz, and for frequencies in the range 20 to 100 kHz obeyed the following fit (fitted
using the Kaleidagraph least squares curve fit)

A T /T ( I lj, x ) = 7.15 x 10”4 - 1.88 x 10“ 14 x / 2,

(4.3)

and the correlation coefficient R[135], an indicator of the quality of the fit (1 in
dicating the perfect fit), equal to 0.9987. Interestingly, below ~ 5 kHz the signal
deviates distinctly from this dependence. The y-channel component is linear in the
range above 5 kHz and can be fitted to a straight line, according to the following fit
equation

A T /T ( lu ,y ) = -1.47 x 10~6 - 5.47 x 10“9 x /,

(4.4)

with R = 0.99985, again indicating a very close fit. Below ~ 5 kHz the dependence
is clearly non-linear.
At 2.22 eV, on the contrary, plots of the x-channel signal versus / 2, and
of y-channel signal versus f, in the range 20 to 100 kHz, do not have a clear linear
dependence. The x-channel signal is negative and its absolute magnitude progres
sively decreases as the frequency is increased. Also, the y-channel signal is positive
and initially increases as / is increased from 0.2 kHz, reaches a maximum at 1.2
kHz, then starts to decrease reaching a minimum at 17 kHz, and then increases with
frequency up to 100 kHz.
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Figure 4.5: Vnuu as a function of ac bias (left hand y-axis) at 2 and 50 Khz. The
maximum interval of variation is indicated by the error bars. The AT/T(Iuj) signal
at
= 0 V, f = 2 kHz, is indicated on the right hand y-axis. The graph shows that
within the measured range 0.05 V < Vac < 1.8 V Vnuu is independent of ac bias.

4.3.4

Vnuu as a F un ction o f Vac, hv and Frequency

Figure 4.5 shows the dependence of Vnuu on the ac bias measured at hv = 2.96 eV,
/ = 2 kHz and / = 50 kHz. The right-hand y axis shows the A T /T ( lu ) signal
measured at Vdc = 0 V and / = 2 kHz, which varies linearly from 3.6 x 10-5 at Vac =
0.05 V to 1.3xl0-4 at Vac = 1.8 V. The graph shows that Vnuu does not depend on
ac bias amplitude within the experimental error, at either lower (2 kHz), or higher
(50 kHz) frequencies.
In Figure 4.6(a) we present the results of Vnuu measurements as a function of
energy of the probing beam in the range 2.76 < hv < 3.1 eV, at 2 and at 50 kHz.
The right-hand y-axis shows the AT/T (lu ) signal measured at Vdc = 0 V and / =
2 kHz. Vnua measurements were performed as described in Chapter 3, and the ac
bias amplitude was fixed at 1.0 V. As can be seen, the variation of Vnuu with energy
is large at energies around 2.8 eV, where A T /T is small, and smaller at energies
in the vicinity of the A T /T peak (~3 eV). Interestingly, the energy dependence of
Vnuu is much smaller at 50 kHz than at 2 kHz, with Vnuu seemingly approaching a

similar value at the two frequencies (~3.1 and ~3.2 V respectively) as AT/T(1cj)
reaches values larger than ~ 6 x l0 -4. At 2 kHz, Vnuii varies from 3.03 V at 2.89 eV,
to 3.21 V at 2.96 eV, whereas at 50 kHz, in the same hv span, Vnuu increases from
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Figure 4.6: (a) Vnuu as a function of incident photon energy at 2 and 50 khz, together
with the first harmonic response (dotted line); (b) Vnuu as a function of frequency
at hv = (2.82, 2.89, 2.96 eV).

3.02 to 3.13 V.
The frequency dependence of Vnuu is shown in Figure 4.6(b), in the range 0.23
- 50 kHz, and for three different values of hv (2.82, 2.89 and 2.96 eV). The plot is
consistent with the results of Figure 4.6(a), with an observed large variation of Vnuu
with frequency at 2.82 eV, and smaller variation at 2.89 and 2.96 eV. At 2.89 eV,
Vnuii lies within the range 2.88 < Vnuu < 3.06 V, with a mean value of 2.99 V and

standard deviation equal to 0.04 V. By comparison, at 2.96 eV, where A T / T is 1.6
times larger, Vnuu lies within the range 3.05 < Vnuii < 3.22 V, and has a mean value
of 3.12 V and standard deviation equal to 0.05 V.

4.4

D iscussion

4.4.1

E lectrom od u lation R esp on se versus hv, Vdc, Vac

Region A (2.9 < hv < 3.8 eV)
The EM response in region A is in accordance with the EA equations 4.1 and 4.2,
with the first harmonic signal proportional to Vdc and Vac, the signal being higher
at larger dc fields, and the second harmonic signal constant as a function of Vdc,
and proportional to V//c. Once suitably scaled, the second harmonic spectrum is
essentially identical to the first harmonic, as expected from equations 4.1 and 4.2,

and the common dependence on x M - Region A spectra are also in agreement with
previously published electroabsorption spectra of blue-emitting polyfluorene-based
polymers[100,122]. We therefore consider that the electromodulated signal in region
A is dominated by the Stark response of the active polymer layer.
Region B (2.0 < hv < 2.7 eV)
The EM response in region B decreases when the bias is changed from 0 to -4 V.
This behaviour is opposite to that observed in region A (2.9 to 3.8 eV). Although
the signal is linearly dependent on Vac (Figure 4.3), it also exhibits a non-linear
dependence on the dc bias, which is not consistent with Stark response of the
polymer layer. Furthermore, the broad peak (~ 2.3 eV) occurs below the TFB
absorption onset, and the EM response does not match any corresponding elec
troabsorption data in the literature. The EM response is however similar to the EM
response observed by Lane and co-workers in ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PFO:F8BT/Ca/Al
light-emitting diodes, where PFO is poly(9,9’-dialkyl-fluorene-2,7-diyl), and F8BT
is poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-alt-benzothiadiazole)[102]. The EM response that they
observed was ascribed to excited state absorption (ESA) by trapped charge, which
according to the authors follows a dynamics similar to those of photoexcited charges,
with lifetimes of micro- to milli-seconds.

4.4.2

E lectrom od u lation as a F unction o f F requency

Region A
To discuss the frequency dependence of the first harmonic signal in region A,
we start by considering x- and y-component behaviour expected from equation 4.1.
First, we express 9 (the phase difference between the applied ac voltage and the
Stark-effect EM signal) as a function of ui. For a PLED device modelled as a resistor
Ri and a capacitor Ci connected in parallel, representing the active layer, together
with a resistor R2 connected in series (Figure 4.7), we have

tan# = —uj{CR1 R 2 )/ (Ri P R 2 ) — —t coj 1
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(4-5)

V

R1

\\

— 1

c1

,ff.

V

ac

Figure 4.7: A model circuit of a polymer light-emitting diode. Vc is the voltage
across the active layer.

where r c = (C R \R 2 )/(R i + Rt)- 6 is also the phase between the applied voltage and
the voltage across the active layer. Now, in the limit for small 0, we have 9 « —t cu,
and, by expanding sin(cut + 9), we can write equation 4.1 as

AT/T(1lu)

—

Aq[sin(cjt)(l —- ( t

cc j

)2) —cos ( u j t ) T cuj],

(4.6)

where k\(hv, VdC, Vac) oc x { h v ) V ac(ydc — V b i )- The lock-in x- and y-channel compo
nents, for small 9, can therefore be written as

A T /T (1 lv)x = *4(1 - i ( r cu;)2)

(4.7)

A T/T(luj)y = —kiTcu.

(4.8)

We can now compare equations 4.7 and 4.8 with the observed experimental depen
dence of the AT/T x and y signals on frequency (equations 4.3 and 4.4 respectively).
Equation 4.3 is of the same form as equation 4.7, and equating the terms with the
same power of u yields k\

= 7.15xl0“4, and r c = 1.2xl0 -6 s.(These coefficients

are valid at hv = 2.96 eV, Vdc = 0 V, and Vac = 1 V.)Equation 4.4 is of the same
form as equation 4.8, apart from a constant term of the order of 10-6, which may
be due to noise. We can now check the validity of our approximation based on these
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values, and we note that although at the upper frequency band (100 kHz) 6 = 0.754,
giving an error of approximately 20 %, up to / = 50 kHz the error (tan# - #)/tan#
is less than 5 %. The approximation used appears thus reasonable, especially for /
< 50 kHz. In the range of frequency below 5 kHz (at 2.96 eV probing energy), the
dependence of the EM signal on frequency is not in agreement with equations 4.7
and 4.8.
We consider that the signal at 2.96 eV consists of the Stark signal mixed with
an ESA signal of a much smaller magnitude.

To obtain the approximate ESA

signal as a function of frequency, we subtract from the total signal (Figure 4.4a) the
Stark-effect signal described by equations 4.3 and 4.4. In Figure 4.8, we compare
the ESA signal at 2.96 eV obtained with this subtraction (data multiplied by -1
and shown in empty symbols, squares show the x-channel and triangles show the
y-channel), with the frequency dependence of the ESA signal measured at 2.22 eV
(shown earlier in Figure 4.4b) (full symbols), in the range 0.2 to 7 kHz. Remarkably,
the frequency dependence of the two signals is very similar, indicating that the ESA
signal, dominant at 2.22 eV (region B), is also present at 2.96 eV. At 2.96 eV, the
magnitude of the in-phase Stark-effect signal is approximately 15 (low f) to 50 (high
f) times larger than the magnitude of the in-phase ESA signal. The Stark response
(of the bulk of the active polymer layer) is thus dominant at 2.96 eV.
Region B
It is interesting to compare the frequency dependence of the signal in region B, with
the relation given for an ESA signal by Lane et al. [102], and Brewer et al. [103],

A T /T ( uj)x = c i/(l + w2r 2),

A T/T(uj)y =

— C \ { l u t ) / {I

+

c j 2t

(4.9)

2),

(4.10)

where cu is the modulation frequency, r is the excitation lifetime, and Ci is a con
stant of proportionality[136]. (Again, the subscript x refers to the lock-in x-channel,
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Figure 4.8: A comparison of the AT/T(lu;) vs frequency plots of the ESA signal at
2.96 eV (obtained by subtracting the Stark response from the total A T /T (Ilj) signal)
multiplied by -1, shown in empty symbols, and the A T /T ( I lj ) signal measured at
2.22 eV, shown in full symbols. Squares are for x-channel whereas triangles are for
y-channel signals. The full line is a fit to the 2.22 eV plot. Closeness of the fit
suggests that AT/T(lu;) at 2.22 eV is dominated by ESA.

and y to the lock-in y-channel.) The dependence of the EM response at 2.22 eV on
frequency, shown in Figure 4.8 (full symbols), has some similarities with the depen
dence expected from ESA equations 4.9 and 4.10. The AT /T x signal is inversely
proportional to the frequency, whereas AT/T y increases initially as the frequency is
increased from 0.2 kHz, reaches a maximum at ~ 1.2 kHz, and then decreases with
increasing f. For a quantitative assessment, we found that we could fit AT/T x and
AT/Ty signals individually to equations 4.9 and 4.10 respectively. However, C\ and
r in the two fits were significantly different. We therefore considered that the EM
signal at 2.22 eV may be a sum of the ESA signal and another signal of the form
Ci’sin(o;t + 9) (such a signal may arise for example due to the Stark response of the
sub-gap absorption). Interestingly, this gave a good fit to the experimental data.
The full red line in Figure 4.8 shows the fit (given by equations A2.7 and A2.8 in
appendix A2) to the A T /T vs frequency data at 2.22 eV. The fit is very close to
the experimentally observed dependence, with the fitted excitation lifetime r equal
to 130 fis. This is of the same order of magnitude as the value measured by Lane et
al. [102], thus supporting the hypothesis that the EM signal in region B is dominated
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by excited state absorption (ESA) of trapped charge.

4.4.3

Vnuii as a F un ction o f Vac, hv and Frequency

For a PLED with a charge-free active layer, whose EM response consists only of the
Stark-effect response of the active layer, the EM signal is nulled at a dc bias equal
to the built-in voltage

(V nuu =

V b i)-

Vnuii

in this case is independent of photon

energy, ac bias amplitude and modulation frequency. In our devices however,

V nuu

has a significant dependence on the incident photon energy and frequency, although
it is independent of

V ac.

We emphasize that in the photon energy range of concern

here (2.8 - 3 eV), the photoluminescence signal was kept sufficiently small (using a
short pass filter, where necessary), and did not affect
From analysis of

Vnuu

vs

A T /T

Vnuu

measurements.

(Figure 4.5), we find that the measured

V nuu

values are accurate to within ± 0.1 V at signal strengths of lx lO -5, and to within
less than ± 0.05 V at signal strengths of lx lO -4. Figure 4.5, for example, shows no
significant variation in

Vnuii for A T / T

values in the range 3 x l0 -5 to lx lO -3. We

can thus exclude the possibility that the increase of

Vnuu

shown in Figure 4.6(a),

from -0.8 V at 2.76 eV (2 kHz) to 3.2 V at 2.96 eV (2 kHz), is due to an increase
of the signal-to-noise ratio. Instead, based on the results above, we consider that
the variation of

Vnua

with hv and

uj

is caused, in part at least, by the presence of

the ESA signal, which is mixed with the Stark signal. From the latter, we expect
a greater

Vnuu

variation at energies where the Stark response is smaller, and at

frequencies where the ESA is larger. Since the Stark-effect response is smaller for
smaller probing energies (below ~3 eV) , and the in-phase ESA response is inversely
proportional to frequency, this is in qualitative agreement with Figure 4.6, where
the largest variation of V nuii occurs at energies lower than ~2.85 eV, and frequencies
lower than

kHz.

To discuss how the ESA signal may cause the variation of V nuii with hv and
lj,

we consider the relative contributions of the Stark response (of the bulk of the

active layer) and ESA signals to the total EM signal, as shown in Figure 4.9. By
rewriting equation 4.1, the Stark-response can be represented by the linear rela-
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EM = Stark + ESA

4 Stark

_
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&
t
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0

Figure 4.9: A schematic A T / T vs Vdc plot of an EM signal which is a sum of Stark
and ESA signals.

tion (as(hv)Vdc + bs{hi/)), where the coefficients as(hv) and bs(hv) are respectively
the gradient and the value of the signal at zero bias, and are both proportional
to Im {yf(h v)}.

Note that, in the absence of significant concentration of space

charge in the active layer, the ratio —bs(hv)/as(hv) is equal to the built-in volt
age. Now, although the dependence of the ESA signal on Vdc deviates from lin
earity, for a qualitative assessment (to a first approximation) we represent it by
a linear relation as well, not least because the nulling voltage can always be de
termined by measurements at only two Vdc values. Correspondingly to the Stark
relation, the ESA signal, which depends on w as well as hv, is thus represented as
(■cLesa(hi>,uj)Vdc + besa(hv, u>)). The EM signal then, being a sum of EA and ESA, is
represented as (as(hv) + aesa(hv,oj))Vdc + (bs{hv) + besa(hv,uj)), and Vnuu is therefore
given by:

Vnuii(hv,

uj)

= —(bs (h v) + besa( h v , u ) ) / ( a s (hv) + aesa(h v, w)).

(4.11)

It is clear from this that Vnuu may be dependent on both h v and uj, and that, in
general, the dependence is less pronounced if the Stark response is much higher than
ESA. In addition, if the trapped charge (that causes the ESA signal) is indeed present
in the active layer (whose spatial distribution is unknown, although it has been
suggested that it may be situated within few A of the PEDOT:PSS/polyfluorene
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interface[102]), the Stark response of the active layer may then be non-uniform, since
the trapped charge may cause a spatially non-uniform electric field, and a spatially
non-uniform electroabsorption spectrum, since it is well known that charged chains
have different absorption spectrum[103,122,136]. In this case, using similar reasoning
as above,

Vnuu

variation with his may be additionally affected by the non-uniformity

of the Stark response within the active layer.

4.4.4

E stim a tin g th e B u ilt-In V oltage

One of the strengths of EA measurements is the ability to measure the built-in
voltage of finished PLEDs, and use the results to probe the energy level alignment
across the PLED heterostructure. Although in some cases the nulling voltage varies
significantly with photon energy, more than 1 V in Figure 4.6(a), the variation
decreases significantly above 2.85 eV (up to 3.1 eV), where there is a significant
Stark signal generated by the polymer layer, as can be seen in Figure 4.10 (which
shows

V nuu

as a function of energy in the range from 2.85 to 3.11 eV). From 2.85

to 2.98 eV, the Stark signal increases sevenfold, from 1.14xl0-4 to 7.77xl0~4, and
Vnuu

increases by 0.2 V, from 2.93 to 3.13 V. Above 2.98 eV and up to 3.1 eV

V nuii

is essentially constant at 3.14 ± 0.01 V, whereas the Stark signal decreases by half.
The decreased Vnuu variation with energy is to be expected as A T / T { 1 u j ) becomes
dominated by the Stark response of the bulk of the polymer film. It is interesting to
compare the experimentally measured coefficients of Stark and ESA signals in this
region. For example, at his = 2.96 eV and / = 50 kHz, we measured
be 7.01 xlO-4 (at

A T /T (lu )

to

= 0 V) and 11.50xl0-4 (at Vdc — -2 V), so that, assuming

that the signal is dominated by the Stark effect, we have

bs

« 7.01 x 10-4 and

as « —2.25 x 10-4. In this region, after ESA was separated from the total

A T /T (lu )

signal (using the method discussed in section 4.4.2), we also estimate that

besa «

1.2 x 10-5 and aesa « —4.5 x 10~6. Therefore, in equation 4.11, near his = 2.96 eV
and / = 50 kHz, the ESA signal contributes less than 2 % to the total value of the
numerator, and approximately 2 % to the total value of the denominator. The two
contributions actually nearly cancel each other out, since the ESA signal increases
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Figure 4.10:
V nuu
as a function of incident photon energy of the
ITO/PED OT:PSS/TFB/LiF/Ca/Al structure, in the range from 2.85 to 3.11 eV,
measured at 50 khz, together with the first harmonic A T / T response.

the absolute magnitude of both the numerator and the denominator. This means
that, near hv = 2.96 eV and / = 50 kHz,

V nuu

is expected to be approximately

equal to Vb i • We estimate that Vbi equals 3.1 V, with the upper uncertainty limit
of 0.05 V, and the lower uncertainty limit of 0.1 V.

4.5

PL E D s B ased on Single C om ponent B lends
(SCBs)

We also present the results of EA measurements of PLEDs based on single com
ponent blends (SCBs) (also provided to us by CDT), in which all three compo
nents (F8, TFB and PFB) are incorporated into a single chain, and in some SCBs
other monomers (not disclosed) may also be attached to the chain. LEDs based on
these polymers have significantly better lifetimes (more than three orders of mag
nitude longer) than those based on tri-blends. Apart from the active layer, the
PLEDs for which we present the results here are made from the same materials as
those discussed in the preceding section (i.e. ITO/PEDOT:PSS is the anode, and
LiF/Ca/Al is the cathode). The

A T /T

response of these devices, as far we can tell,

is very similar to that presented in the previous section, except that the low-energy
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Figure
4.11:
(a)
First
harmonic
A T /T
spectrum
of
an
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/SCB/LiF/Ca/Al LED, measured at Vdc = 0 V, Vac = 1
V, and f = 0.5 kHz. (Since here we are not greatly concerned with the accuracy
of the spectrum above ~ 2.7 eV, no effort was made to screen the PL signal.) (b)
Magnified spectrum in the energy range 1.77 to 2.77 eV (no PL signal is generated
in this region).

(sub-bandgap) spectrum is visibly different in magnitude and peak position.
Figure 4.11 shows the measured A T/T(1 cj) vs energy dependence, with the panel
on the right-hand side showing the magnified spectrum in the range from 1.77 to
2.77 eV. As can be seen, there is again a notable AT/T(lu;) signal in this range,
which rises from zero at 2 eV, to 1.3 xlO-5 close to 2.6 eV. We note that the profile
of the low energy signal differs somewhat from that shown in Figure 4.1, where the
signal has a broad peak centred at 2.3 eV. In Figure 4.11, A T/T(1 cj) signal peaks
close to 2.65 eV, where there is a sharp onset of the Stark response of the polymer
layer, and the signal raises sharply as the energy is increased further.
To test if the low energy signal obeys the frequency dependence expected for an
ESA signal, we measured the A T/T(la;) in-phase signal as a function of frequency
at 2.49 eV, and obtained a fit to the data (as in section 4.4.2, using equation A2.7 in
appendix A2). The results are presented in Figure 4.12(a), where the experimental
data is shown in filled circles, and the fit is shown in diamonds connected by a full
line. As can be seen, the fit is very close to the experimental data. The fitted
excitation lifetime r equals 185 //s. Thus, as in the devices discussed in the previous
section, this suggests that the low energy signal is due to excited state absorption
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Figure 4.12: (a) A T/T(frj) (in-phase) frequency dependence measured at 2.49 eV
(blue circles), together with a fit to the 2.49 eV signal (full line). The ’ESA’ signal at
2.96 eV (black squares), ’extracted’ from the total AT / T ( l u ) signal, as discussed in
section 4.4.2, is also shown, (b) The nulling voltage as a function of photon energy,
shown on the left-hand ordinate axis, measured at 0.5 and 50 kHz. The right-hand
ordinate axis shows the AT/T(1cj) response. (For both (a) and (b) the results were
obtained using a short pass filter to screen the PL signal.)

by trapped charge, and hence, we assign this signal to ESA.
As in section 4.4.2, we investigated the possible presence of ESA at 2.96 eV, by
measuring AT/T(lu;) as a function of frequency, and separating the Stark and ESA
frequency response. Indeed, as in section 4.4.2, we detected the presence of a signal
whose frequency dependence is very similar to the frequency dependence of the ESA
signal at 2.49 eV, as can be seen in Figure 4.12(a), where the ESA-like signal at 2.96
eV is shown in black squares (with the data multiplied by -1).
Importantly, as shown in Figure 4.12(b), Vnuu again has a significant dependence
on photon energy. At 0.5 kHz, Vnuu increases from 1.35 V at 2.76 eV, to a maximum
of 2.76 V at 3.07 eV, whereas at 50 kHz Vnuu increases from a minimum of 2.04 V
to a maximum of 2.71 V.

4.6

O rigin of th e ESA Signal

To investigate the origin of the ESA signal, we first compare the low energy ESA
spectra of TFB, PFB, F8 and tri-blend polymers in Figure 4.13(a). As can be
seen, although the spectra have comparable magnitudes, the position and shape
of the peaks are noticeably different. In contrast, shape profiles between different
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Figure 4.13: (a) ESA spectrum of TFB, PFB, F8, and tri-blend devices from 1.66 to
2.76 eV. The anode was ITO/PEDOT:PSS and the cathode was LiF/Ca/AI. The
variability of ESA profiles suggests that the ESA signal is polymer dependent, (b)
ESA spectrum of devices with four different cathodes (as indicated), in the range
1.77 to 2.82 eV. ITO/PEDOT:PSS was the anode and SCB was the emitting-layer.
The similarity between different profiles suggests that the ESA signal is not cathode
dependent.

devices containing the same polymer (data not shown here) are very similar or
virtually identical in some cases. This suggests that the ESA signal is generated
either within the polymer layer, or near the polymer-electrode interface. Figure
4.13(b) shows low energy ESA profiles of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/SCB/Cathode LEDs,
with four different cathodes. Interestingly, the profiles are very similar, and all
start with a positive A T /T (1 uj) signal near 1.8 eV, and then dip to a negative peak
near 2.6 eV, presumably due to the appearance of excited state absorption. This
similarity suggests that the ESA signal is not (directly) cathode dependent.
Figure 4.14 shows the ESA profile of SCB-based devices with and without the
PEDOT:PSS layer. Interestingly, as can be seen, the ESA signal does not exist
in the device without the PEDOT:PSS layer. We note that a similar observation
was also reported by Brewer et al. [103]. Thus, the lack of ESA dependence on the
cathode material, and its apparent dependence on the emitting-polymer, and on the
presence of PEDOT:PSS, suggests that the ESA signal may be generated at the
polyfluorene-PEDOT:PSS interface.
Furthermore, the ESA signal is significantly enhanced if the device is electrically
driven above the EL onset for a period of several minutes. Figure 4.15 shows the
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Figure 4.14: Low-energy ESA spectrum of a device with and without PEDOT:PSS,
in the range from 1.77 to 2.76 eV. In this device, SCB was the active layer and
LiF/Ca/AI was the cathode. The absence of an ESA peak in the device without
PEDOT:PSS suggests that the ESA peak may result from interactions between
PEDOTiPSS and the emitting-polymer layer.

ESA signal as a function of driving time in F8- and SCB-based devices. For F8,
ESA increases from 0.8xl0-5 to 3.2 xlO-5 after 1 minute of electrical driving (at 4.5
V bias), whilst for SCB ESA increases from 0.4xl0-5 to l.OxlO-5 after 3 minutes
(also at 4.5 V bias). Interestingly, we note that Poplavskyy et al.[101] and van
Woudenbergh et al.[137] have reported a decrease in the hole injection barrier in
polyfluorene-based LEDs with ITO/PEDOT:PSS anodes, when the devices were bi
ased above the EL onset, due to electron trapping at the PEDOT:PSS/polyfluorene
interface. Van Woudenbergh et al. reported that such effects only occur in de
vices that incorporate PEDOT:PSS[137], suggesting that trapping occurs at the
PEDOT:PSS/polyfluorene interface. Furthermore, Lane et al. [102] and Brewer et
al. [103] reported that such trapped charges may lead to full screening of the electric
field inside the active layer (at high forward bias), which is reportedly also observed
only in the devices that incorporate PEDOTiPSS[103].
On the basis of these considerations, our results can thus be explained in terms
of electron trapping at the PEDOT:PSS/polyfluorene interface. In Figure 4.15, the
increase in the ESA signal in the first few minutes of driving can then be explained
by the increased density of trapped electrons at the interface.
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Figure 4.15:
ESA signal as a function of electrical driving time, in
ITO/PED OT:PSS/EP/LiF/Ca/Al devices, subjected to 4.5 V bias. The active
layer was either F8 or SCB. (Driving was repeatedly stopped/resumed so that the
ESA signal could be measured.) ESA was measured either at 2.22 eV (F8), or 2.49
eV (SCB), and at
= 0 V, Vac = 1 V, f = 1 kHz.

4.7

Conclusion

In conclusion, the electromodulated signal created by trapped charges interferes with
the electroabsorption and built-in voltage measurements of blue-emitting PLEDs
with polyfluorene-based active layer, and ITO/PEDOT:PSS anode. This produces
a significant dependence of the null-voltage, especially in the spectral region close
to the linear absorption edge, on the measured frequency and energy. We have
demonstrated a method for separating the trapped charge signal from the Starkresponse signal. In addition, and more importantly, AT /T measurements at high
frequencies (~50 kHz), and probe beam energies close to the Stark response peak,
can ‘profit’ from especially high Stark-to-ESA signal ratio, allowing an estimate of
the built-in voltage. We have also investigated the origin of the trapped charge
signal, and our results indicate that it is likely to be due to electron trapping at the
PEDOT:PSS/polyfluorene interface.
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Chapter 5
Energy Level Alignment in
IT O /PE D O T :PSS/Polyfluorene /
L iF /C a/A I LEDs
We present built-in voltage measurements of polymer light-emitting diodes with the
general structure ITO/PEDOT:PSS/emitting-polymer/LiF/Ca/Al, where ITO is in
dium tin oxide, PEDOT’.PSS is poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene) doped with poly
(styrene sulfonate), and the emitting polymer is either poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene) (F8),
poly (9,9-dioctyl-fluorene-co-bis-N,N’~(4~butyl-phenyl)-bis-N,N’-phenyl-l,4~phenylenediamine) (PFB), poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-co-N-(4~butylphenyl)-diphenylamine)
(TFB), or a 60/20/20 % blend of these three polymers. We find that the built-in
voltage is polymer dependent, suggesting pinning of electrode Fermi level to the poly
mer bipolaron levels. For example, in comparison to the F8-only device, the built-in
voltage of the blend-based device is lower by ~ 0.3 V, suggesting in particular the
pinning of the PEDOT:PSS Fermi level to the PFB HOMO level. Cyclic voltammetry measurements support these conclusions. Assuming an effective LiF/Ca/AI
work function of ~ 2.0 eV, the measured built-in voltages are in excellent agree
ment with the basic theory of alignment of the chemical potential across the PLED
heterostructure.
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5.1

Introduction

Following the success of poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene) (F8) as a highly efficient blue
emitter[138], polyfluorene-based homo- and co-polymers have emerged as the leading
candidates for blue-emitting diodes[17]. However, in many of these polymers the in
jection and/or transport of one type of charge carrier is favoured over the other lead
ing to low electroluminescence (EL) efficiencies and brightnesses. An effective ap
proach to improving the charge imbalance is to blend the emissive material with holetransporting and/or electron-transporting polymers[15]. By the appropriate choice
of blend composition, the properties of the individual polymer components are pre
served in the blend thus creating a new material with improved charge balance[139].
For this reason, blends are often significantly brighter and more efficient than the
single component diodes. In addition to F8, PFB [poly(9,9-dioctyl-fluorene-co-bisN,N,-(4-butyl-phenyl)-bis-N,N,-phenyl-l,4-phenylenediamine)] and TFB [poly(9,9dioctylfluorene-co-N-(4-butyl- phenyl)-diphenylamine)] are among the more widely
used polyfluorene-based polymers, and their chemical structure, together with their
HOMO and LUMO levels, is shown in Figure 5.1. We note that some of the HOMO
and LUMO values are slightly different from the literature data[15], but this is not
unusual, since the energy levels in conjugated polymers are known to vary between
different batches.
In a polymer light-emitting diode (PLED) with asymmetric electrode work func
tions, electrons are transferred from the electrode with the smaller work function
to the electrode with the larger work function, resulting in the formation of the
so-called built-in voltage

( V b i ).

Notably,

eV si

(where e is the electron charge) is

strongly correlated to the difference between the anode and the cathode work func
tions (AWp)- If the electrode Fermi energy levels lie within the emitting polymer
bipolaron gap, and in the absence of electric dipoles at polymer/electrode inter
face^), qVbi is equal to AILV- More generally, the built-in voltage can be expressed
as[100]:

eVs/ = E q — $ b (cathode) —
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(anode),

(5.1)
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Figure 5.1: Chemical structures of poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene) and its co-polymers
(full names given in the text). The associated HOMO and LUMO levels, based on
cyclic voltammetry measurements by Ilaria Grizzi of CDT, are also indicated. The
uncertainty in HOMO and LUMO values is ± 0.05 V.

where E g is the polymer energy gap, and $ £ is the barrier height at the polymer
electrode interface. The advantage of this relation is that it is applicable even in
the presence of interface dipoles and electrode Fermi level pinning at the polymer
interface. Note that it states that the maximum Vbi is achieved when the energy
barrier at both of the electrode interfaces is zero.
The built-in voltage can be measured by applying externally a voltage of the
form V = Vdc + Uacsin(cj£) across the diode. The resulting modulation of the electric
field across the diode modulates the intensity of the probe beam through the Stark
effect [82], and generates an eletroabsorption (EA) signal which can then be measured
using a lock-in amplifier, as already discussed in Chapter 3. For the conditions
pertinent to equation 5.1, the EA signal obeys the following relation[72]

A T /T (lu ) oc 2I m { x 3(hv)}Vac(ydc - VBi)sm(u)t + 0),

(5.2)

where Im { x z(hv)} is a function of the imaginary part of the third order dielectric
susceptibility, h is Planck’s constant, v is the photon frequency, and 0 is the phase
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of the signal with respect to the applied ac voltage. According to equation 5.2,
A T /T (Ilj)

varies linearly with

V dc,

and passes through zero at

V dc

— Vb i • The

built-in voltage can thus be measured by finding the dc voltage at which the EA
signal vanishes.
Here, we have employed EA spectroscopy, together with cyclic voltammetry mea
surements, to probe the built-in voltage and energy level alignment in light-emitting
diodes whose active layer consisted of either F8, TFB, PFB, or a blend of these three
polymers. The anode consisted of the hole transport interlayer, poly(3,4-ethylene
dioxythiophene) doped with poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), deposited on
top of indium tin oxide (ITO), and the cathode was LiF/Ca/AI. The EA mea
surements of these devices were presented in Chapter 4, and they indicate that the
Stark signal is mixed with a smaller intensity signal, generated by trapped elec
tronic charge at the PEDOTiPSS/polyfluorene interface. Such trapped charge has
also been observed by several authors[101-103,137], all of whom argued that the
charge is confined in the narrow region near the PEDOT:PSS/polyfluorene inter
face. Lane et al. estimated the thickness to be on the order of 0.2 A[102], whilst
van Woudenbergh et al. suggested a thickness on the order of 10 A[137]. The effect
of such trapped charge on the PLED internal field is shown schematically in Figure
5.2. A non-uniform field is expected at the anode/polyfluorene interface, but, impor
tantly, the field in the bulk of the active layer (whose thickness is close to 70 nm), is
expected to be uniform. For such constitution of the active layer, the Stark response
of the polymer bulk is likely to dominate

A T / T ( 1 u j ),

in agreement with our exper

imental observations[140]. Thus, although in Chapter 4 we found that

V nuu

varies

significantly with photon energy in the spectral region where the Stark response is
small, the variation decreased substantially near the peak of the Stark response, and
decreased even further when the measurements were performed at high frequencies
(50 kHz), where the trapped charge signal is substantially lower. We were thus able
to estimate the built-in voltage of the TFB-based device, and found it to be close to
3.1 V, with the upper uncertainty limit of 0.05 V, and the lower uncertainty limit of
0.1 V. Here, we estimate the built-in voltage of F8, PFB and tri-blend devices, and
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tr a p p e d e ‘

anode

cath od e

Figure 5.2: Schematic energy level diagram of a PLED with a high density of trapped
electrons in the narrow region close to the anode/emitting-layer interface, at no
applied voltage. Due to the trapped charge, the electric field is non-uniform close
to the interface, but uniform in the bulk of the active layer.

then investigate, using the available data, if the results agree with the basic the
ory of alignment of the chemical potential across the PLED structure. We employ
cyclic voltammetry to investigate if the tri-blend HOMO level is determined by the
minority component with the least negative HOMO level (PFB), or the majority
component with the more negative HOMO level (F8). Assuming that the cathode
work function is ~ 2.0 ± 0.1 eV, and using the previously established anode work
function[75], and polymer HOMO and LUMO levels (Figure 5.1), the predicted Vbi
values are in excellent agreement with the experimental results. Our results indicate
that in the blend device the anode Fermi level is pinned to the PFB HOMO level,
whilst the LiF/Ca/AI Fermi energy is pinned to the F8 LUMO level. This implies
that the energy barrier at both of the electrode/polymer interfaces is close to zero,
in agreement with the observed high efficiency of blend devices.

5.2

E x p e rim en tal

The details of electroabsorption measurements, as well as the PLED fabrication
processes, axe described in Chapter 4. Following fabrication, the devices were tested
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Figure 5.3: (a) Efficiency vs V^, (b) Luminance vs V^, and (c) Current vs Vdc
graphs of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/emitting-polymer/LiF/Ca/Al devices investigated in
this chapter. The active layer was either F8, TFB, PFB, or a blend of these three
polymers. (Data provided by Dr. Matthew Roberts of CDT.)

at Cambridge Display Technology for efficiency, luminance and current character
istics, and the results are shown in Figure 5.3. As can be seen, the tri-blend has
the highest efficiency and luminance, followed by PFB, whereas the efficiency and
luminance of F8 and TFB is significantly lower.
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were performed as described by Janietz
et al. [144], in an electrolyte solution of 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate
(TBABF4) dissolved in anhydrous acetonitrile. The working electrode was (glassy)
carbon, the counter electrode was a platinum wire, whereas the reference electrode
was Ag/AgCl. The polymers (purchased from American Dye Source) were dissolved
in a 2 % xylene solution (p-xylene 99% HPLC grade from Aldrich), and the tri
blend was made from F8 (60%), TFB (20%) and PFB (20%), with the number in
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Figure 5.4: The first harmonic electromodulated spectra of PLED devices with
the indicated emitting layer, ITO/PEDOT:PSS anode, and LiF/Ca/AI cathode,
measured at Vac = 1 V,
— 0 V, lj/2 it = 2 kHz.

the bracket indicating the relative polymer weight. 1/d of the solution was drop cast
onto the carbon electrode, and put into a (vacuum) oven to form a thin film. Prior
to the measurement of each polymer, nitrogen gas was bubbled through the solution
for at least ten minutes, to remove the dissolved atmospheric gases.

5.3

R esu lts

Figure 5.4 shows the electromodulated (EM) spectra of devices with PFB (green
broken line), TFB (blue dotted line), F8 (dashed red line) and tri-blend (full black
line) emitting-polymer layers. Apart from a small peak in the vicinity of 2.3 eV,
ascribed to excited state absorption by trapped charge (and discussed in more detail
in Chapter 4), the spectra axe characterised by larger peaks in the energy range 2.7
< hv < 3.7 eV. The PFB Stark onset occurs near 2.70 eV, and the signal reaches
the maximum value of 8.79xl0-4 at 2.92 eV. In comparison, the TFB spectrum is
blue-shifted, with the onset occurring near 2.80 eV, and the maximum (7.65xlO-4)
occurring at 2.97 eV. The F8 spectrum is blue-shifted even further, and the onset is
at 2.87 eV, whereas the maximum (4.76xl0-4) is at 3.01 eV. As expected, the blend
onset coincides with that of the material with the smallest energy gap, that is PFB,
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Figure 5.5: Vnuu , measured at 50 kHz, as a function of incident photon energy in
PLEDs with the indicated active layer.

although the signal magnitude is smaller, probably due to the small concentration
of PFB.
Figure 5.5 shows

Vnuii

as a function of photon energy in the blend, PFB, TFB

and F8 devices. Interestingly, in the blend, from 2.85 to 3.11 eV,

Vnuii

is constant

at 2.81 V, with a maximum interval of variation of ± 0.05 V. We note that, in
the same energy range, and using the data shown in Figure 5.4, AT/T(lu;) varies
from 2.02xl0-4 to 7.18xl0-4. At 2.82 eV, where A T /T (1 uj) is six times lower
than at the peak,

Vnuu

is smaller, and equals 2.66 V. For other polymers there is

a more visible variation of

with energy. For PFB, in the energy range 2.82

Vnuu

to 2.90 eV (where AT/T(lou) varies from 4.77xl0-4 to 8.77xl0-4),

Vnuu

increases

progressively from 2.76 to 2.90 V, and for energies in the range 2.92 to 3.03 eV
(where AT/T(la;) varies from 8.79xl0-4 to 5.40xl0-4),

Vnuu

has a constant value

of 2.94 ± 0.02 V. In the TFB device, from 2.85 to 2.98 eV (where AT/T(lu>) varies
from 1.14 x 10-4 to 7.65 x 10-4),

Vnuu

increases from 2.93 to 3.13 V. From 2.98 to

3.1 eV (where A T /T (lu ) decreases by a half),

Vnuu

is constant at 3.14 ± 0.01 V.

In the F8 device, within the range 2.90 to 3.11 eV (where A T /T (I uj) varies from
0.49 x 10-4 to 4.76 x 10-4),

Vnvu

lies between 3.09 and 3.26 V, with the values

tending to increase with increasing energy. At 2.89 eV, near the Stark onset (where
A T /T (lu ) = 0.12 x 10-4),

Vnuu

is lower and equals 2.99 V.
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5.4

D iscussion

5.4.1

E A S pectra

As expected, the AT /T spectra in Figure 5.4, in the range 2.7 < hv < 3.7 eV,
are qualitatively consistent with electroabsorption (Stark) spectra of blue-emitting
polyfluorene-based polymers found in the literature[100,122]. The F8, TFB and PFB
peaks are progressively red-shifted with respect to one another, consistent with the
trend in HOMO LUMO energy gaps (see Figure 5.1). Furthermore, the A T /T (lu )
signal is proportional to Vdc and Vac, and the A T / T ( 2 uj) signal is constant as a
function of Vdc and proportional to Ua2c (data not shown here). Such behaviour is
consistent with the Stark response, and indicates (a) that the bulk of the polymer
layer is free of significant concentration of space charge, and (b) that A T /T is
dominated by the Stark response of the active layer.

5.4.2

Vnuu vs P h o to n E nergy

The most striking feature of Figure 5.5 is the large variation of Vnuu with photon
energy for the single polymers. As discussed in Chapter 4, if A T /T (lu ) in the
energy range 2.8 < hv < 3.1 eV consisted only of the Stark response of the polymer
layer, which was free of space charge (so that the field and dielectric susceptibility
were spatially uniform), Vnuii would be expected to be constant with energy, and
would equal Vbi- However, the presence of any trapped charge generates a small
A T /T (lu ) signal, and thus a variation of Vnuu with energy.
Experimentally, we find that the degree of variation depends on device types
and components. For instance, as shown in Chapter 3, Vnuu is constant with energy
in an ITO/polyfluorene/Al device. Here, interestingly, in the blend device, Vnuu is
constant over a relatively wide energy range around the Stark response peak, even
though the Stark response varies by more than three and a half times in magnitude.
This means that the trapped charge signal has no significant influence on Vnuih
which supports the argument that the bulk of the polymer film is free of space
charge. Thus, in the blend device, taking the constant Vnuu value to be equal to the
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built-in voltage, we measure Vb i = 2.81 ± 0.05 V.
In the F8 device,

Vnuu

instead changes by 0.16 V over the energy range in which

the Stark response magnitude changes by more than nine times. This demonstrates
that the influence of the trapped charge signal on

Vnuu

the Stark response peak. Thus, selecting the

values measured at energies near

2.96 eV (where

Vnuu

V nuu

is limited, particularly near

= 3.15 V), just below the Stark peak, as recommended by

Campbell et al.[72] and Brown et al. [55], we consider that Vbi equals 3.15 V, with
the maximum uncertainty of ± 0.1 V. In the PFB device,

Vnuu

equals 2.94 V at

energies near the Stark peak, where the Stark response contributes close to 99 %
of AT’/T(lo;)[141]. Thus, we expect that the trapped charge signal there has little
influence on

V nuu-

In view of this, and considering the measured

V nuu

variation

between 2.82 and 3.03 eV, we estimate that Vbi in the PFB device equals 2.94 V,
with the upper uncertainty limit of 0.05 V, and the lower uncertainty limit of 0.1 V.
For the TFB device, as mentioned in the introduction, we consider that Vbi equals
3.1 V, with the upper uncertainty limit of 0.05 V, and the lower uncertainty limit
of 0.1 V.
Thus, Vbi varies significantly between the devices, by as much as 0.3 V between
the F8, TFB devices on the one hand, and the blend device on the other hand.
The Vbi variation between devices whose electrodes are of the same type, and vary
only in the composition of the active layer, suggests pinning of at least one of the
electrode Fermi levels to a polymer bipolaron level. In the PFB device for example,
we expect that the PEDOTiPSS work function (5.2 ±0 . 1 eV[75]) is pinned to the
polymer HOMO level (4.95 eV). Interestingly, the blend Vbi is even lower than in
PFB, suggesting that pinning occurs at both blend/electrode interfaces. In this case,
the anode Fermi level can only be pinned by a minority component, PFB or TFB,
since the F8 HOMO level is positioned at 5.75 eV.
To test this, in the absence of any available blend HOMO and LUMO data, we
used the cyclic voltammetry (CV) technique to investigate if the HOMO level in the
tri-blend is determined by the majority component with a more negative HOMO
level, or a minority component with a less negative HOMO level.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Schematic of a typical experimental set-up for cyclic voltammetry measurements (adapted from [142]). WE is the working electrode, CE is the
counter electrode, and RE is the reference electrode, (b) Schematic showing the
connections between the potentiostat and the electrodes (from [143]). (c) A typical
cyclic voltammetry scan (see text for discussion).

5.4.3

C yclic V oltam m etry M easurem ents

Cyclic voltammetry is a particularly useful electroanalytical tool[142,143], which can
be used to probe the ionisation potential (Ip) and electron affinity (Ea) of conjugated
polymers[144]. As illustrated in Figures 5.6(a) and (b), in a typical experimental
set-up, three electrodes are immersed in an electrolyte solution, which conducts
electricity as a result of ions dissolved in the solvent. To effectuate the removal of
dissolved atmospheric gases, there is an additional provision for passing an inert gas
through the solution. The main electrode is the working electrode (WE), which is
insulated so that there is no electrical contact with the electrolyte, except at the top,
which is covered by a thin film of the material to be analysed (the analyte). During
the experiment, a potential specified relative to the reference electrode (RE) is ap
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plied to the working electrode. The reference electrode (usually silver/silver chloride,
Ag/AgCl) serves only as a reference and, ideally, its potential does not change during
the experiment. Upon application of the potential to the WE, ions from the solution
(whose size is ~ 5 A [145]) are transported towards the electrode to counter its sur
face charge, resulting in the creation of the so-called ’double layer’[146]. This leads
to an altering of the working electrode Fermi level relative to the LUMO/HOMO
levels of the polymer, and, when the applied potential is high enough, it facilitates
reduction/oxidation of the polymer. Note that the circuit current flows between
the working and counter (CE) electrodes. A potentiostat measures the current, and
also controls the potential between WE and RE. Figure 5.6(c) shows a typical CV
scan for the electrode potential in the range from 0 to 1.7 V, from which the ion
isation potential of the analyte can be estimated. Starting at zero (region marked
A in Figure 5.6c), the potential is scanned in the positive direction, and eventually
becomes large enough to start the oxidation of the analyte, at which point there is
a sharp current increase (B). The reaction continues until most of the species have
been oxidised so that, after reaching the peak (C), the current starts to decrease.
The potential is then scanned in the opposite direction (D), towards zero, and be
low a certain potential the reduction of the (oxidised) analyte takes place, resulting
in a negative current (E). As the concentration of oxidised species becomes signifi
cantly reduced, the current reaches its negative peak (F), and then decays towards
zero as the potential is scanned to zero. A similar process occurs when the poten
tial is scanned negatively (to probe the electron affinity), although the analyte first
becomes reduced, resulting in a negative current, which reaches a peak and then
decays.
In the measurements of conjugated polymers, using the Ag/AgCl reference elec
trode, the following relationship between Ip and the onset potential for oxidation
E'ox (corresponds to potential at B in Figure 5.6c), and between Ea and the onset
potential for reduction E r' ed, is applicable [144]:

Ip = (E'ox + 4.4)eV
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(5.3)

Ea = (E'rcd + AA)eV.

(5.4)

The relationship is based on a detailed comparison between theoretical calculations
and experimental electrochemical measurements. The onset potentials represent
the minimum Ip and the maximum Ea for the inhomogeneous ensemble of polymer
chains present in a typical sample [144].
In our CV measurements, we found that all of the tested polymer films could be
both reversibly oxidised and reduced, in agreement with the findings by Janietz et
al. [144], indicating that the samples were chemically stable and free from impurities.
In Figure 5.7, we show a comparison of the measured cyclic voltammetry scans of
the F8(60%)/TFB(20%)/PFB(20%) tri-blend, and the two components with the
lowest oxidation onsets, PFB and TFB, in the electrode potential range from 0 to
1.25 V. In the forward potential scan, from 0 to 1.25 V, the blend shows two distinct
oxidation peaks, at 0.81 V and 1.10 V. Another peak due to F8 (not shown here),
was observed near 1.54 V. As expected, the oxidation peaks of PFB and TFB films
occur at approximately similar potentials, at 0.85 and 1.08 V respectively[147], and
we therefore ascribe the two oxidation peaks in the blend to the oxidation of PFB
and TFB polymers respectively. These results therefore confirm the expectation that
the blend HOMO level is determined by the component with the highest HOMO
level, PFB.

5.4.4

T h e B u ilt-in V oltage and E nergy Level A lignm ent
A cross th e P L E D

We now consider if the measured built-in voltages can be accounted for by the basic
theory of alignment of the chemical potential across the PLED heterostructure.
In Figure 5.8 we show the relevant energy levels of the various components that
are incorporated into our PLEDs. The anode work function is based on the work
by Brown et aZ. [75], and the F8, TFB, PFB HOMO and LUMO levels have been
provided by CDT. Based on our cyclic voltammetry results, we consider that the
blend HOMO level is determined by PFB, and similarly, that the LUMO level is
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Figure 5.7: The cyclic voltammogram of the F8/TFB/PFB tri-blend (multiplied by
4), and of the two components with the lowest oxidation potentials, TFB (multiplied
by 2) and PFB. The positions of the two lowest tri-blend oxidation peaks match
those of PFB (~ 0.8 V) and TFB (~ 1.1 V). This indicates that PFB determines
the tri-blend HOMO level. The scans were recorded at 20 mV/s.

determined by its majority component F8, since F8 has the lowest LUMO level (2.10
eV). Note that, regardless of the LiF/Ca/AI work function (but assuming it to be
the same in all devices), the expected

Vb i

difference between TFB and PFB devices

is 0.17 V, which is in excellent agreement with the observed difference of 0.16 V,
and the expected Vbi difference between the F8 and blend device is 0.25 V, which is
close (within the experimental error) to the observed difference of 0.34 V. Note that
the reduction in Vbi of the blend device relative to the F8-only device is directly
related to the decrease in the hole injection barrier, effectuated by the introduction
of PFB and TFB components. As can be seen in Figure 5.3(a), the efficiency of
the blend device is many times higher in the blend than in the F8-only device as a
result (in part at least) of the reduced hole injection barrier.
Now, we do not know the LiF/Ca/AI work function, but we note that for the PFB
built-in voltage of 2.94 V a value close to 2.0 eV would be required. Interestingly,
this value fits excellently with our other

V

b i

results. For the TFB device, supposing

that Vbi is determined by the difference between the TFB HOMO level and the
effective cathode work function, we expect that Vbi — 3.12 V, which is very close
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HOMO and LUMO levels is ± 0.05 eV.

to the measured value of 3.1 V. (Note that, due to the ± 0.05 eV uncertainty in
the HOMO and LUMO values, the maximum uncertainty in the expected Vbi is ±
0.1 eV.) In the F8 device, for Vbi determined by the difference between the anode
work function and the F8 LUMO level, we would expect

Vb i

= 3.10 V, which is

very close to the measured value of 3.15 V. In the blend device, supposing that
Vb i

is determined by the difference between the PFB HOMO and F8 LUMO level,

we would expect that Vbi = 2.85 V, which is very close to the measured value of
2.81 V. The comparison between
represented by squares), and

Vb i

Vb i

values measured by electroabsorption (data

values expected from the energy levels shown

in Figure 5.8 (represented by triangles), is plotted in Figure 5.9. The maximum
uncertainty interval is also shown.
Now, to produce an effective cathode work function of 2.0 eV, the LiF layer
would need to decrease the effective Ca work function, which is close to 2.8 eV[148],
by approximately 0.8 eV. We note that previous studies have shown that a thin LiF
layer does indeed decrease the cathodic work function. In a study by Brown et al. [99],
also involving LiF/Ca/AI cathodes, the LiF layer decreased the electron injection
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Figure 5.9: A comparison of the built-in voltage values measured by electroabsorp
tion (shown in squares), and the built-in voltage values expected from the energy
level diagram shown in Figure 5.8 (triangles). The maximum uncertainty interval is
also shown.

barrier by at least 0.3 eV[149]. Another study by Brown et al. [150], involving LiF/Al
cathodes, showed that a LiF layer decreased the effective Al work function (4.3
eV[100,148]) by 1.2 eV, to produce an effective work function of 3.1 eV. In another
study involving LiF/Al cathodes, Shaheen et al. [151] reported that the fluoride layer
decreased the Al work function by 1.8 eV, and produced an effective work function
of 2.5 eV. Interestingly, the mechanism for the decrease is thought to involve either
the generation of a dipole at the fluoride-metal interface[152], or dissociation of the
fluoride to form a low work function contact[153], or a combination of the two[100].
Which mechanism dominates may depend crucially on evaporation and fabrication
conditions[55]. Note that, since the Li work function is ~ 2.3 eV (lowest found in
literature[100,154]), the dipole mechanism is required to explain at least a part of
the work function decrease.
In view of these considerations, it is conceivable that a thin LiF layer can de
crease the effective Ca work function from 2.8 to 2.0 eV. Possibly, the degree of
reduction may depend on the concentration of moisture[155] or other impurities
during evaporation.
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5.5

Conclusion

In conclusion, the measured Vb i values are polymer dependent, which suggests pin
ning of the electrode Fermi levels to the electrodes bipolaron levels. In conjunction
with cyclic voltammetry measurements, our built-in voltage results indicate that the
blend HOMO level is determined by PFB, even though it only makes up 20 % of the
blend. More generally, the results suggest that in PLEDs based on similar polymer
blends, the maximum achievable Vbi is likely to be determined by the component
with the most negative LUMO, and the component with the least negative HOMO
level. This implies that the anode Fermi level is pinned to the positive bipolaron
level in the PFB, blend and TFB devices, and that the cathode Fermi level is pinned
to the negative bipolaron level in the F8 and blend devices. Due to the differences in
the polymer HOMO and LUMO levels, the blend device, and to a lesser extent the
PFB device, has a lower built-in voltage than the TFB and F8 devices. In regard
to the PLED efficiency, our results thus give a direct evidence for the reduction in
the hole injection barrier brought about by the introduction of PFB into the F8
film, which is evident in the substantial increase in PLED efficiency. Finally, our
results indicate that the effective LiF/Ca/AI work function in our devices is 2.0 ±
0.1 eV. We note that for this value of the work function the expected electron injec
tion barrier is close to zero, which agrees with the existing knowledge about these
devices [156].
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Chapter 6
Degradation Effects in Blue
Light-Emitting PLEDs
In this chapter, we employ electroabsorption (EA) spectroscopy in the study of degra
dation effects in blue light-emitting polymer diodes, that also incorporate a holeinjection layer, poly(3,4~ethylene dioxythiophene) doped with poly (styrene sulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS). We systematically compare the EA response of undriven and halflife driven devices, i.e. devices driven to half the initial luminance of 100 Cd/m2.
The measurements of the EA nulling voltage, and of the sub-gap electromodulated
A T /T (Iff) signal (which is believed to be generated by trapped electronic charge at
the PEDOT:PSS/emitting-polymer interface), all point to the degradation of PE
DOT: PSS, and in particular its interface with the emitting-polymer. This is cor
roborated by the evidence found in the literature. We also investigate the nature
of the improvement in the performance, which we have frequently observed in these
devices, when they are initially electrically driven for a period of a few minutes.
For instance, when driven at a constant dc bias, the current (I) and electrolumi
nescence (EL) intensity increase progressively, by up to ~ 20 % (in the first ~ 4
minutes,) in some cases. Interestingly, in all such cases, we find that the trapped
charge A T /T (Iff) signal increases concomitantly with I and EL, indicating that the
increase is brought about by an improvement in the hole injection/transport across
the PEDOT:PSS/emitting-polymer interface.
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6.1

Introduction

One of the key issues for the application of polymer light-emitting diodes (PLEDs)
is their stability. Although the lifetime of the early devices was less than a few
minutes, owing to the tremendous progress achieved over the last fifteen years, the
lifetime of today’s devices, especially the red- and green-emitting ones, is frequently
in excess of 10,000 hours (sufficient for commercial applications). The lifetime of
the blue-emitting diodes on the other hand, required for the development of fullcolour displays, is often significantly shorter (for instance, ~4000 hours in a recent
report[17,57]). Interestingly though, very recently, Cambridge Display Technology
(CDT) has announced the development of blue-emitting PLEDs with projected life
times of 100,000 hours, and red- and green-emitting PLEDs whose projected lifetimes
exceed 100,000 hours[157].
Polyfluorene (PF) and its derivatives have emerged as some of the most promis
ing candidates for blue-emitting PLEDs[17]. They possess the right combination of
properties, such as efficient electroluminescence (EL), pure blue colour, high chargecarrier mobility and good processability. The 9,9-alkyl chains ensure polymer sol
ubility in organic solvents, but do not significantly affect the 7r-system electronic
structure [158]. One concern with PLEDs based on PFs is that a low-energy emis
sion band (2.2 - 2.3 eV) appears during operation, which shifts the emission colour
from the desired blue (~ 2.9 eV), to an undesired blue-green[159]. Initially, this
was attributed to the formation of aggregates and/or excimers[160,161], but List et
al.[158,162], and Gong et al.[163], later gave evidence suggesting that such behaviour
is generated by carbonyl defect states. A small concentration of keto defects can
efficiently trap large number of excitons, and can act as guest emitters with a low
ered emission energy[158,162]. Keto defects can be generated from the small amount
of monoalkylated monomers (Figure 6. la) [164], which are particularly susceptible
to oxidation/photooxidation[158,162]. In the presence of oxygen, keto defect sites
can also be formed from the more stable 9,9-dialkylated PF (DA-PF) monomers by
photo- or electro-oxidative degradation[162]. Figure 6.1(b) shows the photolumi
nescence (PL) spectrum of a pristine DA-PF film (full line), whose emission, after
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Figure 6.1: (a) Chemical structure of the 9-monoalkylated PF (MA-PF), the 9,9dialkylated PF (DA-PF), and PF with a keto defect site. MA-PF is very susceptible
to oxidation, and the formation of keto defects[158]. (b) PL emission spectrum of a
pristine DA-PF film (full line), and after photooxidation with a 1000 W xenon lamp
under air for 2, 4 and 6 minutes, (from [162])

exposure to intense light under air, shifts from higher energies (peaks near ~ 2.8
and ~ 2.9 eV) to lower energies (one broad peak near 2.3 eV)[162]. Similarly, under
operation in air, the EL spectrum of PLEDs made with DA-PF shifts from higher
energies to the 2.3 eV emission band[162].
The morphology of PF films can play an important role in determining the de
vice performance. Apart from the glassy (a) phase, formed by simple spin-coating,
PF films can also form another, so-called (3—phase, if the films are treated ther
mally or exposed to solvent vapours[122,158,161,165]. At 77 K, the electroabsorp
tion (EA) spectrum of the (3—phase differs significantly from that of the a —phase.
Most notably, two additional sharp peaks, not present in the a —phase, appear in
the (3—phase, in the narrow region around 2.8 - 2.9 eV[122]. (3—phase, which has
a smaller energy gap, is undesirable for PLED applications because it introduces
additional energetic disorder which can stabilise polarons, and hence lead to the
quenching of excitons[158].
Electroabsorption spectroscopy is a particularly useful tool for studying finished
PLEDs, as it allows the probing of the Stark response of the active polymer film
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buried between two electrodes[72,82]. The Stark response can provide valuable in
formation about the general state of the polymer film and, importantly, it allows
the probing of the built-in voltage, Vb i , generated through the equilibration of the
chemical potential through the PLED heterostructure. When a voltage of the form
V =

+ Vacsin(o;t) is applied across the diode, the intensity of the probing beam

is modulated through the Stark effect [82], as discussed in more detail in Chapter 2,
and an eletroabsorption signal, given by equation 6.1, is generated[72].

A T /T ( lu ) <x 2 Im {X3(H }Vac(Vdc - VEI)sin(ut + 0),

(6.1)

Im{x'Hhv)} is a function of the imaginary part of the third order dielectric susceptibility, h is Planck’s constant, v is the photon frequency, and 9 is the phase
of the signal with respect to the applied ac voltage. The built-in voltage can be
measured by finding the dc voltage at which A T / T ( 1 uj) vanishes, which we here call
the nulling voltage, or Vnuu.
In this chapter, we have employed electroabsorption spectroscopy to investi
gate degradation effects in ITO/PEDOT:PSS/emitting-polymer/LiF/Ca/Al lightemitting diodes, where PEDOT:PSS is poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene) doped
with poly (styrene sulfonate), and the emitting polymer is either poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene) (F8), poly(9,9-dioctyl-fluorene-co-bis-N,N’-(4-butyl-phenyl)-bis-N,N’-phenyl1,4-phenylenediamine) (PFB), poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-co-N-(4-butylphenyl)-diphenylamine) (TFB), or a blend of these three components (which we here call the
tri-blend).

We systematically compare the electroabsorption response and Vnuu

characteristics of undriven and driven devices, and also investigate the effects of
photodegradation by UV light in F8 and tri-blend devices. Our results strongly sug
gest the degradation of the PEDOT:PSS/emitting-polymer interface both during
electrical driving and during exposure to UV light.
We also investigate the variation of the so-called excited state absorption (ESA)
signal[102,103], which dominates A T / T ( 1 uj) at sub-gap energies (around 2.3 eV),
with the driving time, in the F8 device. To remind the reader, the evidence pre
sented and discussed in Chapter 4 suggests that the ESA signal is generated by the
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trapped electronic charge at the PEDOTrPSS/polyfluorene interface. Interestingly,
we find that there is a clear correlation between the variation of the ESA signal
(measured at zero applied bias) on the one hand, and the current (I) and EL in
tensity (measured concurrently with ESA, but at a high forward bias) on the other
hand, with the driving time. The results directly link device degradation to a specific
region within the device, namely the PEDOT:PSS/F8 interface, in agreement with
our other findings. The variation of the three parameters (ESA, I and EL intensity)
with the driving time was also measured in the devices based on single component
blends (SCBs). SCBs are state of the art blue-emitting polymers, and have very
long lifetimes. They incorporate F8, TFB, PFB, and possibly other (non-disclosed)
units into a single chain. In most SCB devices we have measured (all of which also
contained a PEDOT:PSS layer), both the current and EL intensity increase as they
are driven at a constant dc bias, in the initial few minutes. In all such cases, we
found that the ESA signal increases concomitantly with I and EL, indicating that
the increased performance is due to an improvement in the hole injection/transport
across the PEDOT:PSS/SCB interface.

6.2

E xperim ental

The PLEDs used in the experiments for this chapter were provided by CDT. All of
them were encapsulated, to protect from degradation by atmospheric oxygen and
moisture, and they all contained an ITO/PEDOT:PSS anode. The devices based
on F8, TFB, PFB and tri-blend polymers all came from the same batch, and had a
LiF/Ca/Al cathode, with the layer thicknesses of 4/10/400 nm. The cathodes em
ployed in SCB devices (which, incidentally, came from different batches) were[166]:
LiF/Ca/Al (4/10/380), NaF/Al (4/200+), Ba/Ag/Al (10/68/164), BaF2/Ca/A l
(4/10/285), BaF2/B a/A l (4/10/305), where the numbers in the brackets indicate
the thicknesses, given in nm. Each device had up to 8 pixels, and each could be
investigated independently, allowing several different degradation experiments to be
carried out on each device. One of the pixels in each device was driven by CDT,
to half the initial luminance (L) of 100 Cd/m2. We also measured the EL and PL
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spectra of these devices, using the S2000-UV-VIS high sensitivity spectrometer.
In current-voltage-luminance (IVL) experiments (operated by the Labview soft
ware developed by the author), the current was measured using the HP34401A digi
tal multimeter, and the relative EL intensity, detected by the Hamamatsu Photonics
S1406 UV-enhanced silicon photodiode, was measured with the Keithley 199 digital
multimeter. In IVL experiments where luminance characteristics were compared be
tween undriven and driven pixels, the distance between the emitting pixel and the
photodetector was always the same. Similarly, when comparing the EL intensity
of a pixel before and after photodegradation, the photodetector-pixel distance, and
also all the other experimental conditions, were not altered during the experiment.
In photodegradation experiments, a high-power narrow-directivity Nichia UV LED
(NSHU590), biased at 3.5 V, was used to degrade the pixels. The LED emission is
centred at 375 nm, and has a full width at half maximum of 12 nm. It was posi
tioned immediately next to the pixel, and the light was incident at 90° to the pixel
surface. The surrounding pixels were protected from UV light by several layers of a
thick black isolating tape.

6.3

R esults

6.3.1

F 8, T F B , P F B and T ri-B lend D evices D riven to HalfLife

Electroabsorption Spectra
The electroabsorption spectra of F8, TFB, PFB and tri-blend undriven and half-life
driven devices are shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. The graphs on the left hand side
show the spectra across the full energy range, from 1.7 to 3.8 eV, whereas the graphs
on the right hand side are ’zoomed’ in at the region between 1.7 and 2.9 eV. Near
the lowest energy Stark peak (around ~ 3 eV), the signal in the driven F8, TFB
and PFB devices is visibly lower than in the undriven ones, by 15, 18 and 20 %
respectively. In the tri-blend, the signal is reduced by only 1 %.
In the lower energy region, between 1.7 and 2.9 eV (where the signal is dominated
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of the first harmonic A T / T spectra of undriven and half-life
driven PLEDs, with (a)-(b) F8, (c)-(d) tri-blend polymers. The measurements were
performed at Vdc = 0 V, Vac = 1 V, and frequency / = 2 kHz.

by ESA), A T /T is drastically smaller in the driven devices, except in the tri-blend.
The ESA peak is reduced by more than 90 % in TFB, and by 60 % in F8, but in
both cases the peak position and shape are not significantly altered. In PFB on the
other hand, there is a sizeable shift in the peak position, from 2.2 - 2.4 eV to 2.5
- 2.6 eV, and the magnitude of the response at the peak is lower by 70 %. In the
tri-blend, only a relatively small reduction in A T /T occurs at energies above 2.2
eV, but the signal is otherwise the same.
The Nulling Voltage (Vnuu) vs Incident P hoton Energy
In Figure 6.4 we compare the measured Vnuu dependence on the incident photon
energy in undriven and half-life driven devices. (Note that the undriven results were
already presented and discussed in Chapter 5.) In the driven F8 and TFB devices,
in the energy range 2.92 to 3.11 eV, Vnuu is approximately constant, and equals 2.93
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± 0.03 V and 2.75 ± 0.02 V, respectively. Interestingly, in F8, this is 0.2 - 0.3 V
lower than in the undriven device, and the corresponding reduction in TFB is 0.3 0.4 V. In tri-blend and PFB, there is no significant Vnuu variation between undriven
and driven devices.
Electrolum inescence and Photolum inescence Spectra (Tri-Blend and F8)
We also measured the EL and PL spectra of the half-life driven devices, to probe
for the possible presence of the low-energy emission peak generated by keto defects.
In Figure 6.5(a), we present the normalised PL spectra of the driven tri-blend and
F8 devices. First, we note that the shape of the two spectra are very similar, and
both have peaks centred at 2.58, 2.77 and 2.95 eV. Unlike in Figure 6.1(b), there
are no large peaks near 2.3 eV, though we notice a small peak near 2.4 eV, which is
slightly more pronounced in F8.
In Figure 6.5(b) we compare the normalised EL spectra of the tri-blend undriven
and driven devices. The undriven profile consists of a single smooth emission peak,
centred at 2.74 eV, whereas the driven profile also contains another peak, centred
at 2.55 eV.
A comparison of the EL intensity vs current plots, which can be used as an
indicator of relative EL efficiencies[167,168], of the tri-blend undriven and driven
devices is also shown in Figure 6.5(c). In these measurements, the data was recorded
by increasing V^c from 0 to 3.5 V, in steps of 0.1 V. At the maximum V^c value, the
current in the driven device is ~ 70 % lower than in the undriven, and the EL
intensity is lower by almost 90 %. Interestingly, the gradient in the half-life driven
device is lower by 70 % as compared to the undriven one.

6.3.2

P h o to d eg ra d a tio n o f U ndriven Tri-Blend and F8 D e
vices

The changes in A T /T (1 lj) characteristics of undriven tri-blend and F8 devices, upon
exposure to UV light for 30 hours, are shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 respectively. In
both Figures the panel on the left hand side shows the Stark response vs dc bias,
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Figure 6.6: Measured characteristics of the tri-blend device before and after exposure
to UV light for 30 hours: (a) the first harmonic electroabsorption (Stark) response
vs Vdc, at hiv = 2.96 eV, Vac = 0.5 V, / = 40 kHz; (b) the low energy AT /T (ESA)
signal vs photon energy, measured at
= 0 V, Vac = 1 V, / = 1 kHz. See text for
discussion.

measured near the peak of the Stark response and at / = 40 kHz, whereas the panel
on the right hand side shows the ESA signal (in tri-blend the hi/ dependence is
shown, and in F8 the / dependence is shown).
The tri-blend nulling voltage Vnuii, determined from the AT/T(1cj) vs Vdc plot,
is essentially the same, within the experimental error, before (2.77 V) and after (2.79
V) photodegradation, despite a 5 % decrease in the Stark response gradient. In F8,
a 400 mV reduction in Vnuii, and a 4 % reduction in the gradient is observed after
the UV treatment. In both tri-blend and F8 the ESA signal is almost completely
annihilated by UV light.

6.3.3

T he V ariation o f th e Current, EL Intensity and ESA
Signal w ith th e D riving Tim e

F8

In F8, the measured variation of the current, EL intensity and ESA signal (measured
between the driving steps, at Vdc — 0 V, and at hi/ = 2.30 eV) as a function of
driving time (tdr), is shown in Figure 6.8. The left hand panel shows the ESA signal
and the current, and the right hand panel shows the EL intensity and the current.
Surprisingly, both the ESA signal and the current (measured at Vdc = 5.2 V), have
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a similar dependence on the driving time. When the device is initially switched on,
both increase progressively until tdr ~ 1 minute, and then, as the driving progresses,
they both decrease with time. Compared to their values at tdr = 1 minute, ESA is
approximately halved in magnitude at tdr — 14.6 minutes, and I is reduced by ~ 20
%. After the driving is stopped, at tdr — 14.6 minutes, the device was kept in the
dark with no applied voltage, for the next ~ 20 hours. When the experiment was
resumed, both ESA and I were reduced, and, similarly to their behaviour at tdr =
0, they both increased with driving in the subsequent 1-2 minutes. Following the
recovery, they both again started to decrease.
SCB
The variation of the ESA signal, current and EL intensity with the driving time
in SCB devices, was investigated with several different cathode types: NaF/Al,
Ba/Ag/Al, BaF2/Ba/Al, BaF2/C a/A l and LiF/Ca/Al. Figure 6.9 shows the mea
sured variation in the first four minutes, of the ESA signal (left hand ordinate
axis) and the current (right hand ordinate axis) in devices with (a) NaF/Al, (b)
Ba/Ag/Al, (c) BaF2/Ba/A l, and (d) LiF/Ca/Al cathodes. (The variation of the EL
intensity was very similar to that of the current and is not shown here.) In all but
the last case, the ESA signal and the current both increase with driving, in a very
similar manner to F8.
In several of the 32 devices that we measured, the initial increase in ESA was
not accompanied by an increase in the current and EL intensity (see Figure 6.9d as
an example). We note however that in all the devices where the current increased
initially, the ESA signal always increased, as in Figure 6.9(a)-(c).
We also measured the variation of the ESA signal, current and EL over longer
driving periods in an SCB device (Figure 6.10). Here, BaF2/Ca/A l was the cathode.
As can be seen, all three parameters increase sharply, in a similar manner as before,
and reach their maximum values in the initial few minutes of driving. Once the
maximum is reached, the current and EL intensity decrease slowly with driving,
whereas the ESA signal remains approximately constant. At tdr = 120 minutes
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the driving stopped for several hours, and upon resumption the current increased
steadily for ~ ten minutes before starting to decrease slowly. The EL intensity, which
started off at a higher value, increased for two minutes before starting to decrease.
Here, the ESA signal again showed no sign of change, and remained approximately
constant until the end of driving, at tdr = 250 minute.

6.4

D iscussion

6.4.1

F8, T F B , P F B and Tri-Blend D evices D riven to HalfLife

One of the more notable findings here is the Vnuu decrease in F8 and TFB devices,
and the absence of decrease in PFB and tri-blend devices. Since a change in Vnuu
indicates a change in Vbi, our results indicate that the built-in voltage is reduced in
the half-life driven F8 and TFB devices, but not in PFB and tri-blend devices. To
explain these results, we refer to Figure 6.11 (taken from Chapter 5), which shows
the relevant energy levels of the various components within the PLEDs.
We note that, if the LiF/Ca/Al work function was susceptible to degradation,
so that the observed Vnuu decrease was due to an increase in the LiF/Ca/Al work
function, we would expect to see a Vbi decrease in PFB as well as in TFB, and
in tri-blend as well as in F8, contrary to the experimental findings. On the other
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Figure 6.11:
Energy levels (given in eV) of the different materials in
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/polyfluorene/LiF/Ca/Al LEDs (from Chapter 5).

hand, a 0.1 - 0.3 eV reduction in the PEDOT:PSS work function would decrease
F8 and TFB, but not PFB and tri-blend built-in voltage, since in the latter two
the polymer HOMO level lies approximately 0.3 eV above the PEDOTiPSS work
function[75,166]. The degradation of the PEDOT:PSS work function is thus fully
consistent with our results.
The large reduction of the ESA signal in the region 1.8 < hi/ < 2.6 eV also
strongly indicates that PEDOT:PSS, and in particular its interface with the polymer,
is degraded in half-life driven devices. We note that the ESA signal is more degraded
in TFB than in F8, which could imply a larger degradation in TFB (this could also
explain the larger Vnuu reduction in TFB).
From the measured Vnuu values, we estimate that the built-in voltage in F8 and
TFB devices is reduced by 7 % and 11 % respectively. The reduction of the Stark
response near 3 eV, in the driven F8 (15 % reduction), TFB (18 %) and PFB (20 %)
devices cannot thus be explained by the degradation of the built-in field alone. The
additional contributions could be the degradation of polymer chains, either in the
polymer bulk or in the vicinity of the interfaces (particularly near PEDOT:PSS),
and the formation of an interfacial resistive layer, observed in similar devices by
Khan et al. [131]. Such layer can decrease the voltage drop across the active poly
mer layer (and thus reduce A T /T ). Interestingly, in further agreement with our
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findings, Khan et al. [131] also reported that PEDOT:PSS work function decreases
with electrical driving, probably due to chemical reactions between PEDOT:PSS
and the polymer layer, or, following the findings of Kim et al. [130], due to de-doping
of PEDOT:PSS[131].
There is other evidence which suggests that PEDOT:PSS may be susceptible to
electrical degradation. For example, van der Gon et al. [129] showed that the passage
of electrons through the PEDOT:PSS layer is likely to degrade it and release po
tentially damaging oxygen- and sulphur-containing moieties, which are free to move
through the PLED structure. In addition, in a study of encapsulated ’hole-only’
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PFB/Al LEDs, Kim et al. [16] reported that the polymer near
the anode interface is doped by holes, counterbalanced by anions from PEDOTrPSS.
According to the authors, the charged species there develop slowly with electrical
driving, and act as luminescence quenchers, and hinder hole injection across the
interface.
We also note the PL/EL spectra results (Figure 6.5), which show that the mea
sured devices are not prone to degradation by keto defects. This is in contrast to
List et al. [158,162], who reported that keto defects in F8 are likely to be created
in the presence of oxygen and electrical stressing. (Note that, apart from the at
mosphere, the oxygen could also migrate, although in much smaller concentrations,
from ITO[127,169] or from PEDOT:PSS[129].) Our results therefore indicate that
the concentration of free oxygen in the devices is particularly small. The low energy
EL emission peak in the driven tri-blend device however, centred at 2.55 eV, could
be due to low-energy formations such as aggregates, which are known to provide
non-radiative relaxation pathways and lower the emission efficiency[159,161]. This
could also explain the decrease in EL efficiency suggested by Figure 6.5(c).

6.4.2

P h o to d eg ra d a tio n o f Tri-Blend and F8 D evices

The almost complete obliteration of the ESA signal by UV light, in both tri-blend
(Figure 6.6) and in F8 (Figure 6.7), indicates that the trapped electronic charge
at the PEDOT:PSS/polymer interface has been removed. The concomitant Vnuu
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reduction (by 0.4 V) in F8 could then be due the removal of the interface dipole,
which is reportedly associated with the trapped charges[101]. Other effects, such as
chemical degradation of PEDOT:PSS by UV light[132,170], could also contribute to
the reduction of the effective PEDOT:PSS work function.
Our results, namely the ~ 5 % reduction of the Stark A T /T vs Vdc gradient in
both tri-blend and F8, also indicate the degradation of the emitting-polymer layer
(possibly in the region near the PEDOT:PSS interface).

6.4.3

T h e V ariation o f th e C urrent, EL In ten sity and E SA
Signal w ith th e D rivin g T im e

First Few M inutes o f Driving
Since the ESA signal is (probably) generated by trapped electronic charge near the
PEDOT:PSS/polyfluorene interface, the observed correlation between the increase
in the current and the ESA signal, in the first few minutes of driving, in SCB devices
with NaF/Al, Ba/Ag/Al, BaF2/B a/A l and BaF2/C a/A l cathodes, and in F8 devices
with LiF/Ca/Al cathodes, indicates an improvement in charge injection/transport
across the interface. Poplavskyy et al. [101] and van Woudenbergh et al. [137], who
investigated F8-based LEDs with ITO/PEDOT:PSS anodes, reported a similar cur
rent increase when the devices are biased above the EL onset. In both reports, the
effect was explained by electron trapping at the PEDOT:PSS/F8 interface, and (as
already mentioned) the resulting generation of an interface dipole which lowers the
hole injection barrier <I>b(/i). Our observation that the ESA signal, expected to be
proportional to the trapped charge density[102,103], increases concomitantly with
the current, thus strongly supports the trapped charge hypothesis suggested by the
authors.
Although the reduction in ^ s (h ) may explain the current increase in the F8
device, where 4>s(/i) is larger than 0.5 eV, the same mechanism cannot explain the
improvement in SCB devices, where the barrier is close to zero (since SCB HOMO
level is comparable to that of PFB[166]). This is also supported by the results of our
measurements of Vnuu and the current as a function of driving time, shown in Figure
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Figure 6.12: The measured variation of Vnuii and the current (at Vdc = 4.5 V) with
the driving time in an ITO/PEDOT:PSS/SCB/Ba/Ag/Al device. Vnuu does not
change with the driving time, indicating that the increase in the current is not due
to an increase in the built-in voltage.

6.12. The plot shows that Vnuii remains constant despite an observed increase in
the current. Aside from the energy barrier for hole injection, another feature of the
PEDOT:PSS/emitting-polymer interface must affect its charge transport properties.
In this regard, we note that X-ray and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy studies
have found evidence for segregation of the PSS dopant towards the PEDOT:PSS
surface, and the formation of a PSSH surface layer with the thickness of a few
nm[171]. Four-point probe conductivity measurements of PEDOT:PSS films have
shown that, at the film surface, the conductivity is substantially lower due to the low
concentration of PEDOT, the charge transporting species[172]. Thus, we speculate,
similarly to Murata et al. [173] and Woudenbergh et al. [137], that when the device
is first made, a thin tunnelling barrier may exist at the PEDOT:PSS surface, which
impedes its hole transport properties. In this case, the current increase in SCB
devices could be due to an improvement in the hole transport through this energy
barrier, which is somehow brought about by the trapped interface electrons.
A fter th e F irst Few M inutes
In the F8 device, the large irreversible decrease in the ESA signal during the ~ 20
minute driving period that follows the initial increase (Figure 6.8), shows that the
PEDOT:PSS/F8 interface is particularly vulnerable to degradation, in agreement
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with our earlier findings. The large reversible decrease of the ESA signal, when
the device is rested for 20 hours, is likely to be due to charge de-trapping, as also
observed by Poplavskyy et al [101] and van Woudenbergh et al. [137]. In SCB devices,
where the ESA signal is constant during the 200 minute driving period (Figure 6.10)
(after the initial decrease), the PEDOT:PSS interface thus seems more stable than
in the F8 device. However, we do not exclude the possibility that the interface may
degrade over longer driving periods.

6.5

C onclusion

In conclusion, we have investigated degradation effects in encapsulated blue lightemitting diodes that incorporate PEDOT:PSS as the hole injection layer. Apart
from measuring the Stark response of the light-emitting polymer layer, which en
abled us to probe the changes in the built-in voltage when the devices are driven
to half-life, we also monitored the changes in the sub-gap AT/T(1uj) signal (ESA),
which is believed to originate from the trapped charge at the PEDOT:PSS/polymer
interface. We found that, in the devices driven to half-life, Vnuu (and hence

Vb i )

is reduced by several hundreds of mVs in F8 and TFB devices, whereas the ESA
signal is strongly reduced in F8, TFB and PFB devices. Such behaviour strongly
points to the degradation of the PEDOT:PSS/polymer interface, and suggests a re
duction of the PEDOT:PSS effective work function, which is in agreement with the
evidence found in the literature[129-132,170]. In addition, the ESA signal can be
almost completely annihilated by the exposure to UV light, which also results in the
reduction of Vnuu in F8, presumably due to the removal of the trapped electronic
charge and the associated interface dipole. The measured PL spectra of the driven
devices show no large emission peaks that could be attributed to keto defects, which
indicates low oxygen concentration in the active layer.
Our measurements also shed light on the nature of the observed current in
crease, at constant driving voltage, when the devices are initially driven for a period
of a few minutes. In all such cases, we found that the ESA signal increases con
comitantly with the current, suggesting that the behaviour is due to improved hole
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transport/injection across the PEDOT:PSS/SCB interface. In F8 devices, where
a large energy barrier exists at the PEDOT:PSS/polymer interface, Poplavskyy et
al. [101] explained a similar improvement by the creation of an interface dipole which
lowers the hole injection barrier. However, the same effect cannot explain the im
provement in SCB devices, where the hole injection barrier is close to zero. We
suggest that, in these devices, the improvement could be due to an enhancement in
the conductivity of the low-conductivity PSS-rich surface region[137,171-173].
Lastly, we remark that the charges trapped at the PEDOT:PSS interface are
likely to attract and quench excitons, and could play a part in its degradation, for
example by initiating chemical and/or morphological changes.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this thesis, we have employed electroabsorption (EA) spectroscopy in the study
of encapsulated polymer light-emitting diodes, PLEDs. In our experiments, we
typically applied a voltage of the form V — Vdc + Vacsin(ut) across the diode, and
monitored the fractional change in the transmission, A T/T, of an optical probe
beam passing through the polymer film. In the Stark effect, as described in Chapter
2, the first harmonic A T/T(lo;) signal, modulated at the frequency of the ac field,
is given by

AT/T(lo;) oc 2 Im {x3(hu)}Vac{Vdc - VBi)sm (ut + 9),

(7.1)

where Im { x 3(hiy)} is a function of the imaginary part of the third order dielectric
susceptibility, h is Planck’s constant, v is the photon frequency, 6 is the phase of
the signal with respect to the applied ac voltage, and Vbi is the built-in voltage.
According to equation 7.1, AT/T(1cj) varies linearly with V^c, and passes through
zero at Vdc — Vbi• la this thesis, since Vnuu did not always equal Vbi (for example
in the presence of additional, non-Stark, signals), we generally referred to the dc
bias at which AT/T(1<j) vanishes as Vnuu.
In Chapter 3, after describing the EA experimental set-up, and the details of the
measurement procedure, we tested the accuracy of the spectrometer by measuring
the response of a simple one-layer PLED, in which an SCB (single component blend)
emitting-polymer was sandwiched between indium tin oxide (ITO) anode, and alu-
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minium cathode. Importantly, the experimental results were in full agreement with
the Stark effect, which confirmed the validity of the experimental set-up, and its
suitability for measuring the PLED characteristics. Also, in this device

Vnuu

was

not found to be dependent on the incident photon energy, nor on the frequency of
the applied ac voltage (as expected for

Vnuu = Vb i) -

In Chapter 4, we reported EA measurements of encapsulated PLEDs with the
general structure ITO/PEDOT:PSS/emitting-polymer/LiF/Ca/Al, where PEDOT:
PSS is poly (3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene) doped with poly (styrene sulfonate), and
the emitting polymer was either poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene) (F8), poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-co-bis-N,N’-(4-butyl-phenyl)-bis-N,N’-phenyl-l,4-phenylenediamine) (PFB),
poly-(9,9-dioctylfluorene-co-N-(4-butylphenyl)-diphenylamine) (TFB), or a blend of
these three polymers (tri-blend). Interestingly, in these devices the AT /T { 1 uj) signal
did not always obey equation 7.1, and there was a significant Vnuu dependence on
photon energy and ac frequency. Upon investigating the frequency dependence of
AT/T(lu;) near the Stark peak (around 2.96 eV), it became clear that the signal is
composed of at least two components. Apart from the expected Stark signal, whose
magnitude is independent of frequency, we detected the presence of another signal,
which, as in the report by Lane et al.[102], could be fitted to equation 7.2[136].
According to Lane et al [102] and Brewer et al [103], such a frequency dependence,

A T / T ( u ) oc 1 /(1 +

u j 2t 2 )

(7.2)

together with other experimental and theoretical evidence, indicates that the sig
nal is due to excited state absorption (ESA) by trapped electronic charge near the
PEDOT:PSS/polymer interface[102,103]. Independently of these results, our inves
tigations also suggest that the signal is generated near the PEDOT:PSS interface.
Our current understanding is that the signal is a result of modulation of the trapped
charge density at the interface, induced by a sinusoidal electric field[133].
Although at sub-gap energies (around 2.3 eV) AT/T(1cj) is dominated by ESA,
at energies near the Stark response peak and at high frequencies (around 50 kHz)
ESA contributes only ~ 1 % to the total AT /T(lcu) signal. Because of this, at high
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frequencies and energies around the Stark peak, Vnuu dependence on photon energy
and frequency is substantially reduced, simplifying the measurement of the built-in
voltage. We found that at / = 50 kHz, Vnuu in the tri-blend was least dependent
of energy, and its Vbi could be estimated to within ± 0.05 V. In other devices, the
dependence was not completely eliminated, but it was reduced, and Vbi could be
estimated to within ± 0.1 V.
The measured Vbi values range from 2.81 V in the tri-blend and 2.94 V in PFB,
to 3.10 V in TFB and 3.15 V in F8. Assuming an effective LiF/Ca/Al work function
of ~ 2.0 eV, which requires a 0.8 eV reduction of the effective Ca work function[148]
by the LiF layer, these values are in excellent agreement with the basic theory of
alignment of the chemical potential across the PLED heterostructure. Although
we cannot ascertain that a LiF layer can bring about this reduction, we note that
Shaheen et al. [151] and Brown et al. [150] reported that the fluoride layer decreases
the Al work function by 1.8 eV and 1.2 eV respectively, which is comparable to
the 0.8 eV reduction indicated by our results.
function however, the

Vb i

Regardless of the cathode work

variability between different polymers suggests pinning of

an electrode Fermi level to a polymer bipolaron level. For example, in PFB and tri
blend devices the PEDOT:PSS Fermi level is expected to be pinned to the polymer
HOMO level, which explains why their

VBi

is smaller than in F8 and TFB devices.

In Chapter 6, electroabsorption was used to investigate degradation effects in F8,
TFB, PFB and tri-blend devices with the PEDOT:PSS layer. First, we systemati
cally compared the EA spectra and Vnua dependence on photon energy of undriven
and half-life driven devices. We found that, in the driven devices, Vnuu (and hence
V b i)

was reduced by several hundreds of mVs in F8 and TFB, but not in PFB and

tri-blend devices. Such behaviour, together with the observed large ESA reduction
in the driven F8, TFB and PFB devices, strongly points to the degradation of PEDOTrPSS, and its interface with the emitting-polymer layer, in full agreement with
the evidence found in the literature[129-132,170].
In the experiments involving UV photodegradation of F8 and tri-blend devices,
the ESA signal could be almost completely annihilated by the exposure to UV light.
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In F8, this also resulted in the reduction of Vnua, presumably due to the removal of
the trapped electronic charge and the associated interface dipole[101]. We remark
that the PEDOT:PSS degradation mechanism could possibly involve the interface
traps which, during operation, are repeatedly excited by the emitted light and then
repopulated, and which in addition are likely to attract and quench excitons, whose
energy could initiate chemical and/or morphological degradation.
We also investigated the nature of the improvement in the performance, fre
quently observed in many of these devices, when they are electrically driven initially
for a period of a few minutes. Typically, when driven at a constant dc bias, the cur
rent (I) and electroluminescence (EL) intensity increase progressively in the first 1
- 5 minutes. Interestingly, in all such cases, we found that the ESA signal increases
concomitantly with I and EL, indicating that the increase is brought about by
an improvement in the hole inject ion/transport across the PEDOT:PSS/emittingpolymer interface. In F8 devices, where a large energy barrier exists at the PEDOT:PSS/polymer interface, Poplavskyy et al[ 101] explained a similar improve
ment by the trapping of electronic charges at the PEDOT:PSS interface, and the
creation of an interface dipole which lowers the hole injection barrier. However, the
same effect cannot explain the improvement in SCB devices, where the hole injection
barrier is expected to be close to zero[166]. In SCB devices, the effect could then be
due to an improvement in the conductivity, brought about by the trapped electronic
charges, of the low-conductivity PSS-rich surface region[171,172].
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Appendix
Al: The Tight Binding Model of a 1-D Chain of
Atoms
In this appendix we present a derivation of the electronic structure of a 1-D chain
of atoms, using the tight binding model[154,174,175]. We consider a 1-D lattice of
C atoms, separated by distance a from each other, each of which has a p2 orbital
that can be treated as the atomic ground state. At this point, we assume that in the
vicinity of each lattice point the crystal Hamiltonian can be approximated by the
Hamiltonian of a single C atom (Hat), and that the bound levels of Hat are localised,
so that the orbital wavefunction (f)(x —x n) is approximately zero on sites one lattice
spacing away[154,174]. Here x is the spatial coordinate along the chain direction,
and n identifies the site position (with n = 0, ± 1, ± 2,...., ± N'; 2N' + 1 being
equal to the number of C atoms on the chain), so that x n equals na. Since atoms are
very close together, electrons can quantum mechanically jump from state (p(x —x n)
to the same state on a nearby atom. We can write the one-electron wavefunction in
Bloch form, as a linear combination of its possible states in the chain[154,174,175]:

^ v{k,x) - £

exp(iA: • x n)4>(x —x n)

(A l.l)

n

with k representing the electron’s wavevector. To first order, the crystal Hamiltonian
is
H = Hat + AU(x),

(A1.2)

where AV(x) is the difference between the actual crystal potential and the potential
of a single isolated atom. Using Schrodinger’s equation, H ^ n(k:x) — E ( k ) ^ n(k,x),
we can evaluate E(k). First we rewrite Schrodinger’s equation using expressions
A l.l and A1.2:

(Hat + AU(x)) J ^ e x p (ik • x n)(f)(x - x n) = E(k) ^
71

exp(ik • x n)(t)(x - z n),

71

and then multiply both sides by the atomic wavefunction (p*(x), and integrate over
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all x :

^ 2 exp{ik • x n) / dx(p*(x)Hat(j)(x - x n) +
n
J 2 eM

ik

•Xn)

dx <t)*(x)4>(x — xn)AV(x)

n

exp(ik • x n) / dx<p(x —x n)<p*(x).

(A1.3)

n

To evaluate the first term in equation A1.3, we use the expression:

J

(j>*(x)Hat(j>{x - xn)dx = Epz

J

4>*(x)(p(x - x n)dx,

where Epz is the energy of the p2 orbital. Since <f>(x) has a very short range, the
integral for n = 0 is much larger than all other terms[154,174]. Thus, the first term
becomes

where the function <f>(x) is normalised. Similarly, the third term becomes equal to
E{k). In the second term, all the parts in the summation are zero for all values
apart for n = 0, ± 1, because the function <p(x) has a very short range[154,174,175].
Thus, the second term becomes:

exp(—ik • a) / dx (f>*(x)AV(x)4>(x + a) + / dx (p*(x)AV(x)4>(x) +

and since the electron transfer integral t = —f dx (p*(x)AV(x) <j>(x ± a) is the same
between any two neighbouring sites, we can write this as

(elk'a + e lk'a) / dx cf)*(x)AV(x)<f>(x + a) + / dx <j>*{x)AV(x)cp(x)
—2tcos(ka) — (3,

(A1.4)
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where (3 = —J dx 0* (x)AV(x)(p(x). Finally, we have[154,174,175]

E(k) = Epz —{3— 2tcos(ka).

(A1.5)

The transfer integral t determines how easy it is to transfer an electron from one
atom to the next; the smaller the transfer integral the harder it is to accelerate
electrons. It also determines the width of the energy band (see Figure 1.5). In
polyacetylene this bandwidth (41) is about 10 eV[26].

A2: aT /T as a Sum of Stark and ESA Signals
The signal Cism(ujt + 9) can be expanded as ci’sin(a;t)cos(0) + Ci’cos(u;£)sin(0).
With the lock-in reference phase set to zero, and using the approximation 6 «

tcuj,

it

would result in the following frequency dependence of the lock-in x- and y-channels:

A T / T ( uj)x, — Ci COs (t cuj)

(A2.1)

AT/T(uj)y, — Cism(rcuj).

(A2.2)

In addition, for an excitation of the form (1+ sin(c*;£ + 0)), the density of the excited
states n(t) (that generate the ESA signal) in the steady state is expected to be given
by [103,136]

n{t) =

q + q[sm(ujt 4- 6) —urcos(ujt + &)]/( 1 +

uj2t 2),

(A2.3)

where q is a time-independent constant. Expanding sine and cosine terms yields

n(t) — q + q[sin(ujt)cos(9) + cos(a;£)sin(0)
—ujTCOs(ujt)cos(9) + cjrsin(t*;i)sin(0)]/(l +

lu2t 2).

(A2.4)

A probe beam intensity, modulated by absorption from excited states, follows the
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density n(t). Thus, the measurement of the modulated intensity by a lock-in am
plifier (again, with the lock-in reference phase set to zero) is expected to give the
following frequency dependence:

AT

/ T (

u

)

e s a

_

x

=

+ wrsin(rco;)]/(l + cj2t 2)

(A2.5)

AT

/ T (

u)

)

e s a

_

v

= Ci[sin(rcu;) —u j t c o s ( t c u j ) ] / ( 1 + oj2t 2)

(A2.6)

C i [c

o s

(

t cu j )

Finally, the total x-channel signal is given by the sum of equations A2.1 and A2.5,

AT /T(lj)x =

C i ’ c o s ( t co ; )

-1- Ci[cos(rco;) +u;rsin(rca;)]/(l + J 2t 2)

(A2.7)

and the total y-channel signal is given by the sum of equations A2.2 and A2.6,

AT/T(u)y =

C i ’s i n ( r c a ; )

+

c i [ s i n ( r co ; )

—ujtcos(tcuj)]/(1 + l j 2t 2).

(A2.8)

A3: An Overview of PLED Degradation Mechanisms
Several distinct types of degradation are known to occur in PLEDs: (i) the decay
of luminance, often accompanied by an increase in the driving voltage V[176], (ii)
the appearance on non-emissive areas (dark spots) [177], and (iii) abrupt short circuit
or electrical breakdown[57,178,179].
Despite the dramatic improvement in the device stability over the last fifteen
years, degradation is still not very well understood. In general, the degradation
mechanisms can be classified into four different categories: (1) thermally induced
degradation[180], (2) electrochemically or charge-induced degradation, (3) light in
duced degradation, and (4) interfacial degradation[57,178,179].
(1)

The first of these is related to morphological instability of amorphous polymer

films. Heating of samples can cause chain aggregation or crystallisation, which
in turn affect charge transport and photoluminescence (PL) efficiency [180]. One
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approach to reduce quenching by crystallisation is to attach side chains, to prevent
the chains from getting close to one another. Another is to increase the polymer
glass transition temperature (Tfl), or to dope the polymer, so as to stabilise the
polymer film morphology[178,179] (the latter can also have undesirable effects, such
as the formation of exciplexes which quench light emission[178]).
(2 )

The second mechanism arises due to electrochemical instability of polymer

chains. A typical drive-current density in an organic light-emitting diode (OLED)
is about 1 mA/cm2, and in the passive matrix driving scheme [181] it can be much
higher, close to 100 mA/cm2[179]. The charges that pass through the device can
cause a redox reaction in the polymer chain, and create new chemical species, es
pecially in the presence of impurities such as oxygen and moisture, and thus affect
both charge transport and the emission efficiency.
(3 )

The third mechanism involves photo-initiation of chemical reactions, which

is particularly enhanced in the presence of impurities such as oxygen. This can be
reduced by improving the light output coupling coefficient (see Chapter 1), and by
reducing the amount of impurities and defects.
(4 )

The fourth mechanism involves the migration of impurities [183] from the

electrodes into the emitting layer. The problem can be reduced by inserting a buffer
layer between the electrode and the polymer. For example, at the anode, PEDOT:PSS can reduce the migration of oxygen from indium tin oxide (ITO) into the
polymer[75,124,125]. If the devices are not encapsulated, migration of atmospheric
oxygen and moisture can cause very fast degradation of electroluminescence.
In an interesting study by Parker et al. [182], involving PLEDs whose active
layer consisted of a poly(phenylene vinylene) (PPV) derivative, both the decrease in
luminance, and the increase in the driving voltage (in the constant-current mode),
in the long term, were proportional to the total charge that passes through the
device (Q), and to exp(—EU/Zc^T), where E& is a thermal activation energy, ks is
the Boltzman constant, and T is the temperature. This indicated that the same
mechanism is responsible for both the decrease in luminance and the increase in the
operating voltage, and the authors suggested that it may be due to photooxidation
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Figure 7.1: Voltage drift and degradation of luminance in a typical PLED device as
a function of stressing time, (adapted from [176])

of the polymer which, in the presence of oxygen radicals, results in the formation of
carbonyl groups. These can act as electron traps which reduce the electron mobility,
and as efficient exciton splitting centres which reduce the EL efficiency. Silvestre et
al. [176] also argued that the decrease in luminance and the increase in the driving
voltage (e.g. see Figure 7.1) can both be explained by the same mechanism. They
proposed that the energy released during non-radiative recombination (induced for
example by traps), can generate more traps within the band gap of the polymer,
which then decrease both the carrier mobility and PLED efficiency. In time, this
leads to the increase in the operating voltage and the decrease in luminance.
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List of Selected Symbols

a - Absorption
e - Electron charge
EA - Electroabsorption
EL - Electroluminescence
EM - Electromodulation
EP - Emitting polymer
ESA - Excited state absorption
Eg - Energy gap
/ - The applied ac bias frequency
F8 - Poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene)
Fbi - The built-in electric field
F0 - The total dc electric field in the polymer layer
Fac - The sinusoidal electric field in the polymer layer
h - Planck’s constant
HOMO - Highest occupied molecular orbital
LEP - Light-emitting polymer
LUMO - Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
ITO - Indium tin oxide
OLED - Organic light-emitting diode
PEDOT:PSS - Poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene) doped with
poly(styrene sulfonate)
PF - Polyfluorene
PFB - Poly(9,9-dioctyl-fluorene-co-bis-N,N’-(4-butyl-phenyl)-bis-N,N’-phenyl1,4-phenylenediamine)
PL - Photoluminescence
PLED - Polymer light-emitting diode
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TFB - Poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-coN-(4-butylphenyl)-diphenylamine)
Vac - Applied ac bias
Vdc - Applied dc bias
Vbi - The built-in voltage
Vnuii ~ The applied dc bias at which AT/T(1cj) vanishes
WF - Work function
uj

- Ac bias frequency multiplied by

2n

v - Photon frequency
Im{x3(hi')} - Imaginary part of the third order susceptibility
(j)B - Energy barrier at the polymer electrode interface
AT/ T - The fractional change in transmission
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